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A TEACHER’S JOURNEY: MAKING SENSE OF HOW READING COMBINED TEXT
GENRES INFLUENCED INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICES IN A SIXTH GRADE SCIENCE
CLASS

by

MESA BRYANT DAVIS

Under the Direction of Kadir Demir

ABSTRACT

This investigation explored how the experience of literacy integration, defined as using combined text genres (traditional science textbooks, popular science articles, and Adapted Primary
Literature), influenced the instructional practices of a middle school science teacher (Phillips &
Norris, 2009). The combined texts were put in a hermeneutic circle within the classroom community and discussed (Eger, 1992). During the discussions the teacher monitored the students’
meaning construction processes and made metacognitive decisions about her instructional practices (Ruddell & Unrau, 2004). The participants were Melissa, a sixth grade science teacher, and
ten (n=10) of her students at an academically rigorous, independent school in the southeastern
United States. Classroom observations and interviews, both used as primary sources of data col-

lection (DeWalt & DeWalt, 2002; Rubin & Rubin, 2005), were informed by other sources of data
such as the collection of teacher and student artifacts and a questionnaire for the purpose of crystallization. The transcript data was transcribed, analyzed, and coded using performance/dialogic
analysis. Categories from the codes were used to develop themes (Lichtman, 2013; Riessman,
2008) that were organized into a narrative that chronicled the teacher’s understanding of how the
reading of combined text genres influenced her instructional practices. The findings are presented in the form of a case study (Yin, 2009). These assertions emerged from the data: (1) Melissa
was able to make text visible (Lemke, 1990) and maintain an active learning environment while
using minds-on instructional practices and (2) despite the tendency to compartmentalize each
text genre, the teacher became metacognitive about her instructional practices. The implication is
that literacy integration need not be a mystery or deterrent to science teachers (Shanahan, 1997).
With the right resources, such as access to combined text genres, and through trial and error with
a variety of instructional practices, teachers can successfully implement literacy integration into
their classrooms.
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1

THE PROBLEM

In the twenty years that I spent in the classroom I used many pedagogical and instructional approaches. These strategies changed from year to year, from class to class, or from moment to moment, depending on the culture of the school district, school building, or specific class
that I taught. Despite my openness to change for the benefit of my students, there was a single
aspect of my instructional practices that remained constant—my refusal to use the traditional science textbook as anything other than a pre-reading resource.
When I began teaching at the secondary level, the traditional science textbook was the
cornerstone of teaching. It was a time, pre-internet, when teachers relied heavily on the textbook,
requiring students to read the chapter, answer the questions at the end of each section, and complete the end of chapter review. At that time science teachers widely considered reading as a passive, unidirectional process and teachers expected students to accept the content as written,
memorize it, and churn out these scientific facts. Unfortunately, this view of reading endured and
the use of traditional science textbooks necessitated, albeit implicitly, that a student act as a vessel into which facts are poured and from which these facts are decanted in the purest of form.
(Yore, Craig, & Maguire, 1998). Students who challenged the science by asking why or how it
came to be challenges themselves because the curriculum, which relied on the traditional science
textbook, left no room to wonder about or question what was being taught.
In 1998, which was early in my teaching career, I noticed that my students tended not to
read the science textbook. My efforts to figure out why led to the realization that traditional science textbooks are difficult to understand because they were written in the language of school
science which is different from everyday language. The language of school science was a linguistic challenge for students due to the use of technical words with which they were often not
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familiar (Fang, 2006). The lack of familiarity with the technical vocabulary limited the ability to
draw on prior knowledge, thus the text appeared nonsensical (Anderson, 2004). The experience
of reading was virtually useless in the eyes of my students, making them less likely to engage
with the text again and therefore less likely to learn from it (Guthrie, 2004; Mathewson, 2004).
Another shortcoming of the traditional science textbook is that it failed to fully convey the nuances of science (Crowther, Lederman, & Lederman, 2005; McComas, 1998; Sterling, 2009).
Rather than presenting science as a creative, human endeavor in which the ways of knowing
were subject to change (Sterling, 2009), traditional textbooks presented science as absolute fact
(Donahue, 2000; Pappas, 2006). They present a sanitized view of science, never mentioning its
tentativeness and the processes that led to the results (McComas, 1998; Norris, Macnab,
Wonham, & Vries, 2009). Again, my students found it difficult to engage with the traditional
science textbook and were not motivated to read (Guthrie et al., 2004; Mathewson, 2004).
Not reading posed a problem because reading is considered to be the primary mode in
which students acquire knowledge (Shanahan, 1997) and it is through reading that the author’s
words take on meaning for the student (Rosenblatt, 1988). My students’ choice not to read (even
the traditional science textbook) hindered their ability to construct meaning in science because
reading is such a large part of being able to learn and do science (Phillips & Norris, 2009). While
this anecdotal information comes directly from my personal experiences as an educator, similar
scenarios played out in classrooms across the country. The result would be an overall negative
impact meaning construction in science which would eventually spur a national movement toward literacy integration in the science classroom.
In 2012, students in the US ranked 27th in science literacy among 65 participating countries and educational systems (21st among the 34 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
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Development [OECD] member countries) on the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) exam (OECD, 2013). These low scores, especially for such a developed country,
inspired two national movements, The Common Core State Standards (CCSS) Initiative and the
Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS), that addressed issues with science learning
(Achieve, Inc., 2013; National Governors Association Center for Best Practices, Council of
Chief State School Officers, 2010a). Collectively, the intentions of the CCSS and the NGSS are
to bridge the gap between professional and school science (National Research Council, 2012;
Shanahan, 1997). The CCSS are designed to bride the gap through integrating literacy learning
into all grade levels and content areas. The NGSS, which are based on the CCSS, are designed to
bridge the gap by integrating scientific (and engineering) practices, the crosscutting of concepts,
and disciplinary core ideas from kindergarten to twelfth grade. The overarching goal of both
movements is to prepare career ready, informed consumers who can engage in public discussions
about science. Both movements also include elements of literacy integration. Admittedly, not all
of the issues with science learning stem from challenges with reading, however the development
of the CCSS Science and Technical Standards Grades 6-8 and the NGSS was a clear validation
of the centrality of literacy instruction in learning science (Donahue, 2000; Ebbers, 2002;
Guthrie et al., 2004; National Governors Association Center for Best Practices, Council of Chief
State School Officers, 2010b; Sutherland, 2008).
Because I understood the importance of reading as an information portal in the science
classroom long before it was an issue on the national stage, I integrated the use of popular science articles into my instructional practices. Popular science articles are a genre of scientific text
that makes science understandable to the general public. Although popular science articles are
less than technical and frequently fail to convey the nature of science, my students were more
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inclined to read them, understand them, and want to discuss what they had read (Jean Parkinson
& Adendorff, 2004). For years, the combination of readings from traditional science textbooks
and popular science articles served me well. The popular science articles facilitated and supported classroom discussions into which I wove the more difficult language of school science (Fang,
2006; Lemke, 1989). I used popular science articles to bridge the gap between traditional science
text and science for general audiences, but I was still unable to fully convey the nuances of science to my students through text until I discovered Adapted Primary Literature (APL), a text
genre that conveyed the nuances of science in a way that was age appropriate.
Upon first glance APL turned out to be exactly what I was looking for because it bridged
the gap between primary scientific research and traditional science textbooks (Baram-Tsabari &
Yarden, 2005; Falk & Yarden, 2009; Norris, Stelnicki, & de Vries, 2012; Phillips & Norris,
2009). All the elements of professional science were inherent in APL articles from the structure
of the article to the way it lent itself to discussion and multiple interpretations (Falk & Yarden,
2009; Phillips & Norris, 2009). My initial perception of APL was that it is the perfect text genre
to use in class, but after immersing myself in the literature, accessing APL articles, and conducting a pilot study I found that APL had shortcomings, just like the other text genres. An APL article can be difficult to understand as it is highly technical (Falk, Brill, & Yarden, 2008; Norris et
al., 2012). Within the text genre, there was an assumption that the reader has already mastered
the content, so it was not an effective tool for presenting new material. Admittedly I was dismayed, however my disappointment was the catalyst for a shift in my research interests. Instead
of focusing on how students construct meaning from text, I began to wonder using all three genres of text in combination would influence a teacher’s instructional practices in a science classroom.
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This exploration made sense of a sixth grade science teacher’s journey as she navigated
the use of combined text genres (traditional science textbooks, popular science articles and
Adapted Primary Literature [APL]), in her classroom. The study sought to broaden the scope of
literacy integration in science classrooms beyond the use of a single text genre or comparisons of
how different text genres contribute to scientific literacy (Baram-Tsabari & Yarden, 2005;
Ebbers, 2002; Phillips & Norris, 2009). Classroom discussions underpinned by The Reading as
Meaning Construction Model, in which readers focus on the text and teachers perform constant,
metacognitive assessments of the classroom environment with the goal of adjusting instructional
strategies to suit the specific needs of their students (Ruddell & Unrau, 2004a), were used to construct a narrative that accounted for how reading combined text genres influenced a teacher’s instructional practices in a sixth grade science classroom.
Research Questions
The integration of literacy instruction in the content areas has been widely studied, but effective integration of literacy instruction in science has always been elusive (Shanahan, 1997).
Most science education studies on literacy integration focused on the use of a single text genre or
were a comparison of how various genres of science text—traditional science textbooks, trade
books, popular science articles or some form of primary literature—contributed to scientific literacy (Baram-Tsabari & Yarden, 2005; Ebbers, 2002; Falk et al., 2008; Falk & Yarden, 2009;
Fang, 2006; Norris et al., 2008; Phillips & Norris, 2009). Literacy and language studies that explored reading across the curriculum focused on strategies that increased student comprehension,
but painted science with broad, sweeping strokes rather than addressing the uniqueness and subtleties of science (Alvermann, Phelps, & Ridgeway, 2009; Alvermann & Swafford, 1989;
Cantrell, David, & Callaway, 2009; Hall, 2005). This study examined how combining these gen-
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res of text influenced a sixth grade science teacher’s instructional practices. The following overarching question and three research sub-questions listed below guided the research study:
Overarching Question: How using combined text genres influence the instructional practices of a sixth grade science teacher?
Sub-Questions:
1. How does a teacher’s perception of student meaning construction influence the use of
combined text genres in a classroom community?
2. What are the affordances and constraints that using combined text genres place on a
teacher’s instructional practices in a science classroom?
3. What discursive practices occur in the science classroom while reading combined text
genres?
Participants in this study were a sixth grade science teacher and ten of her students. Data collection occurred over the course of eight weeks during Spring Semester. Because this study was a
narrative inquiry into how using combined text genres influenced a teachers’ instructional practices, the primary data sources were classroom observations and interviews. Secondary data
sources included field notes, student surveys, and the collection of both teacher and student artifacts.
As previously mentioned, the US is moving toward the integration of literacy in all content
areas, including science (NGA Center, 2010a). Understanding how the teacher used the reading
of combined text genres to influence instructional practices with an overall goal of scaffolding
meaning construction by the students in her class will contribute to the body of knowledge regarding the effectiveness and practicality of literacy integration in science classrooms. The ultimate goal of the study was to inform methods courses at the college level by presenting a practi-
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cal way to integrate literacy into science classrooms. The following section outlines my theoretical framework.
Theoretical Framework
Because this exploration examined how members of a classroom community used text, it
was appropriate to use a theoretical framework with roots in language and literacy. The model
that underpinned this study is called Reading as a Meaning Construction Process developed by
Ruddell and Unrau, but first it is important to pay homage to Rosenblatt’s theory of transactional
reading, the foundation for Ruddell and Unrau’s model.
Rosenblatt viewed reading as an iterative process of meaning construction between the
text and the reader; it is a transaction (Rosenblatt, 1988, 2004). Meaning construction was based
on the meaning that the reader gave to the words on the page of a book and the nature of that
meaning can be attributed to a combination of the author’s intended meaning and the reader’s
prior knowledge (Anderson, Spiro, & Anderson, 1978; Block, Parris, Reed, Whiteley, & Cleveland, 2009; Rosenblatt, 1988, 2004). According to Rosenblatt, as more text is read the reader
continually refined his or her interpretation of the text (Kucan & Beck, 1997; Rosenblatt, 2004;
Ruddell, 1992). Rosenblatt’s theory of transactional reading focused on an individual’s ability to
construct meaning from text, but stopped short of considering reading as a meaning construction
process for a classroom community as a whole which is an essential part of this study. This is
where Ruddell and Unrau’s model of Reading as a Meaning Construction Process picks up.
Reading as a Meaning Construction Process: The Reader, the Text and the Teacher.
Ruddell and Unrau (2004b) took Rosenblatt’s theory of transactional reading a step further and
described a meaning construction process that depicted how text, when used in a classroom context, fosters a meaning construction process that relies on the interactions between the reader
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(student), text, and the teacher. The beauty of using Ruddell and Unrau’s process is that it supports the negotiation of meaning by the teacher and students around, through, and about the text.
The process creates both collaborative and individual spaces for interpretation of the text by allowing the teacher and students to enter into parallel meaning construction processes: the students use the text as a foundation for meaning construction and the teacher monitors the students’ meaning construction from the text then uses those perceptions to influence instructional
practices. Grounded in Vygotsky’s theory of socially mediated learning, this process promotes
the meaning construction through teacher-student and peer-peer interactions (Brown, Pressley,
Van Meter, & Schuder, 2004; Forman & Cazden, 2004; Ruddell & Unrau, 2004b) and broadens
Rosenblatt’s theory of transactional reading so that it is applicable to the meaning construction
processes that occur in a classroom community.
Within Ruddell and Unrau’s meaning construction process lies a model that depicts how
meaning is made from text through interactions between the reader, text and the teacher (Figure
1). Before examining how the model directly supported this study it is important to briefly discuss the reader and the teacher as integral parts of the meaning construction process that occurs
within the model. It is also important to note that even though this study did not directly examine student meaning construction, it is still an integral part of the study because the teacher participant based her decisions about which instructional strategies to employ on her perception of
the difficulty or ease with which her students were able to construct meaning from the articles.
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Figure 1. The Text and Classroom Context. A visual representation of the meaning making process that exists between the reader, teacher and classroom community in the Reading as a Meaning-Construction Process. Adapted from “Reading as a MeaningConstruction Process: The Reader, the Text and the Teacher,” by Ruddell, R. B., &
Unrau, N. J. In R. B. Ruddell & N. J. Unrau, Eds., 2004, Theoretical Models and Processes of Reading 5th ed., p. 1498. Copyright 2004 by the International Reading Association.

The reader. Embedded in this meaning construction process is the recognition that the
readers are not blank slates. All readers bring a host of prior knowledge and belief systems that
affect how they construct meaning from the text. Rosenblatt (2004) wrote:
Every reading act is an event, or transaction involving a particular reader and a particular
pattern of signs, a text, and occurring at a particular time in a particular context. Instead
of two fixed entities acting on one another, the reader and the text are two aspects of a to-
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tal dynamic situation. The ‘meaning’ does not reside ready-made ‘in’ the text or ‘in’ the
reader, but happens or comes into being during the transaction between reader and text.
(2004, p. 1369)
In other words, reading is a transaction between the reader and the text with meaning being made
during the reading experience. Because meaning is fluid, a reader’s stance, a “perspective and
orientation toward a given text,” determines the nature of the meaning made (Ruddell & Unrau,
2004b, p. 1471). There are four stances (social, textual, institutional, and field) that determine the
lens that the reader uses while constructing meaning from text. Of particular interest in this study
are the social, textual and field stances, which allow the reader to construct meaning as part of a
community of learners, from the features of the text, and from the perspective of a science professional, respectively.
The teacher. The role of the teacher in the meaning making process parallels that of the
reader. Like readers, teachers bring background knowledge and their own belief systems into the
learning environment, but the motivation and engagement on their part is directed at the student
rather than the text. Ruddell and Unrau (2004) wrote, “the teacher engages the student in a collaborative process of inquiry and self-improvement in which both teacher and student seek to
refine respective skills and knowledge” (p. 1489). To do this effectively, teachers must bring
enough content knowledge and pedagogical strategies to address the needs of the students. The
teacher’s role is to “manage and oversee the instructional decision-making process and meaning
construction” (p. 1495). Teachers act as facilitators of the meaning construction process, helping
students reach their own interpretations of text through social interactions with other members of
the classroom community.
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Below I will discuss the model used in this study that made student meaning making visible to the teacher through classroom discussions.
Text and Classroom Context: A Model. The Text and Classroom Context Model was “designed with a social constructivist perspective of learning in which the teacher fosters a learning
environment that engages students in a meaning construction process. During that process, readers construct and negotiate meanings for texts, tasks, sources of authority, and features of the sociocultural setting” (Unrau & Ruddell, 1995, p. 21). The model considers an expanded view of
reading as something more than a solitary activity during which the reader absorbs meaning from
the text and recognizes that learning is a social process (Yore et al., 1998). Reading is seen as a
active meaning construction process that should be accompanied by listening, speaking, and
writing so members of the classroom community have every opportunity to evaluate, negotiate,
and restructure their understanding of the text (Draper, 2002; Phillips & Norris, 2009; Ruddell &
Unrau, 2004b; Schmidt, Gillen, Zollo, & Stone, 2002; Sutherland, 2008).
In this model, the teacher scaffolds the meaning making process, but is not the driving
force behind it. Instead meaning is constructed through the experience of reading text and interactions between the text, the teacher and students in the classroom community. The only meaning that matters is the one negotiated by the community of learners who shared in the experience
of reading the text as long as the meaning is supported by evidence in the text (Rosenblatt, 2004;
Ruddell & Unrau, 2004b; Unrau & Ruddell, 1995). All members of the classroom community
are part of a hermeneutic circle, sharing in the meaning making process and the constant, cyclical
reshaping of those meanings as the result of discussion and reflection within the classroom environment. Each learner begins with an interpretation of meaning that is shaped by the experience
of reading and discussing text, and those interpretations are further shaped by other members of
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the classroom community. Even though a student might not experience a transformation in the
meaning that has been made, being a member of a hermeneutic circle will engage the learner in
more critical considerations of his or her own meaning making process from the text based on
interactions within the classroom community. The same applies to the teacher. He or she may not
chose to immediately change his or her instructional practices, but there is considerable consideration as to how those practices shape meaning construction in the classroom community.
How the process and model support this study. Science educators frequently make arguments for the importance of doing science (Achieve, Inc., 2013; Lumpe & Oliver, 1991;
National Research Council, 2012), yet research argues that minds-on science is equally as important. Schmidt et al. (2002) conducted a study in a second grade classroom and found that
minds-on activities such as reading, writing, listening, and speaking, or more concisely the integration of literacy practices, enhanced learning to the point that students in the study were able to
demonstrate an understanding of all major concepts. Shmaefsky (2005) wrote about how necessary it is to employ minds-on science techniques when conducting classroom demonstrations
otherwise demonstrations became how-to directives rather than meaning construction processes.
Supported by research, this study explored how a minds-on practice, such as reading combined
text genres, influenced a teacher’s instructional practices as she engaged in metacognitive analysis of how her students constructed meaning from the reading texts.
Reading as a meaning construction process is representative of minds-on science instruction and can be used by practitioners to directly impact meaning construction processes in the
classroom (Ruddell & Unrau, 2004b). Ruddell and Unrau (2004a) presented a model in which
the teacher, reader and text interact during a meaning construction process within a classroom
community. Through the common experience of reading the text, the students work through a
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meaning making process as the teacher performs constant, metacognitive assessments of the
classroom environment, adjusting instructional strategies to suit the specific needs of their students. In this study, this process “direct[ed] the flow and conduct of instruction through specific
purpose setting, planning and organizing, and strategy construction” (2004b, p. 1466). The model represents how a classroom community undergoes a meaning construction process while experiencing the reading of a single source of text. This study applied this model to a situation in
which multiple text genres were used to explore how the reading a combination of text genres,
the traditional science textbook, popular science articles, and APL articles, influenced the instructional strategies of a sixth grade science teacher.
Assumptions of the Study
The reason for conducting the study at my place of employment is based on the reputation of the institution; it is known for academic rigor. One hundred percent of its graduating seniors are accepted into four year colleges whether or not they choose to attend. The 50th percentile
of sixth grade students in the study tested twenty points above the national average on reading
comprehension section of the Comprehensive Testing Program 4th edition (CTP4) exam. Based
on this assumption, the students’ reading comprehension skills would not present an obstacle in
the construction of meaning from the articles.
The following section presents a review of the literature surrounding literacy integration
in science classrooms, the specific text genres to be used in the study, and how reading a combination of those genres of texts can be used to scaffold a meaning construction process.
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2

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The Centrality of Literacy Instruction in Science Classroom Communities
Science is not a standalone subject and should not be taught as such (Ford, 2009; Peacock, 2001). Science instruction should include the integration of literary practices with a combination of modeling and real world application of scientific facts and theories (Ronald Anderson, 2007; Howes, Lim, & Campos, 2009; Schmidt et al., 2002). Why is it important to incorporate literacy practices in science classrooms? The skill set that a student develops as a result of
literacy instruction in science classrooms enables him or her to read critically, synthesize information and use previous learning experiences to make sense of new information (Baram-Tsabari
& Yarden, 2005; Bruce & Wasser, 1996; Shanahan, 1997; Sutherland, 2008). Integrating literacy
practices into science instruction also increases motivation and engagement, strengthens the
skills necessary to wholly participate in inquiry learning, makes cross curricular connections between science and language arts, and gives students a better idea of how these subjects are intricately linked (Douville, Pugalee, & Wallace, 2003; Kachan, Guilbert, & Bisanz, 2006; Olson &
Truxaw, 2009; Pappas, 2006; Purcell-Gates, Duke, & Martineau, 2007; Shanahan, 1997; Sutherland, 2008).
Database searches revealed that studies exploring how literacy integration supports science learning generally contain at least one of the following elements: the use of elementary
school populations, an assessment of the quality of curriculum materials, an examination of
teacher attitudes about integration, or some aspect of inquiry learning. For example, Schmidt et
al. (2002) conducted a study linking literacy instruction and inquiry learning in a second grade
elementary school science class. Their findings indicated that when inquiry is the desired outcome of learning, a student is able to effectively communicate and demonstrate a deeper under-
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standing of science concepts. Norris et al. (2008) found that commercial readers used in elementary schools forsake the technical aspect of science content for sake of a cohesive narrative. At
the elementary level, text supports learning to read rather than reading to learn and the accuracy
and thoroughness of the science in the text is sacrificed (Fang, 2006; Pappas, 2006). Sutherland
(2008) wrote about the role she played in the development of reading materials for a middle
school project-based, inquiry-based science curriculum. As a literacy expert she guided science
educators through constructing text that was “considerate” (p. 177) to the needs of the students.
Sutherland found that text shapes science learning during reading, therefore the structure, audience appropriateness, and readability of the text send both implicit and explicit messages to students about what information is worth retaining. In a study on the development of curriculum
materials to promote inquiry, Trumbull, Bonney, and Grudens-Schuck (2005) found that the propensity of elementary school science curriculum materials to promote inquiry learning depended
on how those materials presented science. Their efforts were largely unsuccessful because the
materials did not “[scaffold the] concepts and behaviors to enable students to move from scienceas-information to science-as-inquiry” (p. 888). Collectively these articles point to the important
role that text plays in science classes. In general text supports meaning construction processes,
but the nature of the meaning made (i.e. rote memorization, inquiry-based, etc.) is implicit within
the type, or genre, of text being used.
In contrast to the studies referred to above, research studies using middle or high school
populations tend to be situated in science education rather than oriented in literacy-focused research paradigms. The next section of this literature review discusses some of these studies in an
effort to define each expository text genre used in my study, examine the characteristics and
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qualities of each genre, and explain how reading a combination of these genres provides students
with a holistic understanding of science.
Text Genres
Narrative versus expository text. Narrative text is the predominant text choice used in
teaching students to read, especially at the elementary level (Cox, Fang, & White Otto, 2004;
Fang, 2006; Norris et al., 2008; Wray & Lewis, 1997). Studies by Norris et al. (2008) and Pappas
(2006) indicated that the subject of these narrative texts are not typically science. Even in those
texts that addressed science content, the scientific accuracy and thoroughness of the content of
the text was secondary to the ability to assist students with learning to read. For example, the text
discussed a bee’s waggle dance or mentioned why spiders built webs, but they did not fully address the scientific nature behind these instinctive, life-promoting processes. These narratives
privileged learning to read rather than reading to learn through the use of overly simplistic and
incomplete stories that forsook science in order to teach students to read.
In middle school, students face an abrupt shift as their reading goals change from learning to read to reading to learn. Reading to learn necessitates a switch from the use of narrative
text to nonfiction and/or expository texts (Fang, 2006, 2008; Wray & Lewis, 1997). Unfortunately, most students are unprepared to make the shift due to the lack of exposure to expository text
in earlier grades and consequently the lack of explicit instruction in content area reading
(Alvermann et al., 2009; Armbruster, Anderson, & Ostertag, 1987; Fang, 2008; Guthrie et al.,
1998; van den Broek, Virtue, Gaddy Everson, Tzeng, & Sung, 2002; Wray & Lewis, 1997). Fang
(2008) states, “The continuing emphasis on…primary grade reading instruction, does not, however, adequately prepare students to read more challenging expository texts of, for example, science…that await them in intermediate grades and beyond” (p. 476). He then goes on to say,
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“without specific training in the art of expository reading, students will find expository texts alienating and difficult to read”. The inability to easily make sense of text contributed to negative
reading experiences and the reluctance to engage in the act of reading (Cox et al., 2004). Presenting students with text choices that provide positive yet varied reading experiences while they
read to learn promotes this idea of self-efficacy. Reading a combination of text genres in conjunction with text appropriate reading instruction, can support learning in the classroom environment at a variety of levels depending on the genre of science text being used (Armbruster et
al., 1987).
The following section of the literature review discusses the texts that represent combined
text genres used in this study.
Characteristics and features of traditional science textbooks. The traditional science textbooks fails students in multiple ways: there is little opportunity to reason and argue, too few explicit connections are made to modern science, and connections to scientific conclusions are not
frequently addressed (Norris, Macnab, et al., 2009). There is little reason for students to insert
themselves into the science because it is presented as a summary of what has already occurred
rather than as active and fluid (Baram-Tsabari & Yarden, 2005; Goldman & Bisanz, 2002; Phillips & Norris, 2009; Trumbull et al., 2005). Trumbull (2005) states:
Contemporary science textbooks and laboratory manuals continue to convey a view of
science knowledge as certain and invariant. Such representations of science limit the success with which learners understand science, including making sense of contradiction and
disagreement among science experts. Further, when science is presented as a stable body
of expert knowledge, learners are discouraged from developing their own explorations
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and explanations of observed phenomena. Students subsequently are limited in ability
and confidence with regard to inquiry. (p. 881)
The effectiveness of traditional science textbooks and the views of science portrayed in
these texts are questionable because their expository nature presents science as absolute fact,
which does not allow students to approach text in the questioning, dynamic spirit of science
(Donahue, 2000; Draper, 2002; McComas, 1998; Olson & Truxaw, 2009; Phillips & Norris,
2009; Trumbull et al., 2005). As a result of science being presented as it ‘is’ rather than what it
‘could possibly be’, students do not develop the skills necessary to grapple with the science textbook.
Science textbooks demand only a functional literacy; students are simply asked to read,
absorb the information and recall it on assessments (Donahue, 2000; Scruggs, Mastropieri,
Bakken, & Brigham, 1993). At no point are they required to interpret the text, construct their
own meanings, or synthesize knowledge (Shanahan, 1997) because science is presented as an
endpoint of research not a process (Baram-Tsabari & Yarden, 2005). Traditional science textbooks do not give students the opportunity to connect scientific discoveries to the scientific processes that yielded them. Their learning is no more than rote memorization and the process of
science and power literacy are lost on them (Donahue, 2000).
Studies have found that science textbooks are difficult to read and perhaps unintentionally responsible for student misconceptions (Goldman & Bisanz, 2002; Vacca & Vacca, 1999).
Goldman and Bisanz (2002) state:
Analyses of American science textbooks indicate that they cover too many topics, use
difficult vocabulary, make little contact with students’ background knowledge, and do
not address commonly held misconceptions. They also lack logical structures that sys-
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tematically develop concepts and relate topics to one another in a systematic and meaningful way. (p. 39-40)
Students find reading traditional science textbooks difficult because the structure of this genre of
expository text is vastly different from the narrative text they were taught to read. These differences necessitate the explicit instruction in the use of text structure in order to increase reading
comprehension of expository text.
Armbruster et al. (1987), Goldman and Bisanz (2002), and Vacca and Vacca (1999) provide evidence that the comprehensibility and recall of information in traditional science textbooks depends largely upon a reader’s understanding of its text structure. There are three main
categories of text structure used in traditional science textbooks that convey meaning: technical
vocabulary, typographic aids, and organizational patterns. Fang (2006) referred to the technical
vocabulary within traditional science textbooks as the (written) language of school science (LSS)
and attributed the difficulty that students have in understanding the LSS in expository texts to the
fact that it is vastly different from everyday language. Traditional science textbooks are information dense as indicated by readability formulas and there is a need to explicitly teach students
to analyze the meaning of technical vocabulary terms by using morphemic analysis (Alvermann
et al., 2009; Fang, 2006). Vacca and Vacca (1999) state, “When students use morphemic analysis
in combination with context, they have a powerful strategy at their command” (p. 74) because
they are able to construct meaning by taking the words apart.
Typographic aids, a second type of text structure, are indices of text format and include
features such as font characteristics (bold, italics, etc.), indicators of paragraph levels (headings
and subheading) and visuals (pictures or graphics) to indicate conceptual significance
(Alvermann et al., 2009; Armbruster et al., 1987; Vacca & Vacca, 1999). Topographic aids signi-
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fy the importance of words or provide clues about the level of detail. Unfortunately uninformed
“students tend to gloss over a typographic aid instead of using it to spotlight…meaning” (Vacca
& Vacca, 1999, p. 70) which affects their ability to interpret the meaning of text.
Another category of text structure in traditional science textbooks are organizational patterns such as lists, sequencing, comparing and contrasting, cause and effect relationships, and
problem-solution patterns. According to Vacca and Vacca (1999), these organizational structures
use “the grammatical relationships among words in a sentence or the structural arrangement
among sentences in a passage [to help] clarify the meaning of a particular word” ( p. 70) and are
more difficult for students to determine and decipher on their own. Armbruster et al. (1987)
found that students who understand the author’s organizational structure recalled more than students who did not. Furthermore, the students who understood the author’s organizational structure used it to organize their own meaning construction. Conversely students who struggled with
meaning construction could not make sense of the text structure or the content within the text.
This indicates that explicit strategy instruction for students who are unable to make sense of the
text features in traditional science textbooks is sometimes required (Alvermann et al., 2009;
Armbruster et al., 1987; Fang, 2006; Vacca & Vacca, 1999).
Characteristics and features of popular science articles. Popular science articles, also called
Journalistic Reported Versions (JRV), are expository texts written to inform general audiences
about science (Goldman & Bisanz, 2002; Yarden, 2009). According to Goldman and Bisanz
(2002) these texts report new research, whether or not the research claims have been accepted by
the scientific community and are designed to present science in a manner that the public can understand. Generally speaking, these articles are news stories featuring members of a community;
however they do not necessarily feature scientific knowledge or support it with evidence. If sci-
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entific knowledge is presented in a popular science article, it can fall anywhere on a continuum
of extreme certainty to conditional, depending on the article and/or topic (Goldman & Bisanz,
2002; Yarden, 2009). A unique feature of popular science articles, when compared to the other
genres of text featured in this study, is the inclusion of the human perspective. Any focus on objectivity is from the author’s perspective as he or she is certain to include information from both
sides of the argument (Goldman & Bisanz, 2002). These articles make science seem more like a
human endeavor and less sanitized than the traditional science textbook (Kucan & Beck, 1997).
Popular science articles are narrative in nature and do not contain regularly occurring text features. They typically take on a format dictated by the publication in which they appear.
Popular science articles can be a valuable resource in science classrooms when used to
complement more technical reading materials. They also present authentic opportunities for critical reading and the discussion of multiple interpretations generated by members of the classroom
community. Although these texts are less technical than traditional science textbooks or APL articles and not academic enough to use in educational settings alone (Goldman & Bisanz, 2002),
exposure to popular science articles in an academic setting is important because these are the
texts that students are most likely to come across once they leave academic settings (Yarden,
2009). It is important that they understand what they are and how to use them.
Characteristics and features of APL. APL was developed in response to the need to use
primary research articles in science classrooms. Baram-Tsabari and Yarden (2005) wrote,
Primary literature not only closes the gap between public knowledge and the frontiers of
scientific inquiry, it can also develop the following components of scientific literacy: acquaintance with the rationale of the research plan; exposure to research methods and their
suitability to the research question; acquaintance with the language and structure of scien-
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tific communication; development of the ability to critically assess the goals and conclusions of scientific research; exposure to problems in a certain discipline and acquaintance
with the continuity of the scientific research process. (p. 404)
With all of these qualities, it is easy to see how using primary literature can benefit the
teaching and learning of science. Unfortunately, because primary literature is “written by scientists for scientists” in “technical language specific to the area of research” (Norris, Macnab, et
al., 2009, p. 322), also known as scientific discourse (Gee, 1999; Lemke, 1988), the articles are
often difficult for students to read and understand. To mitigate this problem science writers have
taken the information from primary research articles and make it grade level accessible for secondary students. This text genre is called Adapted Primary Literature (APL). The language of
APL articles is less technical than that of primary literature and the complex data is explained
qualitatively rather than quantitatively. APL articles are reviewed by scientists as a measure of
quality control (Norris, Macnab, et al., 2009).
APL is different from traditional science textbooks and similar to primary literature in
that it presents students with the discourse of science while maintaining the structural integrity of
empirical research articles (Baram-Tsabari & Yarden, 2005; Falk et al., 2008; Ford, 2009;
Norris, Falk, et al., 2009). The continuity of structure from one APL article to another (Abstract,
Introduction/Background, Methods, Results and Discussion) reinforces understanding of the scientific method while engaging students in reading and discussing the text (Baram-Tsabari &
Yarden, 2005; Norris, Macnab, et al., 2009; Phillips & Norris, 2009). Reading APL articles requires students to navigate the text like true scientists (Baram-Tsabari & Yarden, 2005; Falk &
Yarden, 2009; Phillips & Norris, 2009); they are presented with the opportunity to question, argue and reconcile knowledge within this text genre (Pappas, 2006).
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In a 2005 study, Baram-Tsabari and Yarden found using APL beneficial because APL
bridged the gap between common language and scientific discourse. The study also demonstrated that students learned more about scientific inquiry when using APL. In fact, APL has consistently been shown to increase a student’s understanding of the scientific process, the nature of
science, and the use of scientific inquiry (Baram-Tsabari & Yarden, 2005; Falk et al., 2008;
Norris, Macnab, et al., 2009). However, these same studies do not necessarily conclude that there
is a significant difference in the understanding of content knowledge between students who read
APL and those who read other text genres. Unlike traditional science textbooks, APL highlights
the fluidity of science and gives students the opportunity to integrate literacy practices while
learning science through the processes of reasoning, rationalizing and argumentation. Reading
becomes an authentic literacy activity through the use of APL (Duke, Purcell-Gates, Hall, &
Tower, 2006). Students use these authentic reading experiences to construct meaning on their
own terms and are adept at demonstrating their understanding of science (Phillips & Norris,
2009). Table 1 presents the characteristics and features of each text genre.
The following section of the literature review begins with a discussion of minds-on science learning then moves into a discussion of the teacher’s role in literacy integration.
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Table 1
Characteristics and features of the text genres that will be used in this study
Traditional Textbooks
Science educators
and scientists

Popular Science

APL

Science journalists

Science educators
and scientists

Audience

Students (K-16)

General public

Secondary students

Content

Summaries of facts

Facts with little
evidence

Evidence to support
conclusions

Structure

Discipline specific

Publication specific

Canonical

Authors

Presentation of sciCertain, without
Continuum of cerUncertain
ence
processes
tainty
Note. Adapted from “Reading scientific texts: Adapting primary literature for promoting scientific literacy” by A. Yarden, 2009, Research in Science Education, 39, p. 308. Copyright 2009 by
Springer Science + Business Media B.V.
The Use of Literacy Integration to Scaffold in Minds-on Science
Minds-on science activities that encourage questioning and develop higher order thinking
skills are examples of inquiry learning. The NRC (1996) describes inquiry1 as a:
Multifaceted activity that involves making observations; posing questions; examining
books and other sources of information to see what is already known; planning investigations;
reviewing what is already known in light of experimental evidence; using tools to gather, analyze, and interpret data; proposing answers, explanations, and predictions; and communicating
the results. Inquiry requires identification of assumptions, of critical and logical thinking, and
consideration of alternative explanations. (p. 13-14)

1

Over the years the term 'inquiry’ has morphed into ‘scientific practices’. In this study I will use the term ‘inquiry’
in order to make a stronger case for reading as inquiry (see below). Using parallel terms for science as inquiry and
reading as inquiry simultaneously simplifies and strengthens the case.
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From this perspective inquiry, like literacy integration, can be presented as an educational
outcome that provides rich and varied opportunities to construct meaning and collaborate in order to increase both understanding and engagement (Anderson, 2007). Students engaged in inquiry as an educational outcome read for information, summarize what they have read, synthesize new information, and communicate with their peers thus showing evidence of learning outcomes and mastery of skill (Ebbers, 2002; Howes et al., 2009; Norris et al., 2008; Phillips &
Norris, 2009; Schmidt et al., 2002; Sutherland, 2008). Though inquiry learning is often associated with hands-on activities, it can also be achieved through minds-on work like literacy integration.
According to Wetzel (1997), literacy integration and minds-on science share similar objectives: the processing and managing of ideas and information. During minds-on science activities, students “share what they observed with others to assess the universality of their understanding” (Shmaefsky, 2005, p. 44) by reading, talking, writing and listening, the cornerstones of
literacy practices (NRC, 2000). In a study by Howes et al. (2009) science teachers whose instructional practices combined minds-on activities with literacy integration provided opportunities for
students to construct meaning and demonstrate deeper understandings of science through reading, writing, and speaking. Until now the focus of this literature review has been literacy integration through reading. Now I would like to address the importance of using discussion as a means
of literacy integration.
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Literacy Integration and the D/discourse of Science
Literacy integration includes activities that highlight speaking thinking, and writing about
text. James Paul Gee (1999, 2004) used the terms Discourse and discourse to describe accepted
practices and language in the situated context of social environments. Discourse, with a big ‘D’
refers to a way of being that is accepted by members of that group. Students engaged in inquiry
based activities such as asking questions and proposing answers, analyzing and interpreting data,
and communicating (NRC, 1996) are engaging in the same behaviors as professional scientists;
they are situated in the Discourse of professional science. Speaking about those behaviors or other aspects of science, language in use, is what Gee (2004) referred to as discourse with a little
‘d’. Full literacy integration of literacy should include text that supports the Discourse (social
nature) and discourse (language) of science (Gee, 1999, 2004; Lemke, 1988) yet provide enough
space for students to construct meaning individually (Boghossian, 2006; Gee, 2000) before contributing to the making of meaning as part of a group.
Since literacy itself is a social construct (Gee, 1999, 2004; Leu, Jr., Kinzer, Coiro, &
Cammack, 2004), the integration of literacy can be used to bring the Discourse of professional
scientists into the science classroom, maximizing science learning opportunities. It is through
these learning environments, designed to close the gap between professional and classroom science (Falk & Yarden, 2009), that students will be able to operate in the scientific Discourse of
professional scientists, using “language-in-action” (Gee, 1999, p. 11) to read, write and speak
like scientists (J. Parkinson, Jackson, Kirkwood, & Padayachee, 2007). Lemke (1990) agreed
that bridging the gap between school science and scientific practice is critical in science meaning
construction. He suggested that teachers move backward and forward between the discourses to
help students understand the connections and relationships between them. For Lemke, classroom
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discussion of text, both formally and informally, both teacher-driven and study-led, is the best
way to achieve this goal.
According to Gee (1999), “Discourses are always embedded in a medley of social institutions, and often involve various ‘props’ like books and magazines…laboratories, classrooms…and a myriad of other objects” (p. 18). The books Gee referred to are primary literature
manuscripts, articles, and journals that professional scientists produce and use to define problems, discuss findings and collaborate. In this study, combined text genres served as the props
that brought students into the Discourse of professional science through classroom discussions.
In a classroom setting it is those discussions that inform a teacher perception on student meaning
construction and serve to influence his or her instructional practices.
Exploration of the Teacher’s Role in Literacy Integration
Challenges. The way that science teachers think about reading can be a serious barrier to
literacy integration in science classrooms (Wray & Lewis, 1997). Hall (2005) found that preservice teachers felt that they neither knew how to nor were they interested in learning how to
teach reading. In the same study in-service teachers felt that while they did not know how to incorporate literacy strategies into their classrooms, their students could benefit from the practice.
It is likely that teachers believe that incorporating literacy strategies in science classrooms means
focusing on code-based reading instruction, which is not necessarily true. In a study by Greenleaf
et al. (2001), researchers found that even students who read below grade level do not always
need “skill instruction focused on phonics, word attack, vocabulary, and spelling” (p. 83). What
they need is guidance on building skills that help them make meaning of science text (T. H. Anderson, West, Beck, MacDonell, & Frisbie, 1997; Guthrie et al., 1998, 2004; Irving, 2001). Science teachers who integrate literacy into their classrooms need not become reading teachers.
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They can employ literacy integration strategies that focus on meaning construction through reading rather than teaching students how to read (Rosenblatt, 2004; Ruddell, 1992).
In 2009, Howes et al. found that teachers at the elementary level were intimidated by science, did not enjoy teaching it, and inadvertently instilled a fear or dislike of science in their students. A study by Norris et al. (2008) and an article by Pappas (2006) corroborated findings by
Howes et al. Their studies found that when elementary school teachers chose to teach science, it
was less than scientific because the texts they used presented science as overly simplistic narratives that omitted even the age appropriate technicalities of science. Spiro, Coulson, Feltovich,
and Anderson (2004) referred to this practice as reductive bias and stated that “a predominant
share of the misconceptions (and networks of misconceptions)…reflect one or another kind of
oversimplification of complex material associated with learners’ earlier experiences with introductory learning” (p. 642). Later, these same students would move into secondary classrooms
where science teachers, through their own backgrounds and educational training, understood the
limitations of traditional science textbooks and used textbooks as resources instead of tools for
learning (Norris & Phillips, 2003; Olson & Truxaw, 2009). Going from an environment where
science was tentatively approached or completely avoided to one where the value of text is
deemphasized perpetuates a disconnect between students, science, and science text (Oliveira,
Akerson, Colak, Pongsanon, & Genel, 2012).
Science educators typically think of reading as unidirectional and passive, of which it is
neither, and generally do not place value on using literacy practices to teach science. A group of
studies by Donahue (2000), Hall (2005), and Phillips and Norris (2009) indicated that a teacher’s
beliefs and pedagogical content knowledge were closely linked, and he or she will use instructional practices that reflect those beliefs. Phillips and Norris (2009) stated,
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If science educators show little concern for text, see reading as merely a tool to get to science, they are likely to reinforce the attraction of the simple view of reading, and unwittingly underestimate the complexity and importance of reading in science. (p. 318)
Oliveira, Akerson, Colak, Pongsanon, and Genel (2012) found that teachers implicitly communicated to students by emphasizing certain aspect of their speech patterns. Although this study
focused on the implicit (mis)communication of nature of science principles to the students, it follows that teachers also communicated implicitly about their pedagogical values and beliefs.
Therefore, when reading is not a personal priority for science teachers and little to no literacy
instruction exists in their classrooms they are inadvertently ‘telling’ their students that literacy
has no place in, and it is unimportant to, science. Examining teacher attitudes about (teaching)
reading is beyond the scope of this study, but research in this area is important because it explains why science teachers are reluctant to engage in literacy instruction. Insight into the reasons behind these attitudes could be helpful in addressing the needs of teachers so they are less
reluctant to incorporate literacy instruction into science teaching.
Reading is Inquiry: Establishing and active learning environment. The idea of reading as
inquiry is not new among science educators (Phillips & Norris, 2009; Schmidt et al., 2002; Yore,
2003). Yore’s (2003) documentation of literacy in science classes reveals that studies were conducted as early as the 1970’s with the primary focus on text and how students read. The field
slowly evolved and by the late 1980’s reading was reconceptualized as a constructivist process
during which meaning is made through engaging with the text. The next generation of studies,
from the 1990’s to the present, present reading as a transactional process during which the reader
draws meaning from the text, applies meaning to the text, and then reconciles the information to
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make new meaning (Rosenblatt, 2004; Ruddell, 1992; Ruddell & Unrau, 2004b; Schmidt et al.,
2002; Yore, 2003). In a 2009 study, Phillips and Norris stated:
The central idea of reading as inquiry is that reading is principled interpretation of text.
Readers infer meaning from text by integrating relevant text information with their relevant background knowledge. Interpretation is about exploring meanings presupposed,
implied, and reasonably justified by the text. (p. 317-318)
Reading is an iterative process, going backward and forward, between the text and the reader.
This “to-and-fro process of building and interpretation becomes a form of transaction with an
author persona sensed through and behind the text” (Rosenblatt, 2004, p. 1383). Instead of a unidirectional process where information is absorbed from text, reading is social, resulting in the
construction of meaning and problem solving (Donahue, 2000; Douville et al., 2003; Norris et
al., 2008; Norris, Falk, et al., 2009; Norris & Phillips, 2003; Yore, 2003; Yore et al., 1998).
Approaching reading as an inquiry-based experience “provid[es] students with authentic
opportunities to conduct science inquiry [and enhances] their abilities to successfully evaluate
complex scientific ideas” (Trumbull et al., 2005, p. 879). Creating opportunities for authentic
scientific experiences means structuring the learning environment in such a way that students can
immerse themselves in a meaning construction processes. It implies movement away from traditional textbooks that do not communicate that science is a process (Baram-Tsabari & Yarden,
2005; Norris, Macnab, et al., 2009; Oliveira et al., 2012; Phillips & Norris, 2009) and cookbook
laboratory activities in which following directions takes priority over understanding (Trumbull et
al., 2005) towards shared learning environments in which the text and activities, in tandem,
communicate the nature of science (McComas, 1998; Oliveira et al., 2012) and require students
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to participate as active members of the learning environment in both hands-on and minds-on activities.
Teachers who view reading as inquiry scaffold student learning by setting up a foundation upon which to construct knowledge (Boyles, 2006; Dewey, 1906; Kucan & Beck, 1997;
Lemke, 1989). Learning experiences in their classrooms connect the learner with the content as
well as to other members of the classroom community so that meaning construction flows seamlessly from one topic, activity, subject, or year to the next. Understanding the need for interconnectivity between subjects makes teachers more likely to integrate literacy instruction into their
instructional practices and use text to support and scaffold meaning making processes (Dewey,
1906; Kucan & Beck, 1997). These teachers take advantage of a student’s ability to form connections between seemingly different concepts and see the meaning construction process as a
“circular and changing process of forming hypotheses and testing, negotiation and validating
meaning” that can includes minds-on instruction (Ruddell, 2004, p. 991).
Teachers that take a cross-curricular approach to instruction understand that literacy instruction is the gatekeeper to knowledge (Block et al., 2009; Donahue, 2000; Shanahan, 1997;
Trumbull et al., 2005). In a study on instructional approaches that increase reading comprehension, Block et al. (2009) found that teachers who incorporated literacy instruction that focused on
the student and content saw significantly higher reading comprehension scores. This study highlighted the use of literacy instruction because “it emphasizes the ability of teachers to facilitate
student discussions in which students collaborate to form joint interpretations of text and acquire
a deeper understanding of the mental and cognitive processes involved in comprehension” (p.
264). Teachers who make an effort to find the time to integrate reading, writing, and speaking
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into their classrooms understand the important role that literacy instruction plays in reading
comprehension, thus they should have access to text that supports this goal.
The choice of text used in classrooms should lend itself to literacy instruction by presenting science content in a manner that encourages students to cognitively engage with the text by
thinking deeply and discussing what they read (Block et al., 2009; Donahue, 2000; Draper, 2002;
Guthrie, 2004; Kucan & Beck, 1997; Norris & Phillips, 2003). It is in this space that we meet a
critical junction: the role of text choice in enhancing the effectiveness of literacy and science instruction. Once students connect to the text, their ability to communicate their ideas, synthesize
new information, analyze, and evaluate the text will follow (Sutherland, 2008).
How perceptions of student meaning construction influence instructional practices. McNeill
and Krajcik (2008) found that the set of instructional practices that teachers use in their classrooms to be as varied as the teachers and classroom communities using them. Borko, Roberts
and Shavelson (2008) found that teachers will continue using the same cache of instructional
practices “until something goes unexpectedly,” (p. 46) forcing them to engage in metacognitive
assessments of the effectiveness of those instructional practices. Demir and Elletts (2014) stated
that these metacognitive assessments are extensions of one’s epistemic beliefs and are reflected
in the learning environment that the teacher establishes in the classroom. Demir and Ellett’s considerations led to the development of a working model that illustrates how a teacher’s instructional practices stem from his or her epistemic beliefs and move outward to shape the classroom
community. Figure 2 is a visual representation of the relationship between a teacher’s epistemic
beliefs and learning environment.
As indicated by the dotted line in Figure 2, the path taken to arrive at instructional decision making is not simply linear. There can be movement between the concentric circles which
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gives room for trial and error coupled with deeper reconsiderations of current and new instructional practices. The concentric circles most relevant to this study have been highlighted for emphasis although it is worth noting that the most thorough metacognitive considerations of instructional practices permeate many aspects of a teacher’s professional and personal lives. Ruddell
and Unrau (2004a), state that metacognitive assessments can be made before, during, and after
each lesson, thus the temporality of the assessment is less important that the willingness to engage in the process.

Figure 2. A Working Model Linking the Development and Strengthening of Epistemological
Beliefs, Culture, and Learning Environment Characteristics. Adapted from The Role of Science
Teachers’ Beliefs in International Classrooms (p. 68), by K. Demir and C. Ellett, 2014, The
Netherlands: Sense Publishers. Copyright 2007 by Sense Publishers. Adapted with permission.
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Motivations for changing instructional practices. In the section above I referred to Roberts
and Shavelson’s (2008) notion that a teacher reaches a point of tension something goes wrong in
the classroom and signals the need for change in instructional practices; however sensing the
need to change instructional practices does not necessarily generate the motivation to change. A
study by Firestone and Martinez (2007) found that a teacher changed instructional practices only
if he or she was backed by the district, had access to resources that would support the change,
and had the necessary time to implement the change. Turner, Warzon, and Christenson (2011)
found that once a teacher committed to changing instructional practices, time for collaboration
with others and opportunities for personal reflection were crucial in providing teachers with the
efficacy to implement the instructional changes for the long term. In contrast, not meeting these
personal needs of the teachers meant that teachers were more likely to revert to old instructional
practices even while understanding that these practices were not necessarily effective.
Gaps in the literature: Using combined text genres to address science learning. As
previously mentioned in the literature review, there are studies that focus on the using a single
text genre or the comparison of two text genres in a classroom community, however no database
searches have revealed a study that explores how the use of combined text genres (traditional
science textbooks, popular science articles, and APL) collectively influence a teachers’ instructional practices. This study attempted to address this gap in the literature by examining how a
teacher’s perception of meaning construction by the students in her class influenced her instructional practices while discussing text in the classroom community. Each text genre in this study,
the traditional science textbook, popular science articles, and APL as mentioned above, features
different aspects of science (See Table 1). Traditional science textbooks cover a large amount of
material in relatively few pages. However despite being dense, the traditional science textbook
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provides content knowledge. Popular science articles do not include many of the technicalities of
scientific inquiry, but are valuable in that they present science in a way that is understandable to
the masses. APL, although highly technical, capitalizes on scientific discovery, leaving room for
multiple interpretations of the text and reinforcing experimental design. Combining text genres is
the key to this study because individually none of these genres convey all of the nuances of science that are important for science learning, however collectively they serve as powerful resources because each can mitigate deficiencies in the other. When used in combination, these
texts present science in the way that it should be seen: as a dynamic, fluid field, subject to interpretation and centered on human endeavors. The science classroom that supports reading combined text genres affords students the opportunity to read and discuss science content in ways
that will support student understanding and communication of science on three important levels.
They will be able to speak the language of school science, discuss science as laymen, and speak
and act in the discourse of professional science
Having made a case for my study based on prior research and gaps in the literature, next I
outline my methodology and discuss the specific tools I used in my research study.
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3

METHODOLOGY

Using a Qualitative Research Paradigm
Qualitative studies are based on a particular theoretical framework that helps the researcher generate research questions, dictates methodological approaches, and determines the
data analysis to be performed (Merriam, 2009).Research questions determine the methodological
approach and the nature of the research questions in this study necessitated the use of rich, thick
description to make sense of the events that took place while exploring how using combined text
genres influenced a sixth grade science teacher’s instructional practices (Denzin & Lincoln,
2000; Ezzy, 2002; Yin, 2009). Using a qualitative research paradigm, specifically narrative inquiry, in this study allowed for the construction of a narrative in the form of a single holistic case
study written from the teacher’s perspective (Bogdan & Bilken, 2003; Denzin & Lincoln, 2000;
Merriam, 2009).
Presenting the Narrative as a Case Study
A case study is a richly descriptive analysis of a bounded system (Merriam, 2009). This
study is presented in the form of a holistic single-case case study bounded by the use combined
text genres in a sixth grade science classroom (Merriam, 2009). A holistic case study design was
adopted because the combined text genres used in this study were considered as a single unit of
analysis. Yin (2009) states that single case studies designs are most appropriate when the case is
unique. This case study is unique in that database searches to date have not revealed another
study that explores the influence of the combined texts (traditional science textbooks, popular
science articles and APL) on the instructional practices used in a sixth grade science classroom.
Taking these parameters into consideration, a holistic single-case study design was chosen to
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represent the study (Merriam, 2009; Yin, 2009).The following section makes a case for the use
of narrative inquiry as a methodological approach.
Using Narrative Inquiry as a Methodological Approach
The teacher’s experience is presented as a richly descriptive single holistic case study that
was co-constructed between the researcher and participant through narrative inquiry. Narrative
inquiry was used as a methodological approach because narrative inquiry organizes fragmented
pieces of events that occur over time into a story that represents a “meaningful whole” (Denzin
& Lincoln, 2000, p. 656) that brings order to chaos. The result of which was a study that described the thoughts and interpretations of what occurred in a sixth grade science classroom as
combined text genres were used to influence the teacher’s instructional practices.
Ontological and epistemological assumptions of narrative inquiry. Ontological considerations of narrative research are underpinned by the concept that there is no single, observable reality” (Merriam, 2009, p. 8). Instead of looking for the ultimate truth, narrative research makes individual truths visible by bringing order to the chaos of lived experiences. Narrative inquiry constructs reality by using the voices of study participants to tell stories that are self reflective and
purposefully link life events in a way that makes sense (Meretoja, 2014). Riessman (2008) states,
“Narrative shaping entails imposing a meaningful pattern on what would otherwise be random
and disconnected” (p. 5). The story that develops may be chronological or episodic, but the
meaning indisputably comes from the perspective of the storyteller. The accuracy of the life
events can be subject to debate, but the storyteller’s perception is not debatable because narratives are a reconstruction of how one has experienced life; they are indeed the participant’s reality (Pinnegar, Daynes, & Clandinin, 2007; Riessman, 2008). In this way, narratives bring order to
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the disorderly human experience by turning lived experiences into stories that make sense of
one’s reality (Riessman, 2008).
Accepting that there is no single reality requires researchers to consider the definition of
knowledge in much the same way that reality is defined above. Narrative researchers “accept and
value the way in which narrative inquiry allows wondering, tentativeness, and alternative views
to exist as a part of the research account” (Pinnegar et al., 2007, p. 25). Although protocol requires a qualitative researcher to enter a research environment with as much openness and objectivity as possible, as the narrative researcher builds relationships with study participants and the
nature of the relationship changes over the course of the study, the initial quest toward objectivity morphs into a more subjective mindset (Pinnegar et al., 2007). The researcher and participant
learn from one another and make meaning of the interactions that occur over the course of the
study. The relationship is underpinned by the events and conversations that unfold as the study
takes place and narrative is co-constructed by the researcher and participant (Riessman, 2008).
For narrative researchers there are multiple ways of knowing and the narrative that is
produced during a study is accepted as only one way of telling the story. Narratives move away
from positivist research paradigms, allowing the participant’s voice to be heard in the context of
a particular life experience. This study sought to tell the story of how using combined text genres
in a sixth grade science class influenced the teacher’s instructional practices. The context of the
study is described in the following section.
Context of Study
The Purpose. The purpose of this study was to explore how the use of combined text genres influenced the instructional practices in a sixth grade science classroom. Three genres of
texts, passages from a traditional science textbook, articles from popular science magazines, and
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Adapted Primary Literature (APL) articles, were placed in a hermeneutic circle based on the
Text and Classroom Context Model (Ruddell & Unrau, 2004). Although the Text and Classroom
Context Model allows for the study of all the entities within a classroom community—the text,
the teacher, and the student—this study did not directly focus on student conceptual understanding of the combined text genres. Instead this teacher-centered study explored how reading combined text genres influenced the instructional practices of a sixth grade science teacher. Additional information about the Text and Classroom Context Model can be found in the literature
review. The research questions and data collection matrix can be found in Table 2.
Table 2
Data Collection Matrix
Overarching Question: How does using combined text genres influence the instructional practices of a sixth grade science
teacher?
Sub-Questions
Method of Data Collection
Q1. How does a teacher’s perception Primary Data Sources:
Observations—classroom observations provided evidence of how the teacher’s
of student meaning construction influence the use of combined text gen- perception of student meaning construction guided the pedagogical decision making process that influenced instructional practices in the classroom
res in a classroom community?
Semi-structured Interviews (teacher and student)—Interviews probed data collected during observations and sought clarification for that data. Teacher interviews
provided a rationale for what was observed in the teacher’s voice. Student interviews were used to triangulate the teacher’s perception of student meaning construction.
Q2. What are the affordances and
constraints that using combined text
genres place on a teacher’s instructional practices in a science classroom?

Q3. What discursive practices occur
in the science classroom while reading combined text genres?

Primary Data Source:
Observations—classroom observations made the ways that reading combined texts
supported or hindered the teacher’s instructional practices visible.
Interview—Teacher interviews provided insight into what, if any, changes the
teacher made to instructional practices during the study.
Secondary Data Source:
Questionnaires—assessed student attitudes about how well the texts contributed to
meaning making. These questionnaires, which did not directly assess conceptual
knowledge, were used to determine how closely the teacher’s perception of the
affordances and constraints of the texts match the students’. Although collected
data from the questionnaires were not used in the study.
Primary Data Sources:
Observations—direct observation provided information about the dynamics of discussions (student-student and teacher-student interactions) within the classroom
community
Interviews—probed into why certain discursive practices were employed
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The school. The study was conducted in a sixth grade science classroom of a wellestablished independent school in a metropolitan city in the southeastern the United States. The
school is divided into five divisions on two separate campuses serving approximately 2700 students from pre-kindergarten through twelfth grade. The student body is ethnically diverse with a
population that is 58% Caucasian, 37% ethnic minority and 5% other, multiethnic or unreported.
The school employs approximately 260 faculty members. The faculty is less diverse than the
student population with 88% Caucasian and 12% ethnic minority or biracial.
Addressing researcher subjectivities. Conducting this study on the campus where I am employed was convenient; however the academic rigor of the school was the primary reason for selecting it as the study location. A comparison of SAT/ACT scores for the students enrolled at the
study location to the national average can be found in Table 3. The researcher acknowledges that
the population taking the SAT and ACT is not the same age as the study population, but it is reasonable to deduce that the academic standards of the school “surpass[es] commonly held definitions of success” (The Department of College Counseling, 2013, p. 1), particularly when comparing standardized test scores (ACT Inc., 2013; Barnett, 2013; The Department of College
Counseling, 2013).
Table 3
Mean SAT/ACT Scores (Study Location vs. National Average)
Mean SAT Scores (Mid 50%)

Study Location
(Mid-50%)
National Average
(50%)

Mean ACT Scores

Critical
Reading

Math

Writing

Combined
(Math + Reading)

Composite

560-670

550-680

560-690

1670-2040

24-30

496

514

488

1498

20.9
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Another reason this campus was selected as the study location is that APL articles can be
highly technical and difficult to read for students who are not reading on or above grade level.
Selecting a location with proven academic rigor was important to mitigate the effect of reading
level on research findings (Falk & Yarden, 2009; Norris, Macnab, Wonham, & Vries, 2009; Norris, Stelnicki, & de Vries, 2012; Yarden, Brill, & Falk, 2001). A comparison of reading comprehension scores on the Comprehensive Testing Program 4th edition (CTP4), designed to test basic
information about student achievement for grades 2-8, revealed that students in 50th Percentile of
6th graders at the study site scored 340 compared to the national norm of 320 (Campbell, Davis,
McColllum, Sorrow, & Vangrofsky, 2012). The reading comprehension test scores of the student
participants supports the rationale that selecting a campus with a well-established tradition of
academic excellence minimized the likelihood that reading level would be a factor in the research findings.
The final reason this site was chosen as the study location is the school’s vision statement. It states the importance of developing students who think critically and providing varied
opportunities so that all students find their niche (The Department of College Counseling, 2013).
The school also prides itself in offering a wide range of progressive curricular opportunities for
students and professional development opportunities for teachers. It is this openness to change
and self-improvement that attracted me as an employee. I knew that the school was open to exploratory research on its campus as long as there was value in the research in regard to instructional practices and there was no more risk than on a normal day for the participants. Permission
was sought to conduct the study at three levels: from the president of the school, from the division principal (who stipulated that the teacher of interest would decide for herself), and from the
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teacher in the study. Permission was granted at all three levels. For the permission letters, see
Appendix A.
The study took place in a division in which the researcher, a science teacher, has never
taught and has never met the students. The teacher participant is an acquaintance seen twice annually at school-wide meetings. We have participated in a leadership program together, which is
where the researcher discovered her inquiry-based approach to teaching, but they were not in the
same group and our interactions were limited casual conversations. An informal conversation
was held with the teacher to ask if she had any interest in participating in a study about reading
combined text genres but formal recruitment measures were reserved until the IRB was approved. Consent and assent forms can be found in Appendices B-D.
Teacher participant. The teacher participant, who is identified as Melissa, pseudonym,
throughout the study, is a twelve-year veteran teacher at the school. Melissa was formally recruited using purposive sampling based on the established use of inquiry-based instructional
practices, the reading materials used in class and flexibility of schedule (Hycner, 1985; Teddlie
& Tashakkori, 2009). She is a member of several professional organizations and presents at the
regional level on inquiry-based instructional practices. Melissa is an advocate for inquiry learning and seeks out material that assists her in that endeavor. An expanded profile of how Melissa
goes about her daily practices can be found in Chapter 4 as a case is made for how using combined text genres influenced the instructional practices used in her classroom. The following sections serve as a brief introduction to Melissa and her educational philosophy.
Teaching philosophy and instructional approach. In an effort to maximize instructional
time, Melissa flips her class. Flipping the classroom is an instructional practice that requires students to acquire the background knowledge necessary to understand a particular topic or concept
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at home while using class time to practice new concepts or skills (Bishop & Verleger, 2013). Before becoming part of the study Melissa’s instructional approach required the students to read
and answer questions about the readings for homework. The following day she checked homework by going over the answers to the questions, then bridged any gaps in the knowledge
through brief whole class discussions or lectures. The rest of the class period is dedicated to engaging the students in inquiry-based minds-on or hands-on science activities that reinforced
meaning construction based on the content of the readings.
Teacher attitude regarding science texts in use. Readings accessed from a virtual traditional
science textbook were the predominant genre of text used in Melissa’s classroom. Articles from
popular science magazines were also assigned when appropriate. Melissa felt that collectively
these genres of text adequately supplied factual content knowledge and provided information
about how science fits into everyday life; however these text genres did not teach students about
scientific inquiry. It was a combination of this perceived gap and a curiosity about how APL, in
combination with the text genres already in use, could fill this gap that led Melissa to participate
in the study.
Student participants. The students under study were recruited by convenience captive
sampling because it was necessary to study them in a whole-class environment (Teddlie &
Tashakkori, 2009). Even though captive sampling implies that “individuals may find it difficult
not to participate” the students were told that there would be no penalty for choosing not to participate in the study nor would there be a reward for participating (Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2009,
p. 171). Consent and assent forms were distributed to and collected from the students by their
homeroom teacher (who is not the teacher under study) to mitigate undue pressure to participate
in the study. Parents were invited to attend two information sessions, one in the morning and one
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in the afternoon, with the researcher to answer questions or address concerns. No parents attended either session. Of eighteen students in the class, ten agreed to participate in the study. The
sixth grade students ranged in age from eleven to twelve and were grouped heterogeneously,
without regard to academic ability. The demographic makeup of the students under study can be
found in Table 4.
Table 4
Student Participant Demographics
Gender

Race

Female

Male

5

5

African American
3

Asian

Caucasian
1

6

Intervention
Acquiring Texts. All the texts used in the study focused on reproduction and development.
The topics of the combined text genres were: human growth hormone, the effect of pesticides on
the development of tadpoles, and asexual reproduction in animals. The traditional science textbook articles were pulled from the digital textbook called Discovery Education Techbook already used in the class (Discovery Education Techbook, 2014). These articles were printed and
distributed to the students for silent reading during the class period. The sources for the popular
science articles were varied and can be found in Table 5. The APL articles and one popular science article used in the study came from Yarden (“Clinical Studies on Using Human Growth
Hormone Produced from Bacteria in Children who Suffer a Deficiency of Growth Hormone”,
“The Exposure of Frogs to Low Levels of the Pesticide Atarzine Leads to Problems in Sexual
Development”, “The Rate of Budding in Hydra vulgaris in an Aseptic Environment and in an
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Environment Containing Bacteria”, and “Who Needs Males? The Komodo Lizard Shows that
Parthenogenesis is Possible”). 2
Teacher Training. Research indicates that there are three teaching models that support use
of APL in science classrooms: the conversational model, the problem-solving model, and the
scientific literacy model (Falk & Yarden, 2011). Of those three models, the practices of the
teacher under study most closely aligned with the conversational model which uses a “teachermediated constructivist dialogue between the students and the [text]” (Falk & Yarden, 2011, p.
78) through various iterative stages. Falk, Brill and Yarden (2005) explored the use of the conversational model as a teaching strategy while developing a biology curriculum for high school
students based on APL and found that despite training teachers are more likely to merge new
strategies with their current instructional practices rather than fully adopting the new teaching
strategies. In order to offer support for the teacher with minimal influence, a copy of a practitioner’s article on the models used to teach APL (Falk and Yarden, 2011) was provided as a resource. There was no consideration given to training the teacher in the use of traditional science
text or popular science text because these texts were already in use in her classroom.

2 Anat Yarden, Ph.D. is an associate professor and the head of the Life-Sciences Group in the Department of Science Teaching at the Weizmann Institute of Science in Israel, an authority on APL. She forwarded three APL articles and one popular science articles written for middle school students by her graduate student to me (Ariely, M., &
Yarden, A. (2013). Exploring reproductive systems. In B. Eylon & A. Yarden & Z. Scherz (Eds.), Exploring Life
Systems (Grade 8) (Vol. 2). Rehovot: Department of Science Teaching, Weizmann Institute of Science (In Hebrew). The articles were translated from Hebrew into English by a part-time instructor of Hebrew at a local university, and returned Dr. Yarden for quality control
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Table 5
Text Genres Used in Study
Unit
Human Growth
Hormone/
Brain Development

The Use of
Pesticides on
Frogs

Asexual
Reproduction

Genre
Traditional Science Textbook

Source
Discovery Education
Science

Title
Keep on Growing

APL

Moriah Ariely and Anat
Yarden (supplied by
reseasrcher)

Clinical studies on using human growth
hormone produced from bacteria in children who suffer a deficiency of growth
hormone

Popular Science
Traditional Science Textbook

www.scholastic.com/
headsup
Discovery Education
Science

Teens and Decision Making: What Brain
Science Reveals
Disappearing Frogs

Popular Science

www.animalplanetcom

Video: The Vanishing Frog

APL

Moriah Ariely and
Anat Yarden (supplied
by reseasrcher)
Discovery Education
Science

The Exposure of Frogs to Low Levels of
the Pesticide Atarzine Leads to Problems
in Sexual Development
Getting to know: Asexual reproduction

APL

Moriah Ariely and
Anat Yarden (supplied
by reseasrcher)

The Rate of Budding in Hydra vulgaris
in an Aseptic Environment and in an Environment Containing Bacteria

Popular Science

Moriah Ariely and
Anat Yarden (supplied
by reseasrcher)

Who needs males? The Komodo Lizard
Shows that Parthenogenesis is Possible

Traditional Science Textbook

Using texts in a classroom setting. Melissa divided the curriculum into three units that were
driven by the content of the APL articles. The text genres in each unit were presented in different orders, each determined by Melissa. In general the texts were presented in the following order: 1) traditional science textbook, 2) APL and 3) popular science article. Melissa was consistent about the choice to present the traditional textbook passages before the other text genres
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because the traditional textbook articles were used as a foundation for conceptual understanding.
The APL articles were presented next as a link between professional science and school science.
Melissa used the APL articles to highlight the process of scientific inquiry. The popular science
articles were used to demonstrate the importance of scientific studies in addressing issues in everyday life. The only time that there was a deviation from this order was when Melissa chose to
show a video in lieu of reading a popular science article. She decided to use a video because it
paralleled the traditional science textbook reading and APL article quite nicely and she could not
find a popular science article that was more suitable.
During the study, Melissa required the students to silently read the assigned article(s) during class to ensure that reading was taking place. After reading, the students participated in
whole group discussions, and individually answered questions about the articles. The teacher
used the APL articles as a model for developing questions for the traditional science textbook
passages. The APL and popular science articles had questions attached. Melissa used questions
to guide classroom discussions and probe student understanding. She also included studentgenerated questions into classroom discussions. The following section details the data collection
methods used in this study.
Data Collection Methods
Building a narrative requires the researcher to depend on the participants to provide data
and their questions to shape the study by “contribut[ing] to the questions that frame the research
and contribut[ing] to the way the data are analyzed” (Ezzy, 2002, p. 64). In an effort to allow the
data to shape the study, a preliminary analysis of the data occurred at the same time as the data
collection process (Ezzy, 2002). This practice informed interview questions and made gaps in the
data visible to the researcher as the study took place. The study occurred over three instructional
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units during which data saturation was reached (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000; LeCompte & Preissle,
1993). Data collection methods consisted of observations with field notes, teacher and student
interviews, student questionnaires, and the collection of artifacts.
Data collection lasted for eight weeks. Each unit lasted for approximately 1.5 weeks.
Typically each article was discussed at length during a class period. If necessary the discussion
continued the following day. There were days when Melissa did not discuss the texts used in the
study, however I conducted observations on those days in case there were references made to the
articles. There were also days when the classes did not meet at all due to end of the year activities. In total, the use of combined text genres lasted for approximately five weeks. After the use
of combined text genres in class ended I continued to observe the class and conducted student
interviews, again just in case there were references made to the texts used in the study. A total of
thirteen 45-minute classes were observed over the duration of the study. The follow sections outline the data collection methods in detail. The study protocol can be found in Appendix E.
Observations and fieldnotes. Observations were used as a primary data collection tool in
order to capture the classroom discourse elicited by reading combined text genres. The classroom
discourse was used to document the interplay between the teacher, text and students and provided evidence of how the mechanics of using combined text genres in a classroom setting influence
Melissa’s instructional practices. The observations were recorded on audiotape. Field notes were
taken during the observations in order to record what was said and done in the classroom for further analysis (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000; DeWalt & DeWalt, 2002).The field notes in this study
included the physical layout of the classroom community, seating charts, pictures of the interactive whiteboard, information about student participants during both group work and whole class
interactions, and researcher memos taken during the observations.
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Using the Electronic Quality of Inquiry Protocol (EQUIP). Observations were conducted using the Electronic Quality of Inquiry Protocol (EQUIP) as a checklist to increase my cognitive awareness as a researcher. I did not use the EQUIP to formally assess the quality of inquiry
in this classroom because it is beyond the scope of the study, however the parameters of the
EQUIP were used as a guideline for the classroom observations because Melissa labeled herself
as in inquiry-based teacher.
The EQUIP is designed to support practitioners in their efforts to improve inquiry-based
instructional practices by assessing the quality of the following indicators: time usage, instruction, discourse, assessment, and curriculum (Marshall, Horton, Smart, & Llewellyn, 2008;
Marshall, Horton, & White, 2009; Marshall, Smart, & Horton, 2010). While some of the indicators were more relevant to this study than others using EQUIP as an observation protocol as a
checklist helped to visualize early, unexpected patterns within observation data. The most relevant aspects of the EQUIP to this study were instructional factors, discourse factors, and curriculum factors. The relevant aspects of the EQUIP used in this study can be found in Appendix F.
Teacher role, student role and knowledge acquisition were instructional factors used during the
observations. These factors provided a foundation for interview questions that probed how
Melissa came to the decision to use various instructional practices in the classroom and provided
evidence of Melissa’s ability to assess what her students instructional needs were in the moment.
Classroom discourse was measured by actively observing the communication patterns and classroom interactions. Collectively these discourse factors made the discursive practices within the
classroom community visible, highlighting the ways in which Melissa used combined text genres
to facilitate discussions and how her interpretation of the students’ ability to make meaning of
the text influenced instructional practices in real time. Curriculum factors in the EQUIP used
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during observations were content depth and organizing and recording information. Using these
factors as an observatory lens enabled the researcher to establish the ways in which Melissa was
able to use combined texts to crosscut the content of the articles with the understanding of scientific practices (National Research Council, 2012) for her students. Observations were conducted
from the first to the last day of the academic units on various aspects of reproduction and development. The data collected during the observations were used to inform questions asked during
semi-structured interviews.
Semi-structured Interviews. Semi-structured interviews were also used as a primary method of data collection in this study. The data collected through semi-structured interviews was essential in the construction of a narrative that was more of a cohesive reflection of the multiple
perspectives of members of the classroom community than a chronological retelling of the events
that were observed during the study (Rubin & Rubin, 2005). Conducting semi-structured interviews with both the teacher and students provided insight into how the participants experienced
reading combined text genres which was juxtaposed against Melissa’s perception of their experiences. A prepared list of questions was taken into each interview; however there was freedom to
vary from the planned agenda depending on the participants’ answers. The following sections
provide detailed information about the participants interviewed and the structure of the interviews.
Teacher Interviews. Six teacher interviews were conducted over the course of the study
and one follow up interview was conducted four months after the study ended. The purpose of
the pre-study interview was to gather information regarding Melissa’s educational philosophy, to
discuss her interests in participating in the study, and to discuss how texts would be used in the
study. Melissa’s initial opinion of the texts and how the texts would lend themselves to student
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meaning construction was also probed. Five additional interviews were conducted during the
study period. Four of the interviews occurred immediately after or within 24 hours of the observation and were used to clarify data collected during the observations and to collect data regarding Melissa’s perception of the experience of reading combined text genres. The fifth interview
was used to clarify statements given during the other interviews. Interview questions were informed by other data collection methods, specifically the observations. Four months later, a follow-up interview was conducted with Melissa to determine if there was carryover from the study
into the next academic year. All teacher interviews lasted between 45 minutes and an hour. Sample teacher interview questions can be found in Appendix G.
Student Interviews. Brief interviews were conducted with five of the ten students during
the last week of the study once all of the classroom observations were completed. The students
were selected for interviews on the basis of what they said during the discussions and how they
contributed to the classroom discourse. The time allotted for student interviews was limited to
20-30 minutes due to scheduling irregularities and end-of-the-year school activities. Because of
the limited amount of time spent interviewing students, the primary goal of the student interviews was to determine if the students’ experience of reading combined text genres supported
Melissa’s perception of the experience for the students. This also served as a way of crystallizing
sources data (Ezzy, 2002; Yin, 2009). The secondary goal of student interviews was to gain insight into data collected during observations and through artifacts of student work. Sample student interview questions can be found in Appendix H.
Student Questionnaires. Student questionnaires were a secondary data source in the study.
The questionnaires focused on assessing student attitudes about the text genres and how the texts
lend themselves to meaning construction. The choice to not probe for conceptual understanding
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on the questionnaires was a conscious one because this study focused on Melissa’s perception of
how reading combined text genres influenced instructional practices in the classroom, not on the
students’ conceptual understanding of the content of the articles. All the data collected from students over the course of the study was meant to help the researcher crystallize the data from
Melissa’s perspective (Ezzy, 2002; Yin, 2009). Student questionnaires used in the study can be
found in Appendices I and J. Although data from student questionnaires was collected and analyzed, the nature of the questions on the survey did not yield data that directly supported the research questions of the study, therefore the results of the student surveys were not used to support study findings.
Artifacts. Student artifacts, specifically the questions attached to the articles, were used to
support Melissa’s perspective of the students’ ability to make meaning from combined text genres. Teacher artifacts collected were in the form of lesson plans and questions created for classroom discussions. The artifacts collected during the study informed interview questions for both
the students and teachers.
Data Analysis
Narrative analysis, rooted in linguistics, is a way to examine text for meaning that goes
beyond the words written on the page or the words that are spoken (Polkinghorne, 1995). Narrative analysis is a holistic approach to teasing out the story from text sources calling to the forefront the author’s or speaker’s implicit meaning (Oliveira, Akerson, Colak, Pongsanon, & Genel,
2012; Riessman, 2008). In laymen’s terms, narrative analysis is reading between the lines “to
identify the cultural and social context that facilitates the practice of telling stories about oneself
and one’s world” (Ezzy, 2002, p. 100). In this study narrative analysis techniques were used to
help the researcher “reveal truths about human experience” (Riessman, 2008, p. 10) then those
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case-based truths were used make conceptual generalizations about social processes. This study
used narrative analysis to construct a narrative that explored of how Melissa, a sixth grade science teacher, used classroom discourse elicited while reading combined text genres to influence
her instructional practices in a sixth grade science classroom. The following section explains
how dialogic analysis was used to explore classroom discourse.
Eliciting Discourse Using The Text and Classroom Context Model. Classroom discourse
was elicited by placing the texts in a hermeneutic circle created by employing The Text and
Classroom Context Model (Ruddell & Unrau, 2004). Refer to the literature review for a detailed
explanation of how hermeneutic circles are used within The Text and Classroom Context Model.
The text-centered discourse elicited within the hermeneutic circle served a dual purpose: it facilitated the discussions in which student conceptual meaning was negotiated in the classroom
community (which is beyond the scope of this study) and simultaneously provided a reference
for Melissa’s decision-making processes regarding which instructional practices to use (Gee,
2004; Lemke, 1990; Ruddell & Unrau, 2004). The discourse elicited in classroom discussions
provided evidence, in real time, of what instructional practices resulted from Melissa’s pedagogical decision making processes and how these practices were influenced by the use of combined
text genres (Falk & Yarden, 2009; Ruddell & Unrau, 2004; Unrau & Ruddell, 1995).
Using Dialogic Analysis to Analyze Classroom Discourse. Dialogic analysis was used to visualize how reading combined text genres influenced the instructional practices of a sixth grade
science teacher. Using dialogic analysis revealed how members of the classroom community
made sense of each others’ language while discussing the combined texts read in class (Lemke,
1989; Riessman, 2008; Ryan & Bernard, 2003). The interactive talk between the teacher and students was interrogated to determine why and for what purposes the utterances occurred. Using
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dialogic analysis as a methodological approach gives the researcher the opportunity to use elements of both thematic and structural analyses to tell a story. In this study elements of thematic
analysis were used to interrogate how members of the classroom interacted with the combined
text genres and visualize the affordances and constraints on meaning making when reading combined text genres. Elements of structural analysis were used to interrogate the discursive practices in the classroom such indicators of authority within the classroom community and the use of
questioning to assess meaning making.
The narrative produced from the analysis of the interactions between the reader, the text,
and the teacher tells the story of how using combined text genres influenced Melissa’s instructional practices (Riessman, 2008; Ruddell & Unrau, 2004).
Using the thematic aspect of dialogic analysis. Dialogic analysis was selected as the analytical lens for this study because it incorporates elements of both structural and thematic analyses. Like thematic analysis, dialogic analysis analyzes the content of a discussion while taking
intertextuality, the back and forth movement of meaning construction from text amongst members in the classroom community, into consideration (Gee & Green, 1998; Lemke, 1988;
Riessman, 2008). Analyzing the intertextuality of the discussion was important because it addressed how Melissa came to understand the meaning that students were making from the text
and led to decisions that impacted her instructional practices.
Using the structural aspect of dialogic analysis. The structural aspect of dialogic analysis looks past the content and into the narrative form (Riessman, 2008). It was the structural
analysis of observations that shed light on the discursive practices in Melissa’s classroom by
bringing order to the experience of reading combined text genres over the course of the study
(Denzin & Lincoln, 2000; Maynard & Clayman, 2003; Riessman, 2008). The structural analysis
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of teacher and student interviews was used to triangulate the data collected during classroom observations (Ezzy, 2002; Yin, 2009). Collectively the structural analysis of the classroom observations and interviews brought order to the chaotic experience of reading combined text genres
over the course of the study thereby making sense of Melissa’s experience and allowing her individual truth to emerge from the data in the form of a narrative. The following section explains
how that collected data was coded and represented in the study.
Coding Study Data. Audio recordings of observations and interviews were transcribed
then coded using NVivo, a program for the Computer Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis
(Charmaz, 2006; Ezzy, 2002; Saldana, 2009). The transcripts were reviewed for accuracy then
imported into NVivo. The transcripts were read repeatedly before and during coding. Descriptive
codes applied to segments of the transcripts summarized data into short phrases indicative of topics of discussion were applied to the transcript during the first cycle of coding (Saldana, 2009).
Three a priori codes, two from the EQUIP, were brought into the analysis process from the research questions: meaning making (instructional and curricular factors), articles (referring to text
genres), and discourse factors. Using these a priori codes grounded the analysis process in the
research questions; however the researcher was open to codes that inductively emerged from the
data. Initially parent codes were assigned to short sections of the transcripts and more detailed
children sub-codes were applied when necessary. Analytic memos that provided documentation
of the researcher’s thoughts were recorded throughout the first and second coding cycles (Ezzy,
2002; Merriam, 2009; Riessman, 2008). Peer debriefing of the transcript data by two colleagues
enrolled in a doctoral program in teaching and learning followed the first round of coding to increase the reliability of the data analysis. After coding the researchers (lead researcher and peer
researchers) separately discussed how the codes were applied and what information emerged
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from the data. These discussions facilitated the use of axial coding as a second coding cycle to
analyze the relationships between the codes and collapse the collection of codes into themes
when possible (Ezzy, 2002; Saldana, 2009). Observation and interview data were merged and
used to construct a single holistic case study that described how the reading of combined text
genres influenced Melissa’s instructional practices. A priori codes from the coded interviews and
observations were applied to the surveys and questionnaires. These documents were secondary
data sources and used to support findings from the observations and interviews.
The following section addresses the factors that are important in establishing rigor and
quality in this research study.
Strategies to Ensure the Quality of the Research
A discussion of the strategies used to establish the rigor in the study begins with the concept of trustworthiness, discusses the need for crystallization, moves on to address various aspects of validity, and finally addresses study reliability.
Trustworthiness. Trustworthiness was established in this study by audio recording all observations and interviews so that the narrative could be presented as accurately as possible
(Riessman, 2008). Quotes included in the study remained in the context of the discussion. Descriptions within the narrative used the participants’ words as much as possible. Analytic memos
written throughout the study were kept as a researcher’s journal and reflect a “critical selfawareness about how the research was done and the impact of critical decisions made along the
way” (Riessman, 2008, p. 191). Being reflexive, or self-aware, made the researcher aware of personal subjectivities and assisted in the efforts to explore the data without bias. Negative cases
and alternate interpretations were considered and included when appropriate. Finally, the researcher strove to support theoretical claims with evidence from participant data. Although it is
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impossible to truly represent a single reality particularly in interpretive research, the strategies
employed during this study ensured that the narrative reflected what occurred as closely as possible (Merriam, 2009; Riessman, 2008; Yin, 2009).
Crystallization. Meaning is constructed in a variety of ways therefore it was necessary to
use multiple sources of data (interviews, observations, field notes, and artifacts) and multiple
ways of analyzing that data (the thematic and structural aspects of dialogic analysis) to make
sense of how Melissa’s instructional practices were influenced by reading texts across genres.
Crystallization, the use of a variety of methods and practices, “provide[d] another way of achieving depth, through the compilation not only of many details but also of different forms of representing, organizing, and analyzing those details” (Ellington, 2009, p. 10). The crystallization of
data in added to the credibility to this study by demonstrating that the same conclusions were
reached using via multiple sources of data and multiple forms of data analysis (Richardson & St.
Pierre, 2005)
The crystallization of data is important in narrative inquiries, as previously mentioned,
because by definition narratives are co-constructed by the researcher and participant. As the researcher, the only way for me to write this narrative was through the data collected from the participants, primarily through observations and interviews. As I analyzed the data and wrote the
narrative, crystallization was crucial because this practice provided insurance that what I saw and
wrote about as the researcher was representative of Melissa’s experience. The observations underpinned the analyses and the themes that emerged from the observations were crystallized using the voices of Melissa and her students via the use of interview data. In addition student artifacts were also used to corroborate Melissa’s narrative. Direct quotes from the observations and
interviews were used in the narrative as often as possible so that the voices of the participants
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were heard. The end result of the crystallization of data is that the process contributed to the robustness of the research findings (Yin, 2009).
Reliability. A study’s reliability is determined by the extent to which it lends itself to replication, but not necessarily duplication (Merriam, 2009). The distinction between replication and
duplication are important particularly because qualitative research is interpretive in nature (Ellington, 2009; Ezzy, 2002; Merriam, 2009; Richardson & St. Pierre, 2005). A study has an element of rigor if another researcher can use the methodology as written to arrive at results that
support his or her data. That is not to say that the findings have to be the same as those in the
previous study, however they must make sense given the context of the study.
This study took elements of previous studies that focused on using APL in science classrooms (Falk, Brill, & Yarden, 2008; Falk & Yarden, 2009; Norris et al., 2009, 2012) and instead
uses APL in combination with other text genres to influence the meaning making process in a
sixth grade science class. Reliability was achieved by having multiple researchers review and
engage in the first cycle of coding of the observation and interview data (Merriam, 2009; Saldana, 2009; Yin, 2009). Codes from all three researchers were merged and collapsed into themes
during the second cycle of coding. Analytic memos that documented the researcher’s interpretations and rationale for those interpretations were written throughout the study and can be found
as observer’s notes within the observation and interview transcripts as well as within NVivo file
for this study (Merriam, 2009). A chain of evidence was established as the researcher moved
through the research process.
Having established the standard of rigor used to conduct the study, now a case will be
made for the ethical consideration of the participants.
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Ethical Considerations
This study was approached with empathy and care for the privacy of the participants involved. Before data collection began consent was sought from Melissa, the teacher in the study.
Consent was also sought consent from the parents of minor participants and assent from minor
participants. No identifiable information was associated with the students or teacher. All names
used in the study are pseudonyms. All data and records of study were kept in a locked file cabinet and no data was shared with school administrators or other personnel. Participants’ names
were removed from any artifacts collected during the study. Participation in the study was voluntary and had no impact on grades or other types of evaluations. This study posed no more risk
than that encountered in everyday life.
Although IRB protocol was followed with regard to protecting the study participants, the
researcher went one step further to protect the nature of the relationships formed during the study
(Preissle, 2007). Care was taken not to privilege the researcher’s voice in the study by being
cognizant of existing power structures and taking steps to dismantle them as quickly as possible.
Over the course of my study the researcher intentionally operated under an ethic of care, taking
every precaution to ensure that this study is an appropriate reflection of the participants’ experiences.
The participants were treated with an ethic of care by nurturing the relationships formed
throughout the study. An effort was made to establish a rapport of mutual trust and respect between the researcher and participants so that all conversations could be as open and honest as
possible. Privacy was assured and the participants were promised that any information collected
during the study would only be used for research purposes and would never be used against
them.
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The Role of the Researcher
Having taught at the study location for a number of years provides an emic’s, or insider’s,
perspective (Merriam, 2009). As an emic, conducting an narrative inquiry was the most appropriate choice for telling the story of how reading combined text genres influenced meaning making in a sixth grade science classroom. The study was conducted in a manner that upholds the
rigor of the narrative research paradigm by producing a story that was co-constructed by the researcher and the participants (Riessman, 2008). Though the analysis of data is an interpretive
process, care was taken to keep personal subjectivities from clouding the results and bringing the
voices of the participants to the forefront of the study (Ezzy, 2002; Riessman, 2008; Yin, 2009).
The interview and observation transcripts were coded by two other researchers who were not
personally invested in the study results, which therefore offered some objectivity. The narrative
was also member checked by Melissa, the teacher participant, to ensure that the story was a fair
interpretation of her experiences as a result of the study. Due to personal involvement with the
study location, conducting a reliable, trustworthy study was important because any questions
about study integrity of the would cloud, and possibly bury, the significance of the findings
(Riessman, 2008; Yin, 2009). The study timeline can be found in Appendix K.
Significance of the Study
The significance of this study lies in the exploration of literacy integration in science
classrooms by using a combination of text genres: the traditional science textbook and popular
science articles, and APL. Science educators are at a critical junction with regard to literacy integration. The Common Core State Standards (CCSS) Initiatives have been fully adopted across
the US, however explicitly stated in the description of the CCSS is that it was not conceived to
be curricula (Achieve Inc., 2013; National Governors Association Center for Best Practices,
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Council of Chief State School Officers, 2010). Instead, it is “a set of standards around which curriculum…can be built—the specifications that inform program instructional content” (Roskos &
Neuman, 2013, p. 470). The CCSS should work in tandem with existing curricula to improve
student ability to use language effectively and are considered to be a set of as guiding principles
for science instruction.
Understandably, the intention behind this hands-off approach of the CCSS Initiative is
that it gives schools and school districts the autonomy to implement the CCSS in ways that work
best for the organizations involved. Initially, the autonomy to implement CCSS within an existing curricular framework appears to be a win-win situation, until one considers how difficult literacy integration can be for both teachers and students (Shanahan, 1997; Yore, 2003). From a
practical standpoint, teachers need more than a set of standards; they need guidance and a variety
of text options. This study explored how reading a combination of text genres in a sixth grade
science class influenced the instructional practices of a sixth grade science teacher in an effort to
provide a springboard for practitioners looking to integrate literacy into science classrooms.
Although the research follows in the footsteps of previous studies using APL or other alternate text genres in classroom communities (Armbruster, Anderson, & Ostertag, 1987; BaramTsabari & Yarden, 2005; Falk & Yarden, 2009; Ha, Lee, & Kalman, 2012; Norris et al., 2012;
Parkinson & Adendorff, 2004) there are two major differences: the age of the participants in my
study and the use of APL in combination with other text genres. The participants in other studies
using APL tend to be high school students and those studies use APL alone or in comparison to
other text genres to examine ways in which APL supports scientific inquiry (Baram-Tsabari &
Yarden, 2005; Falk et al., 2008; Falk & Yarden, 2009; Norris et al., 2009). This study attempts to
fill a gap in the literature by examining reading combined text genres influences a teacher’s in-
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structional practices in a sixth grade science classroom. Through the narrative analysis of the data, the participants’ experiences were made visible. Understanding how reading combined text
genres can influence a teacher’s instructional practices provides science education researchers
and practitioners with the information needed to take literacy integration from being a “notion”
(Shanahan, 1997, p. 13) to an integral part of science instruction with minimal training.
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4

FINDINGS

Introduction
During this exploration Melissa placed the three genres of text in the study in a hermeneutic circle at the center of the Text and Classroom Context Model. The Text and Classroom
Context Model is a model in which members of the classroom community make meaning of each
other’s actions and utterances. In this model readers (students) focus on the text and teachers perform constant, metacognitive assessments of the classroom environment with the goal of adjusting instructional strategies to suit the specific needs of their students (Ruddell & Unrau, 2004).
The observation of classroom discourse elicited by using this model served as a foundation on
which to construct a narrative accounting for the influences of reading combined text genres on
the teacher’s instructional practices in a sixth grade science classroom.
The following overarching question and three research sub-questions listed below guided
the research study:
Overarching Question: How does reading combined text genres influence the instructional practices of a sixth grade science teacher?
Sub-Questions:
1. How does a teacher’s perception of student meaning construction influence the use of
combined text genres in a classroom community?
2. What are the affordances and constraints that using combined text genres place on a
teacher’s instructional practices in a science classroom?
3. What discursive practices occur in the science classroom while reading combined text
genres?
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I used thematic and structural aspects of dialogic analysis to analyze the data and bring
order to the events that occurred during the study (Riessman, 2008) and presented the findings as
a holistic single-case case study (Yin, 2009). The analysis of transcript data from interviews and
classroom observations allowed the teasing out of meaningful patterns that described Melissa’s
experience using combined text genres in a sixth grade science class. The analysis argues for
how literacy integration in science using combined text genres can influence instruction, both in
real time and in the future.
Chapter Four presents the narrative that emerged as a result of exploring how the use of
combined text genres influenced the instructional practices of Melisa Smith (pseudonym), a sixth
grade science teacher. The first section of Chapter Four introduces Melissa through a profile that
describes her teaching philosophy. Following the profile are descriptions of how Melissa used
text (traditional science textbook and popular science articles) before the study and how she used
combined texts (traditional science textbook articles, popular science articles, and APL) during
the study. The third section of Chapter Four is an analysis of how Melissa used texts before and
during the study in order to make a case for how reading combined text genres influenced her
instructional practices. The final section of the narrative consists of assertions derived by an
analysis of study data.
Melissa’s Profile
Background. Melissa Smith is a middle school science teacher with 13 years of teaching experience at the research site. Melissa graduated high school from the research site and is a proud
alumna. She expressed great love for the institution and a belief in the quality of education provided there, so much so that all of her children attend. Melissa has a sense that what the institution values most is a reflection of her own teaching philosophy. She acknowledged that the
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standard of rigor set by the instruction is upheld for both teachers and students. While everyone
is challenged, everyone is also supported. Melissa expressed the importance of professional development in her professional practice and felt supported by the institution’s dual pronged approach to professional development which consists of offering classes for teachers and encouraging teachers to attend and present at conferences of interest. Throughout the years Melissa presented at school-sponsored and organizational conferences on inquiry based teaching and learning practices. The presentations were always in collaboration with colleagues and fuel Melissa’s
belief in collaboration. Melissa described the reason for presenting at conferences by saying, “It's
fun to share. I want to share…When something works, I want to share” (Interview #7). This willingness to share was an authentic aspect of Melissa’s teaching practices and emerged as a theme
in the study.
For Melissa, inquiry-based teaching practices focused on helping students develop questions
and design individual approaches to answering those questions by connecting to the world
around them. The drive to use inquiry-based teaching practices came from a desire to reignite a
child-like curiosity in her students. Melissa explained by saying:
I'm trying to get them to observe the world around them. And we kind of quash that
‘observationness’ out of them that they have as children. And maybe having a smaller one of
my own, and watching him observe and come to conclusions, and ask questions based on his
observations, and connecting what we do to the real world… I want them to know that
whether they become a scientist or not, this knowledge is real world knowledge for them.
(Interview #7)
Melissa put her perception of inquiry-based science teaching into practice by assigning two Inquiry Projects for which students developed questions, formulated hypotheses, designed experi-
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ments, collected data, and communicated the results of the investigations. The Inquiry Projects
were hands-on in nature and gave the students the opportunity to engage in scientific inquiry and
experimental design. By assigning the inquiry projects, Melissa’s perception of inquiry aligns
with that of the National Research Council (NRC) which is that to engage in scientific inquiry,
students must have in firsthand knowledge of science (NRC, 2000). Melissa believed in this aspect of inquiry learning so much so that she decided to flip her classroom. A description of
Melissa’s flipped classroom environment is included in the next section.
The physical classroom space. There was no doubt that Melissa’s classroom is a space for
learning science. Models decorated the space alongside student projects and mobiles that hung
from the ceiling along. A stuffed bobcat sat on the back shelf and an abundance of live animals
lived in the room. There were turtles, fish, and a couple of bearded dragons lining the walls of
the classroom and Timber, the bunny, roamed freely during class. Sinks lined the side of the
classroom and a long lab prep area was located in the front of the room. Beyond the prep area
were a dry erase board and a SmartBoard. The windows were outfitted with curtains rather than
blinds. Melissa’s desk sat in the back corner of the room next to a bank of computers, yet she
rarely sat during class. Pictures of her family and framed diplomas decorated her personal space.
The overall feel of the classroom was one of comfort and coziness.
The layout of the space was nontraditional and befitting of the way Melissa used instructional
time. Melissa purposely designed the student area for peer-peer interaction. There were no assigned seats and students changed places from day to day, although they tended to sit with the
same friend group. There were two traditional desks in the room that the latecomers are forced
into, but the main seating area contained five tables each with four to six chairs depending on
how the students chose to sit for the day. The configuration of the tables allowed Melissa easy
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access to students as she moved about the room. Melissa spent most of the instructional time either walking around the room or pacing across the front and down the center of the room in an
inverted T-shaped pattern. When lecturing or giving instruction Melissa stood in the front of the
room at Position A. During discussions Melissa moved about the room to Positions B, C, and D.
Where Melissa chose to stand reflected the climate of the classroom at any given time. See Figure 1 for the layout of Melissa’s classroom and Melissa’s pacing patterns.

Figure 3. Schematic of Melissa's classroom with typical pacing patterns.

The flipped classroom environment. Melissa described herself as an innovative science
teacher. When probed for details, Melissa elaborated by saying, “I’m willing to be innovative.
Not stuck in a traditional format. I'm always looking for ways to improve. So, in some ways, it's
a little unconventional and a little risky…because some things fall flat on their faces” (Interview
#7). The foundation for Melissa’s “innovative” instruction was the assessment of each student’s
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learning style and the design of instruction that addressed the varied learning needs of the students in her class. Melissa explained by saying:
I believe there is potential in every kid, for something good, some positive learning experience…I feel like as time goes on, I add more strategies to my toolbox. So, if they can't get it
this way, [I] give it to them a different way. I'm a big fan of looking at their learning
styles…So, I try to offer something for all the learning styles, as much as I can. (Interview
#7)
One example of Melissa’s innovative instructional practices is her flipped classroom. Melissa
decided to flip her class after hearing a discussion about the benefits of flipping. In flipped classrooms computer-based individual instruction occurs outside the classroom and group learning
activities occur during the school day (Bishop & Verleger, 2013). Flipping the class allowed
Melissa to maximize instructional time by holding students responsible for accessing much of
the background knowledge at home through reading articles, watching videos, or completing
worksheets posted online. After flipping the class, Melissa’s students no longer read text in class.
Melissa described the change in the way she used text since flipping by saying:
In truth, I’ve gotten away from that. I feel like I used to do a lot more of that when I lectured a lot, but now the reading is just sort of—the text is really just a backup. It’s an introduction and then it’s a backup. (Interview #2)
Melissa felt that much the minds-on science work should be done before students came to class
so that she could focus on hands-on activities. After checking and answering questions about
homework, face-to-face instructional time focused on collaborative activities, work at stations,
demonstrations, and labs. Class periods lasted 45 minutes.
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Melissa’s perception of text use in the classroom. Melissa was not fully satisfied with the reading materials available to her students. The digital Techbook, which represented the traditional
science textbook, provided what she referred to as “background information” on several occasions, but as a traditional science textbook many of the articles were sanitized and fact-based,
omitting much of the process of science. Melissa used popular science articles to supplement the
Techbook readings, however these articles were either more entertaining than scientific or consisted of extraneous material that was confusing for students. Melissa described her point of view
below:
Well, I think we had tried [to find good popular science articles]. And maybe not quite like
the parthenogenesis article—like a Scientific American kind of thing. And we had really
struggled with the reading level of stuff we could find for them and pairing it down into,
‘They don’t really need all this. They need these paragraphs.’ So that’s a monumental task.
(Interview #6)
Melissa’s perception was that using traditional science textbooks in combination with popular
science articles was not enough to convey the meaning of scientific inquiry; only primary research articles could do that. Unfortunately, the students lacked exposure to primary research
articles and there was nothing on which to scaffold their understanding of what the inquiry projects could or should be. Melissa literally jumped at the opportunity to include APL articles into
the cache of reading materials used in class because it would be the first time she could use primary research articles to teach about “real world experiments by real scientists” (Classroom Observation #13).
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The Narrative
The study sought to broaden the scope of literacy integration in science classrooms beyond the use of a single text genre or comparisons of how different text genres contribute to scientific literacy as previous studies have done (Baram-Tsabari & Yarden, 2005; Ebbers, 2002;
Phillips & Norris, 2009). This exploration used classroom discussions underpinned by The Reading as Meaning Construction Model, in which student readers focused on the text and Melissa
performed constant, metacognitive assessments of the classroom environment with the goal of
adjusting instructional strategies to suit the specific needs of their students (Ruddell & Unrau,
2004). The narrative below includes a description of a typical lesson in the flipped classroom environment, followed by a description of a unit taught using combined text genres, and then ends
with assertions that emerged the analysis of data collected during the study that made the changes in Melissa’s instructional practices visible. The story was co-constructed by Melissa and the
researcher then corroborated by the student participants in Melissa’s class. The narrative comes
from an analysis of transcripts from classroom observations, semi-structured interviews conducted with Melissa and five students, and the collection of student artifacts.
Unit 1: Human Growth and Brain Development. Melissa covered three academic units
during the study. Unit 1: Human Growth Hormone (HGH) and Brain Development is used as an
exemplar of Melissa’s instructional practices because it includes the pre-study, flipped classroom
environment as well as initial implementation of using combined text genres. The observation
during the pre-study environment was important to set a baseline for Melissa’s instructional
practices. Unit 1 was selected as an exemplar because it represented Melissa’s first experience
using all three text genres in combination and reflected authentic changes in instructional practices as a result of the experience alone; any decisions about instruction during this unit were
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made in real time. In contrast, the decision to change instructional practices in Units 2 and 3
were a combination of real time metacognitive decisions and reflection upon earlier experiences.
Unit 1 was the only unit to provide a novel experience.
Melissa divided Unit 1 into two distinct parts. The first part of Unit 1, consisting of Observation #1, served as an example of Melissa’s daily instructional practices before engaging in
the reading of combined text genres; it is referred to as the pre-study or flipped classroom environment. Although Melissa used traditional science texts and popular science articles regularly,
she did not discuss these texts in class (See earlier explanation of a flipped classroom environment). Instead Melissa assigned reading and answering questions pertaining to the readings as
homework. During the second part of Unit 1, Melissa implemented the reading of combined text
genres, using a traditional science text, a popular science article, and an APL article in a more
traditional instructional environment. Observations #2-4 occurred during this part of the unit.
Unit 1, Part 1: Using text in a pre-study, flipped classroom environment. Before the study,
Melissa used a flipped classroom environment to provide instruction to her students. At this
point text, no matter which genre, was largely invisible in her class (Lemke, 1989) because in a
flipped classroom environment, students are responsible for doing the minds-on work such as
reading and accessing background knowledge at home; there was little to no discussion of the
text. Melissa acknowledged that she does little to connect with the text because of the flipped
environment. She stated:
I feel like I used to do a lot more of that when I lectured a lot, but now the reading is just
sort of—the text is really just a backup. It’s an introduction and then it’s a backup. (Interview #2)
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A typical day in this flipped class environment consisted of writing the Red List, an agenda, on
the board to organize the class for the day included the homework assignment for that night. The
items on the Red List during Observation #1 included reviewing the previous night’s homework,
the Comparative Bone Activity, and the homework assignment for that night. The following section is a detailed description of Observation #1 which was an example of a typical day in Melissa’s classroom before the study began.
Checking homework. A typical day in Melissa’s class consisted of checking homework
(when applicable) then moving on to an activity that reinforced the topics covered in the homework assignment. By checking homework out loud Melissa perceived that she was able to get a
sense of how well the students constructed meaning from the lesson. For this particular homework assignment students watched a video of a teacher labeling a diagram of a skeleton in the
skeletal/muscular system packet, labeled their own diagram, read a traditional science textbook
article called Bone Structure, and answered the attached questions. A copy of the article appears
in Appendix L. Melissa checked each student’s homework for completion then verbally corrected the assignment through a traditional, whole class format in which students raised their hands
and waited for the Melissa to recognize them before answering the question. She did not censure
students who did not answer the questions correctly, but immediately moved on to another student for the correct answer. While going over the assignment Melissa gave the students mnemonic devices to help with meaning construction and aid in the retention of information. For example, Melissa stated:
Now let me teach you my trick words. When I think of tibia I think of tuba which is
something large. The tibia is the large bone in the lower leg and the fibula is the tiny
bone. Make sure that you know the difference. That is going to be on your diagram on the
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test on Friday. And believe me, next year you will thank me for this (Classroom Observation #1).
Melissa emphasized the differences in the sizes of the bone by relating them to musical instruments of which the students had tacit knowledge. Melissa also reminded the students to use scientific names for the bones such as patella rather than common names such as kneecap.
The last question on the homework assignment asked students to describe why athletes
commonly injure their knees. Melissa began the discussion of this question with the following
statement, “Alright. And our last question, there is not one right answer for this” (Classroom Observation #1). The class responded in the following way:
Student 7:

The athlete probably damaged their joint because they tore
their cartilage and then maybe they not have realized it or
maybe thought it was a strain and did not fix it and it
caused friction between the bones.

Melissa:

Right. Do a lot of sports involve extensive use of our knee
joint?

Students:

Yes!

Melissa:

And think about this…Do we extensively use our knee
joints even when we’re not an athlete?

Students:

Yes!

Student 1:

Even when you’re walking around you’re bending your
knees.

Melissa:

[Students begin talking amongst themselves.] Excuse me!
(Classroom Observation #1)
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This statement was an invitation for students to contribute to the discussion, however the discussion was teacher-centered and the students, other than those commenting directly on Melissa’s
question were minimally engaged. They began to have off topic conversations with their
tablemates. After redirecting the class, Melissa supplemented the discussion about how knees are
vulnerable by having students look at a picture of a knee joint (See Appendix M). She began
that discussion by stating:
Melissa:

Look at this picture. Why do you think a lot of injuries
happen in the knee? Just glancing at this picture, why do
you think a lot of injuries happen in the knee? What’s the
first thing you see when you look at this picture?

Student 2:

There’s lots of bones and lots of cartilage

Melissa:

There is. There are lots of bones, there’s lots of cartilage,
there’s ligaments, there’s tendons. What else?

Student 1:

Um, since these are so thin [pointing to ligaments], they
could easily snap or get damaged. That’s another reason
why.

Melissa:

Right so the parts have to be strong. Do y’all think knee
joint are prone to getting hit?

Student 1:

[A]nd those are so tiny.

Melissa:

They are tiny. Do y’all think knee joint are prone to getting
hit somehow?

Students:

Yes!

Student 1:

Always
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Melissa:

Like in football or sliding sports like soccer or softball/baseball? Ok Good. (Classroom Observation #1)

Melissa abruptly ended the discussion here. After the discussion Melissa emphasized the fact that
the information from the homework would be on the upcoming test and that the students should
study specific pages in the packet. Melissa devoted approximately 20% of the class to checking
homework. The reminder of the class was spent participating in the Comparative Bone Activity
Lab.
Comparative Bone Activity Lab. Melissa gave formal instructions for the Comparative
Bone Activity by describing how the students should move from station to station and how to
answer the questions in the packet. A copy of the lab appears in Appendix N. Melissa also discussed the fragility of the bones and instructed students on how to handle them. Melissa explicitly requested that the students make a hypothesis based on observations rather than randomly
guess the bone, again emphasizing the use of scientific language by modeling the desired behavior for the students. During the activity Melissa moved about the room answering questions, but
refusing to identify the bones for the students. The environment was chaotic and Melissa had to
give up her normal pacing pattern to circle the room. Here, the term chaotic refers to a nontraditional learning environment in which students are free to move about the classroom and speak at
will. Melissa allows, even invites, the chaos because she believes that the peer-peer interactions
assist the students with meaning construction.
When students asked questions, Melissa’s refrain was often, “I’m not going to give you
the answer…Remember you do not have to agree with the people that you are with. If you disagree [then] write down something different” (Classroom Observation #1). She forced the students to consider their answer more critically. However because the groups were not required to
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reach a consensus, there was no reason to consider another person’s answer. When Melissa
picked up on the frustration of the other members of Student 1’s group, she directed him to speak
directly to his group members so that he could clarify his answer. The following is a small excerpt from Student 1’s conversation with Melissa.
Student 1:

But animals can have human bones.

Melissa

So, remember many of the bones we find in animals will be similar
and have the same names as those in humans.

Student 1:

Like this is the forearm, we think.

Melissa:

Ok. So what do you think it is?

Student 1:

A kangaroo or a lion or a tiger or a leopard.

Melissa:

So Student 1 you might want to rely on your other group members.
(Classroom Observation #1)

What occurred after Melissa’s conversation with Student 1 was a lively discussion during which
group members passionately discussed and defended their answer(s). Excerpts from the conversations that followed are not included because only Student 1 was a study participant. The activity took approximately 70% of class time.
At the end of the activity the students reconvened for a whole class discussion and Melissa identified the bones for them. During the discussion, Melissa promoted minds-on thought processes by calling on multiple students and asking each of them to explain their answers. Melissa
dissected their responses to show students how to eliminate the most unlikely answers and narrow down the possibilities. She then gave the correct answer and compared the bones to analogous structures in the human body. The following discourse occurred during the activity:
Melissa:

Okay. What about these?
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Student 7:

Vertebrae!

Melissa:

Vertebrae. Okay. So we’re gonna…

Student 5:

A deer!

Melissa:

Okay, a deer. Anything else?

Student 6:

A gorilla!

Student 5:

A giraffe!

Melissa:

Why did you say ‘No’ to giraffe…They’re not big enough?

Student 1:

We said a bear, a cow. No a deer. I had it written.

Melissa:

What about the size of those?

Student 4:

Those are huge.

Melissa:

So what do you say, Student 9?

Student 9:

A cat.

Melissa:

A cat would be really small. These are deer vertebrate. On the
scale of human vertebrae, ours would be significantly smaller than
this. Something like a cat, they would really be tiny. One significant difference is an animal [that] has a horizontal spine like a
deer. You find this funny bone. Ours is more of what you think of
as a pelvic bone and if I look this up the name of this it may be part
of the pelvis. But ours is much bigger. Think about the difference
with a horizontal versus vertical spine. That makes a difference in
the shape of this bone. (Classroom Observation #1)

This debriefing took approximately 5% of class time. The following section describes the complete implementation of combined text genres during the study.
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Reading combined text genres: An overview of text use during the study. Melissa had the
freedom to choose the texts used in the study and select the order in which to present the texts to
the students. All articles representing combined text genres can be found in Appendices O-T. In
Units 1 and 2 Melissa presented the texts in the following order: traditional science textbook,
popular science, and APL articles. Melissa presented the traditional science textbooks articles
first because her students were used to reading this particular form of traditional text, so there
was no need for instruction on using this genre of text. Melissa described these articles as “factual, very factual-factual-factual,” but would “stimulate their thoughts” (Interview #2). Traditional
science text was a tool that Melissa used to help students construct meaning about specific topics. This knowledge later became the foundation upon which students were able to construct
meaning from the APL articles. Melissa rationalized her decision to read the APL articles last in
Units 1 and 2 by stating, “[The students] had some background knowledge on both of those
things. I also think [the APL articles] are good at the end…when [the students] are, theoretically,
more familiar with the experimental process and variables” (Interview #2). Table 6 contains the
names and order of the texts used in the study. Melissa presented the articles in Unit 3 in a different order. In Unit 3 Melissa presented the texts in the following order: traditional science,
APL article, and then the popular science article. She decided to do present the traditional science textbook article first in order to lay the conceptual foundation asexual reproduction which
was an unfamiliar topic for the students. The APL article would be difficult enough for the students to construct meaning from the article due to the reading level at which it was written, so it
was critical to construct meaning about asexual reproduction before reading it in class. Reading
the APL article second ensured that there was enough time to fully discuss the article.
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Unit 1, Part 2: Reading combined text genres. As indicated in Table 1, the topic covered
while using reading combined text genres in Unit 1 was Human Growth Hormone/Brain Development. Melissa’s intentions were to use “Keep on Growing”, the traditional science textbook
article, to supply content knowledge about HGH including how the body produces HGH, what
HGH does in the body, and what happens if the body does not produce enough HGH. Melissa
used the popular science article, “Teens and Decision Making: What Brain Science Reveals” to
Table 6
Text used during the implementation of reading combined text genres
Unit

Genre

Title

1: Human Growth
Hormone/ Brain Development

Traditional Science
Textbook

“Keep on Growing”

“Teens and Decision Making: What Brain Science
Reveals”

2

“Clinical Studies on Using Human Growth Hormone Produced from Bacteria in Children who
Suffer a Deficiency of Growth Hormone”
“Disappearing Frogs”

3

1

Popular Science

Video: The Vanishing Frog

2

APL

“The Exposure of Frogs to Low Levels of the Pesticide Atarzine Leads to Problems in Sexual Development”
“Getting to Know: Asexual Reproduction”

3

Popular Science
APL

2: The Use of
Pesticides on Frogs

3: Asexual
Reproduction

Order
Presented
1

Traditional Science
Textbook

Traditional Science
Textbook

1

APL

“The Rate of Budding in Hydra vulgaris in an
Aseptic Environment and in an Environment Containing Bacteria”

2

Popular Science

Who Needs Males? The Komodo Lizard Shows
that Parthenogenesis is Possible

3

link the importance of the brain development to the body’s physical health and its mental development. Finally, “Clinical Studies on Using Human Growth Hormone Produced from Bacteria in
Children who Suffer a Deficiency of Growth Hormone,” the APL article, served as a real world
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example of scientific research. Melissa’s overall goal was to provide her students with a multifaceted look at science in the world using combined text genres. Brief summaries of the articles
and Melissa’s instructional goals can be found in Table 7.
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Table 7
Summaries and goals for texts used in the study by unit
Genre

Title/Appendix Location

Description

Instructional Goal

Traditional
Science
Textbook

“Keep on Growing”
Appendix O

Content based explanation of the
effect of HGH on children; Addresses side effects

Content knowledge
about HGH and how
it effects the body

Popular
Science

“Teens and Decision Making:
What Brain Science Reveals”
Appendix P

Description of how the anatomy of
the brain contributed to teen decision
making processes; Focuses on
neuroanatomy

Engagement and
direct application to
student lives

APL

“Clinical Studies on Using
Human Growth Hormone Produced from Bacteria in Children who Suffer a Deficiency
of Growth Hormone”
“Disappearing Frogs”

A research study comparing the effectiveness of HGH produced by
humans to HGH produced by bacterial cells

Example of real
world science

Content based articles that explains
the reasons why frogs disappear from
their natural habitat.

Content knowledge
about the fragility of
frogs in their environment

Traditional
Science
Textbook

Popular
Science

Video: The Vanishing Frog

NA

APL

“The Exposure of Frogs to Low
Levels of the Pesticide Atarzine
Leads to Problems in Sexual
Development”

A clinical study focusing on the effects of Atrazine on amphibian populations in a laboratory setting.

Explored the effect
of the pesticide
Atarzine on the frog
population in an environment

Traditional
Science
Textbook

“Getting to Know: Asexual
Reproduction”

Content-based explanation of asexual
reproduction in plants; Addressed
misconceptions about asexual reproduction

Introduction to the
concept of asexual
reproduction

APL

“The Rate of Budding in Hydra
vulgaris in an Aseptic Environment and in an Environment
Containing Bacteria”

A research study comparing the rate
of asexual reproduction in hydra in
the presence or absence of bacteria.

Practical application
of the concept of
asexual reproduction
in a scientific environment

Popular
Science

Who Needs Males? The Komodo Lizard Shows that Parthenogenesis is Possible

Description of parthenogenesis in
populations of Komodo dragons.

Entertainment and
engagement

Day 1: Reading traditional science text. Melissa began the class by distributing a copy
of “Keep on Growing” and instructed the students to read the article silently. “Keep on Growing”
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was a digital Techbook article that explained the importance of the role of HGH in human
growth and development, how HGH contributed to stature, and how HGH therapy helped children to grow. Refer to Appendix O for a copy of the article. There was no talking while the students were reading. As students finished the article they began to engage in quiet conversation
which indicated to Melissa that the class was ready to begin the discussion. She officially started
class after six minutes of silent reading. Melissa began class by projecting the homework assignment on the Smartboard and giving explicit instructions on how to complete it. Once students finished asking questions about the homework Melissa began to discuss “Keep on Growing”.
Standing in Position A, Melissa invited the class to talk about the article by asking the
students to raise their hands if they could answer the questions. What followed was a traditional
question and answer format as Melissa asked students to recall information from the text. When
students answered incorrectly Melissa either corrected them or called on another student to answer the question. For example, the following exchange occurred early in the discussion:
Melissa:

Yes. Ok. So let’s talk about this article. Raise your hand if you can
tell me what HGH is. Student 9?

Student 9:

HGH is high growth hormone.

Melissa:

Not quite.

Many students:

Human growth hormone

Student 9:

Oh! Oh!

Melissa:

Raise your hand if you can tell me where it’s produced?

Student 5:

In your pituitary gland.

Melissa:

In your pituitary gland. (Classroom Observation #2)
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Throughout the discussion Melissa pointedly linked new knowledge from the article to prior
knowledge constructed in previous units. For example, the following exchange occurred:
Melissa:

Now who can tell me when we learned about the pituitary gland
before?

Student 7:

Sex education.

Melissa:

What did we learn about the pituitary in sex education?

Student 7:

It starts puberty.

Melissa:

It is. It’s sort of the time clock that starts sending the signal to the
rest of our body…that sends us into puberty. Ok? Good. So is it
any surprise then that human growth hormone is produced by the
pituitary gland?

Students:

No.

Melissa:

We already kind of know it has to do with our development. What
does HGH do? What does it do? Student 9?

Student 9:

It makes the height. It depends on your genes how much you’re
going to grow.

Melissa:

That’s sort of another side of this. HGH has to do with our growth
and development. So if there’s too much HGH what can happen?

Student 8:

Your face gets all messed up and you have a higher risk of cancer.
(Classroom Observation #2)

As the discussion progressed, the learning environment in the classroom community became less
formal and students stopped raising their hands and began to interject by either correcting each
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other or contributing to someone else’s response. Evidence of the less formal learning environment appears below.
Melissa:

That’s sort of another side of this. HGH has to do with our growth
and development. So if there’s too much HGH what can happen?

Student 8:

Your face gets all messed up and you have a higher risk of cancer.

Melissa:

Well, that’s part of the…

Student 2:

Side effect

Melissa

A side effect of giving it to people, but if a person just..[What if]
their HGH is produced too much?

Student 2:

You get really tall.

Melissa:

You get really tall and there can be some acromegaly, the deformity of the bone structure of the face.

Student 5:

Ok, so what is it called? Acry, acty…

Student 7:

It’s in your packet!

Melissa:

Acromegaly?

Student 5:

It makes their facial bones…?

Student 9:

If you are growing and you have too much HGH your facial bones
can grow too much. (Classroom Observation #2)

The students no longer waited for Melissa to ask for or acknowledge raised hands. They felt
comfortable contributing to the discussion. At this point Melissa facilitated the discussion rather
than leading it. In the following exchange Melissa asked a question that was not answered directly in the article. She asked the class “Why are some children short and some tall” (Classroom
Observation #2)? This question changed the entire dynamics of the class and set into play pattern
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of breaking out into peer-peer conversations and calling the students back to order. Melissa’s
question excited the students enough to passionately engage in various forms of peer-peer or
teacher-student discussion. Despite the seemingly chaotic environment Melissa maintained
command of her class. She monitored the conversations and when Melissa heard Student 1 say,
“Usually boys get their height from their moms and girls get their height from their dads” (Classroom Observation #2) she realized that there were misconceptions being discussed. Melissa corrected this misconception about how height is inherited by quieting the class and stating:
I’ve never heard that! Wait, wait, wait! Time out. Shhh! Listen. So, a mini lesson on genetics! When the genetic information from the egg combines with the genetic information from the sperm that does not spit out little clones of either parent, right? That genetic information recombines and we get something different. In fact you’re genetically
more closely related to a brother or sister than you are to your parents. (Classroom Observation #2)
Instead of quelling the peer-peer discussions, Melissa’s mini lesson on genetics fueled them. The
conversations became unintelligible as the students all began to comment at once. They broke
out into small group discussions with classmates at their tables and were not hesitant about contributing to the conversations around them. Melissa found it necessary to bring back order to the
class. She stated in an elevated voice, “Hey! Hey! We cannot have a discussion when you’re
talking to people at your table” (Classroom Observation #2) and then launched into a conversation about how genetics are unpredictable. Melissa eventually directed the conversation back to
the article by asking, “So, let’s stay focused on what we’re talking about. My point being, here is
that is it only HGH that has to do with this” (Classroom Observation #2)? Melissa’s refocused
discussion brings order back to the classroom and the conversation continued.
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As Melissa facilitated the discussion, the students continued to contribute freely, in a
more orderly manner. The class went on to discuss the side effects of taking HGH and whether
or not the benefits of taking HGH outweighed the risk factors. The conversation returned to the
unpredictability of genetics when Melissa said the following:
So there’s one really important point that I think this article sort of leaves out that I just
want to mention to you. And that is at your current age or when you’re a child can you
really predict how big you’re gonna be? (Classroom Observation #2)
The students answered “No!” in unison. This statement was supported by a personal story from
Melissa about her father’s rapid change in height from his late teens to early twenties which elicited personal statements from the students. For example, students said:
Student 6:

My uncle. He was really short but now he’s 6’2” or something.

Student 2:

Ok. So my cousin was estimated by the doctor to be 5’2 or 5’3- I
mean 5’7” to 5’9”, but she’s 5’2” to 5’3”. So what do you think the
doctor got 5’7” to 5’9” from?

Student 1:

My friend. Oh I already told this. My friend…she has to take the
same growth…injection. She has to take it in her arm. And she’s
literally as tall as this table combined with that pencil pouch. She’s
in 7th grade. (Classroom Observation #2)

Melissa responded to Student 1’s statement with, “Obviously there are some cases where a patient might really need to take HGH” and then abruptly ended the discussion of “Keep on Growing” by stating, “Alright, so listen carefully. Listen carefully. What I’m giving you now is your
new packet” (Classroom Observation #2). Melissa did not summarize the article or help the students make a transition between “Keep on Growing” and “Teens and Decision Making: What
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Brain Science Reveals,” the popular science article in the new packet. Sensing that Melissa was
ready to move on, but not having explicit instructions, the students engaged in casual conversations with their peers; she only discussed the articles in discrete entities. Melissa tried several
times to bring them back to order before the class quieted enough to move forward with the lesson. The discussion of “Keep on Growing” took approximately 30% of class time for the day.
The next portion of the class centered on a lecture about the anatomy of the brain using a
plastic model. Melissa instructed the students to turn to a page in their packet. Before pointing
out each part of the brain, and its function, Melissa told the students that there would be no brain
diagram on the test. There was a substantial amount of background noise as the students talked
while Melissa was talking. This was a lecture, not a discussion, and Melissa was the meaning
making authority. The students labeled their diagrams as Melissa explained, however they were
consistently carrying on off topic conversations on the side. A lack of engagement was apparent
during this lecture-based classroom environment.
The final part of the brain anatomy covered during this class period was the pituitary
gland. She referred to it as “the little, little, little round thing in the middle,” (Classroom Observation #2), but did not elaborate on the pituitary gland, tie it to the content in the traditional science textbook article or discuss it in the context of the popular science article, which she was
about to assign as a reading for the rest of class. Melissa, still unable to fully capture the students’ attention, became frustrated with the students and shouted, “Stop Talking! Hello! Nobody’s going to talk…I feel like this article is so important for you as teenagers...and it really
matters to you guys. So nobody’s talking! Everybody’s reading and answering questions” (Classroom Observation #2). The students finally began to settle down, but there was still some low
level background noise. The students spent the next eight minutes reading the article and answer-
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ing the questions attached to the article. Melissa was unsuccessful in fully quieting the students
who chose to engage in conversations and the low level background noise continued until the
bell rang. Approximately 50% of the class was dedicated to discussing human brain development
including the silent reading of “Teens and Decision Making: What Brain Science Reveals”. The
students were to finish reading the article and answer the attached questions for homework. A
copy of the article can be found in Appendix P.
Day 2: Using popular science text and the Owl Pellet Activity. Melissa reverts back to
the flipped classroom on Day 2 while discussing “Teens and Decision Making: What Brain Science Reveals”, the popular science article. Melissa began the class by reminding the students to
follow the Red List. Once the students were ready to move forward Melissa explained the
homework from the digital Techbook assigned for that night. She then reviewed homework assigned the previous night which was to finish reading “Teens and Decision Making: What Brain
Science Reveals” and answer the questions in the packet. Admittedly having students read the
popular science article for homework was a reversion to the same instructional practice that
Melissa used in the flipped classroom environment, however due to her experience with this particular article Melissa knew that her students would be motivated to read the article because of its
interesting subject matter and short length. Information in the article would also be on an upcoming test.
During the interviews Students 2, 6, and 10 all mentioned that the article was interesting,
but their interests stemmed from different sources. Student 2 was motivated by the fact that information from the article would be on the test. Student 6 felt that the article tied into what she
learned about the brain. Student 10 internalized the information because he found it relevant to
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his life. The following evidence from the student interviews supported Melissa’s perception that
students would enjoy the article:
I thought that [Teens and Decision Making: What Brain Science Reveals] was pretty
good. I thought, actually, that one was really interesting. I went over that one with my
mom when we were studying, because it was on our test. (Interview, Student 2)

I liked the brain. Like[d] “Teens and Decision Making: What Brain Science Reveals”] the
most probably. Because I thought it was interesting to learn, like, how [the brain] worked
and all, like, the different parts of it. So, and like how each one, like, helped each part of
the body and stuff. (Interview, Student 6)

[“Teens and Decision Making: What Brain Science Reveals”] is, like, one of my favorite
ones. Because it’s, like—it helps all of us. So it’s something I might—I need to know,
and I want to know. And it’s interesting how people—they sort of blame it on the person
when it’s just science that teens sort of rush their decisions. And that means that they’re
going to make better decisions, even though that might not be true. Some people are just
stupid. (Interview, Student 10)
This evidence supports Melissa’s perception that the students would find the article interesting
enough to read it on their own.
The students actively participated in checking the homework, often calling out answers
before Melissa was able to complete reading the questions; however students continuously engaged in outside conversations while homework was checked. To bring the students back to order Melissa said, “I need the chatter to stop or we aren’t going to get to the owl pellets” (Class-
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room Observation #3). She used the hands-on activity as bait to keep order in the classroom.
Melissa continued to check homework and deliberately emphasized the following:
Guys this is key to understanding this article. Your emotional control center matures
much faster than the prefrontal cortex. Therefore, it is more likely to gain an upper hand
in decision making. This helps to explain a teen’s inclination to rush decisions. So we’re
learning that the biology of the brain has something to do with what we’ve always known
about teenagers. Teenagers, in general, make rash decisions. I think that as you go into
your teenage years, it’s important for you to understand that. (Classroom Observation #3)
Melissa goes on to point out how the article differentiates between the ages at which the brain
reaches its maximum size and the age of mental maturity and why those distinctions are important. The students were more attentive on this day than the previous, however as they received direct instruction about the brain, its development, and lessons on how to shape one’s
brain development by choosing stimulating activities the background noise continued. Melissa
emphasized that the information in the article was important both because it would be on the test
and that as teenagers it is important to understand how to make good choices about your own
brain development. Although the article was directly applicable to their age group and they were
engaged as a class, Melissa repeatedly had to ask members of the classroom community to be
quiet. The students continuously held side conversations that were off topic and off task. Melissa
engaged in a short period of direct instruction about the brain, but did not engage the students in
any form of in-depth discussion about the article. Melissa dedicated approximately 20% of the
class time to going over homework from the article. After reviewing the article, Melissa moved
on to the Owl Pellet Dissection.
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The purpose of the Owl Pellet Dissection was to provide Melissa’s students with the opportunity to work with bones again. During the Comparative Bone Activity, Melissa used individual animal bones to make comparisons to analogous structures in the human body. Melissa
felt that the Owl Pellet Dissection enabled students to construct complete animal skeletons so
that they became more familiar with the structure of individual bones and how the bones of a
skeleton fit together. Melissa allowed the students to work in small groups of their choosing. The
activity was loose and students were allowed to work at their own pace. Melissa explicitly instructed the students on her expectations for the Owl Pellet Lab. She expected each group to assemble a complete rodent skeleton using the bones in their pellet. For the day she expected them
to sort through and separate the bones in their pellet. The following day they would assemble
their skeletons. She indicated that she would set up a ‘boneyard’ that students could donate to
and take from as necessary. Melissa had to stop given instructions several times to redirect the
students. It was clear that they were excited about the lab, but it took effort for her to settle them
down so they could receive proper instructions.
The classroom environment became chaotic as students began to dissect their pellets.
There were squeals of delight and screams of disgust as students dissected their pellets. Melissa
circled the classroom as she attempted to answer all questions posed to her by the students, most
of which were “What is this” (Classroom Observation #3)? Melissa did not directly answer the
questions, but encouraged the students to refer to the ancillary materials that accompanied the lab
such as the skeletal diagram and the pictures of individual bones.
There were no direct references to either the traditional science textbook article or the
popular science article or to the Comparative Bone Activity Lab. Approximately 70% of the
class time was dedicated to the dissection of owl pellets.
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Day 3: Using an APL article. As always Melissa began class by checking homework.
The ever present background noise was there even as students actively participated in correcting
their homework assignments. There was an excitement about their performance on the homework. Student 9 and Student 1 exclaimed, “I did it in pen because I was confident of my answers!” and “I nailed this!” respectively (Classroom Observation #4). This excitement continued
as students indicated that they had done well on this assignment. Melissa both praised and quieted them with the following statement, “Ok. Good. Excuse me!” (Classroom Observation #4) before moving on to the APL article, “Clinical Studies on Using Human Growth Hormone Produced from Bacteria in Children who Suffer a Deficiency of Growth Hormone”.
Melissa distributed the article and told the students that they were returning to the concept of growth hormone that they learned while reading the traditional textbook article, a purposeful attempt to link the traditional textbook science article and APL article for her students.
Typically Melissa asked the students read silently before discussing the article, but here she decided to discuss text elements within the article first. Melissa introduced the article by asking
Student 1 to read the title. Melissa used the title to probe the students’ understanding of ‘deficiency’. She told the students:
I want to make sure before you read this article [that] you understand what the title even
means. It’s a clinical study on using growth hormone, which we talked a little bit about
earlier in the week, produced from bacteria in children who suffer from a deficiency of
growth hormone. (Classroom Observation #4)
Melissa attempted to link the term ‘deficiency’ to the subject of the article, the students related
‘deficiency’ to AIDS. The conversation about AIDS, led by the students’ interests, continued and
then took a turn toward the existence of good bacteria in the body. A more in-depth examination
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of this exchange is presented as an assertion because it represents a pivotal time during the study
when Melissa was forced by the students to follow a tangent (See Assertion 3).
Melissa left the classroom to make copies and the students continued to read silently. The
students self-monitored and even asked an unfocused classmate to be quiet. Those who finished
reading busied themselves in other activities, but no one talked. The silent reading lasted for
eight minutes, approximately 20% of class time. After returning to the room Melissa began a
whole-class discussion of the article; once again she referred a text element—the footnote. Various students responded by calling out answers all at once, but no one answered correctly. The
following dialog about footnotes occurred in the class:
Melissa:

First of all in our title—when Student 9 read us the title—
what does that little number three mean? Whatever you’re
working on stop! What does that little three mean?

Students:

I have no idea.
That there were three studies.

Melissa:

Wow nobody can tell me? Where it says ‘clinical studies’
and it’s got that little bitty three?

Students:

Three clinical studies?
The third time that they’ve done it.
Three growth hormone types.
That they test?

Melissa:

What’s this thing at the bottom of the page that has a three
in front of it?

Various Students:

Three clinical studies!
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Ooh, wait. Ooh.
Paragraph three!
Melissa:

What is it? Have you guys ever heard of a footnote?

Student 5:

Yeah, it’s like a--

Student 4:

What’s a footnote?

Melissa:

So that little three refers you to this information at the bottom. Ok? (Classroom Observation #4)

Melissa’s frown was evidence of her exasperation with the students. Her deliberate reference to
the footnote in the article was an effort to help the students construct meaning about the purpose
of the article. The conversation about the meaning of footnotes morphed into the significance of
that to which the footnote referred. Melissa purposely required the students to dig deeper than
telling her ‘what’ the footnote referred to when she asked them why it was important to compare
the effectiveness of HGH from the two sources; this is how she segued into a discussion about
the purpose of the research. The discussion from above continued in the following manner:
Melissa:

What are we talking about, “produced by bacteria”? What does
that mean? What does that mean?

Student 2:

Produced by bacteria. Like it’s by bacteria

Melissa:

Instead of?

Student 2:

Oh?

Melissa:

Do you have any idea?

Student 2:

Instead of…the pituitary gland.

Melissa:

Instead of the pituitary gland. Good. So we’re talking about HGH
produced from bacteria instead of from the what?
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Melissa:

The pituitary gland of a…?

Student 7:

Human.

Melissa:

Human.

Student 7:

So they’re testing to see which one’s better, right?

Melissa:

So why does this experiment matter? Why would anybody…? And
some of you may remember me asking you that about your projects. I was like, ‘Why do we care? Why does it matter? Why does
this matter?’ Student 9?

Student 9:

It matters because we’re trying to see which one helps them more
and the differences and if affects their growth and stuff.

Melissa:

Ok. So they want to see how the two work when compared. What
else?

Student 8:

If this actually works it can help because being short your body
growth can actually affect your health and it can cause your heart
to not be structured right. It could help the people who had the
dwarf disease. It could help them also.

Melissa:

Okay, maybe. But why would we be interested in it coming from
bacteria instead of from a human pituitary?…So why don’t we use
HGH from a human pituitary?

Student 4:

Because that’s not really their goal and what if their pituitary gland
doesn’t really work?

Melissa:

Ok. So do you think it’s easy to get HGH from the human pituitary
gland?
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Students:

No!

Melissa:

Right?

Student 9:

You’d have to go inside the brain.

Melissa:

Are you going to volunteer to give up some of your HGH? (Classroom Observation #4)

The discussion helped students scaffold meaning about the purpose of a research study. Melissa
believed that understanding the purpose of a research study consisted of more than identifying
the independent and dependent variables. Determining variables tells one what was studied, but
does not explain why those variables were studied. Only determining the purpose of a study can
do this, thus making the purpose of a study worthy of conversation within the classroom community. Melissa addressed the purpose of the study early in the discussion of the article and scaffolded the concept by using the same verbiage that she used during the Inquiry Projects (see explanation below]. Rather than using the term ‘purpose’, Melissa used the phrase, “Why does this
matter?” The choice to use this phrase created a direct link between the article and the Inquiry
Project.
Melissa used discussions to scaffold elements of experimental design and science process
skills. She used the APL article as a model for the two Inquiry Projects that she assigned earlier
in the year. According to Melissa the goal of the Inquiry Projects was to help students develop an
understanding of experimental design. In these projects accuracy was secondary to the understanding of scientific processes, identifying the mistake, explaining the mistake, learning from
the mistake, and acquiring the ability to move beyond the mistake. While the Inquiry Projects
assisted Melissa in teaching scientific inquiry, she felt less certain that the reading materials used
in class supported this goal.
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Melissa’s perception was that using traditional science textbooks in combination with
popular science articles was not enough to convey the meaning of scientific inquiry; only primary research article could do that. Unfortunately, the students lacked exposure to primary research
articles and there was nothing on which to scaffold their understanding of what the inquiry projects could or should be. It was the act of introducing Melissa to APL that led her to participate
in this research study. For Melissa, this article was the only text genre that accurately represented
what she wanted the students to produce. She stated:
And I think, you know, when I stand up front and make up some random example of a
stupid experiment to use as examples for variables, it’s not as meaningful as if they look
at [an APL article and see] what was the purpose behind this experiment. Like, that’s
huge. And [the APL article] also teaches them a lesson about their Inquiry Projects because some of them come up with harebrained project ideas and I’m like, “Why do we
care?” As a world, why would we be interested in those results? So this gives them the
reasoning for the interest and the results. (Interview #2)
While discussing the article, Melissa asked the following questions:
Ok. How many people did they test? ... Do you remember me telling you when you designed your experiments? What did I tell you to do? ... Get as many [people] as you can.
So does twenty-four even sound like a lot to you for something like this? ... What do you
think their hypothesis was? If you had to write a hypothesis for this what do you think it
sounded like? Student 8? (Classroom Observation #4)
For Melissa, correct answers to questions like the ones above confirmed understanding of the
article’s content as well as how to construct and/or identify the parts of a proper experiment.
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Conversely, Melissa interpreted incorrect answers to these questions as a signal to continue scaffolding meaning construction.
Difficulties with meaning construction about elements of experimental design and science process skills were evident during this discussion below. When the students were unable to
construct meaning on their own, Melissa was forced to become more intentional in her effort to
scaffold meaning construction for them. In the following exchange Melissa wanted the student to
understand that when working with live subjects, especially humans, there are elements that are
beyond a researcher’s control:
Melissa:

But what was it they really could not control in this experiment?

Student 8:

The different reactions to it.

Melissa:

Right.

Student 1:

The different side effects.

Melissa:

They were measuring that as well. But wait, tell me more about
what you mean?

Student 8:

Well because if one person has a reaction that makes them
grow…If one person has a good reaction to it and they grow a lot
but one person has a delayed reaction to it because of—so they
have less of a reaction but it’s still working…

Melissa:

Ok. So if we phrase that a little better, what is it we really can’t
control there? Student 9?

Student 9:

How much each person is growing?

Melissa:

No because they’re measuring that. What is it that we really can’t
control there? Student 1?
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Student 1:

What he said about—it could be scientific. Ok. The growth of
some person could have an immediate effect and then the growth
on another person could…

Melissa:

But remember we’re measuring the growth. That’s our dependent
variable. What is it we can’t control? Y’all are stuck on this one.

Student 1:

Wait! Student 9 has got it.

Melissa:

Alright, Student 9. What?

Student 9:

The time frames and the different times…

Melissa:

Ok. We haven’t quite nailed it. Who are they experimenting on?

Students:

Children!

Melissa:

Well we know that HGH doesn’t work on adults, right? But what
is it that we can’t control if we have a group of children? Where do
they spend their days and nights?

Student 8:

Home in bed.

Melissa:

Yeah! These are human beings. Right? You cannot control. You
cannot put a human being in a cage in your laboratory for two
years. Do you see how that presents problems for the researcher?

Student 7:

They eat different things

Melissa:

Yeah. Their environments are different. Their diet is different.
Their activity is different. And it mentions…I believe they mention
that they had already done this on rats and it produced similar
growth. But now we’re doing it on humans and the whole problem
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with medical research is that we can’t control all the variables.
(Classroom Observation #4)
Melissa was not successful in scaffolding meaning construction until she asked, “Where do [the
children] spend their days and nights” (Classroom Observation #4)? Melissa began the conversation with open questions, but once she realized that the students were having difficulty constructing meaning the questions became more pointed and purposeful.
Melissa’s frustration with her students’ inability to construct meaning was evident; however she did not aim them at the students. Melissa signaled her frustration with phrasing such as,
“Y’all are getting stuck on this one” (Classroom Observation #4), facial expressions or gestures,
and by repeatedly asking the same questions. Another sign of Melissa’s frustration was that she
tended to cutoff incorrect answers immediately, failing to not probe students or scaffold them in
a way that they came to the right answer. No matter how frustrated Melissa became she never
directed the frustration toward her students. Instead, she repeatedly asked the question until one
of them answered it in a way that indicated understanding. She would then repeat the answer by
rephrasing it and asking students to confirm their understanding.
Melissa concluded the class with a discussion of the results section of the article. Students offered their interpretations of the results but also discussed why the results were what they
were such as the possibility that the study subjects stopped growing due to the development of a
tolerance to the HGH or that they reached their full height. Part of that discussion is below:
Melissa:

So in their results, they said that after the first year there
were similar decreases in the growth rates of the two
groups. So why did the growth rate begin to decrease after
the first year?
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Student 1:

The effects wore off.

Student 8:

They started getting used to it.

Melissa:

Oh, ok. So yeah. Their bodies get used to it. The effects
wore off. Maybe they started reaching their height and
they’re not going to grow any higher even if we give them
more.

Student 7:

Maybe because a lot of girls have stopped their growing at
12 or 13. Because of their age they just might be stopping.

Melissa:

Right. I think that’s what she was saying, that they’re already sort of reaching their growth peak and won’t grow
much anymore.

Student 8:

Or maybe kinda what [she] said. Maybe the HGH from one
year was kinda like a jump start from the pituitary gland.

Melissa:

Good. Very interesting ideas (Classroom Observation #4)

Melissa rewarded the students on their success with a compliment and a smile.
As the discussion continued Melissa referred directly to the graph and asked the students
to determine the discrepancy. Her goal was to have the students look closely at the results and
discuss their interpretations of what they saw. The following dialog took place:
Melissa:

So if you look at the graph, if you look at the graph we’ve got
Group A and Group B. And yes they’re right. The growth declines
after 24 months but do you notice the discrepancy there? Does
something stand out to you? What is it?
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Student 10:

That after 12 months of treatment both growth hormones produced
in the pituitary glands and by bacteria are the same.

Melissa:

After 24 months? After 12 months.

Student 10:

Yes.

Melissa:

So after 12 months. But then what happens to the 24 month number, Student 10?

Student 10:

They caught up with how they grew. How well the pituitary
glands. They kind caught up with the bacteria.

Student 1:

They beat them. They beat them at the end.

Melissa:

OK. What do you mean they beat them at the end?

Student 1:

At the beginning it was really slow because this was ahead of that.

Melissa:

Wait. What is this and that?

Student 1:

Group A at the beginning of the…is that four months?

Melissa:

Well this is before treatment. After treatment.

Student 1:

Well before treatment they were there and then they grew here.
And they were both the same the peak. And then the decrease was
different because in the beginning. I mean the decrease was different because that was higher than that. And at the end that became
higher than that.

Melissa:

Well, yeah. You’re on to something there. But remember, this is
growth in inches, I mean centimeters, sorry, growth rate in centimeters per year. But if you look at after 24 months for the human
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pituitary versus the bacteria, the bacteria growth rate after 24
months is still higher. Does that make you wonder something?
Student 1:

Maybe it didn’t work. Maybe it didn’t work the first time. Or it
took a slower amount of time.

Melissa:

Alright. Great ideas guys. (Classroom Observation #4).

When Student 1 gave a vague answer saying, “At the beginning it was really slow because this
was ahead of that,” Melissa paused the whole-class conversation to focus on the individual student’s meaning construction process. Melissa pushed Student 1 to be more specific and abandoned her normal pacing pattern to peer over his shoulder as he pointed to the graph in the article
for clarity and emphasis. Melissa acknowledged Student 1’s success and said, once again “Great
ideas guys,” (Classroom Observation #4). However, she abruptly ended the whole-class discussion of the article without checking to see if the other students were able to construct meaning.
The discussion of the article took approximately 43% of class time. Melissa instructed the students to answer the questions attached to the article in writing and submit them to her by the end
of the class. The students submitted the questions as they finished and talked quietly while waiting for the bell to ring.
Melissa had a strong reaction to how the quality students’ written responses differed from
the way they responded during the classroom discussions. During Interview #2, Melissa sat
down, tossed the responses to the questions from “Clinical Studies on Using Human Growth
Hormone Produced from Bacteria in Children who Suffer a Deficiency of Growth Hormone” on
the table, and said:
When I read through these yesterday I [felt] like I could give them to anybody, like, I
could give them to you and say, ‘Okay, divide these into two piles, sort of, the good and
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the bad.’ That’s my placement for next year. Like, this one assignment—it’s my placement. It was very interesting to me. Like, I can’t really think of anything else that, that
clearly shows their abilities. And it was really interesting to me how they described the
purpose. Some of them were actually way off even though we talked about it. Some of
them were very accurate and some of them, [from] their language—like, you knew that
they understood it, but their scientific communication abilities were nil. (Interview #2).
The responses to the questions referenced in the quote above can be found in Table 3. Melissa’s
frustration came from the realization that even after an in-depth discussion of the article during
which she facilitated meaning construction some students did not properly answer the accompanying questions in writing and many of them did not use scientific language, the importance of
which she expressed even during Classroom Observation #1 (See The Flipped Classroom Environment). Melissa’s intentions were to solidify meaning construction during the discussion so
students left class with well-constructed understandings that translated into written answers that
were both scientifically accurate and relevant. However the quality of the answers to the questions that accompanied the article helped Melissa to realize that she was dealing with multiple
levels of student understanding that were not always well-formed or visible in classroom discussions. Melissa stated:
The disconnect between [the discussions] and what that same group can put on paper is
huge. They are not—and I’ve always said to all the other teachers. They are not my
strongest group on paper, but in a lot of ways I feel like they’re one of my smarter
groups. They just can’t get it on paper right now. (Interview #2)
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Although Melissa’s intentions were to solidify meaning construction during classroom discussions, the students had a different perspective. For them, whole class discussions resulted in the
critical considerations of their own thinking and at times resulted in the willingness to change
their responses. Because the student artifacts were collected anonymously in an effort to protect
their privacy, it is impossible to link specific responses directly with the students; however when
asked why their written responses (See Table 8) were so different from the verbal responses given in class the students stated:
I think it’s because once you hear what [Mrs. Smith] says about it, it changes your answer, too. (Interview, Student 2)

I don’t know. Because sometimes I think—after we have a discussion, sometimes I’ll
think different things and then we fill out the papers. So then I’ll add something to it or
I’ll change my mind about it. So, because hearing other people’s opinions, it sort of helps
me, like, change my mind or something. (Interview, Student 6)

I like to hear things and other people’s opinions so that I could understand it better. So
that I can hear it from six other students’ point of view, so that I could understand it a little better. (Interview, Student 9)

I got to hear what everybody thought. If like I did this as homework I’d be like, “This is
what I think. Okay.” And then just, like, think that’s what that meant, even if it’s like I
was wrong or something. That’s what I would think…Like I was a little confused. And
then when people started talking about it was I like, “Oh. That’s what it was trying to,
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like, tell us.” And then it made a lot more sense. So I, like, used theirs a little bit. But then
I, like, piggybacked on mine sort of. (Interview, Student 10)
Table 8
The questions and written responses to “Clinical studies on using human growth hormone produced from bacteria”.
Question
Propose research questions
for a future study. In each
question identify the independent variable and the
dependent variable.

Responses
•
•

•
•

•
•
What was the purpose of
the study described in the
article?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In light of the results presented in the study, would
you recommend using
growth hormone produced
by bacteria to treat children
who suffer from the deficiency of growth hormone?
Explain your answer.

•
•
•
•
•

Could it help the people who suffer from the Dwarf disease
Since the bacteria hormone made you grow more you could test another
kind of hormone to compare the results.
o IV—bacteria hormone and the other hormone; DV—amount
you give them
Where does the bacteria come from? They use the same bacteria
Will there be any side effects to the experiment?
o IV—different people, different reactions, less controlled variables; DV—height after a certain amount of time
IV—how much the activities the kids aid effect on serum; DV—how
much growth
Can calcium heal broken bones faster
o IV—amount of calcium; DV—No answer
The purpose of this video is to update the world of their research
To see if the pituitary gland and the bacteria hormones which one makes
you grow more.
The purpose of this study is to see if this drug works and what side effects it would have
To see if they bacteria or the pituitary work better on children
To make sure that the HGH is effective
To compare the results of the HGH of the pituitary gland versus the HGH
of the bacteria
To see if the bacteria or pituitary made grow faster
To see if bacteria produced HGH helped growth and had not many side
effects
No, this article did not persuade me to inject ay of this [growth] hormone
into a child.
Yes, because it makes you taller
I would recommend HGH to someone with this deficiency because it
works and the studies are good.
Yes, because you grow taller and then you stop at a good height
I would because sometimes the pituitary gland isn’t as effective and
won’t always function as we want it to. As an aid in growth could be best
for a child.
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•
•
•
•

Yes. It had few side effects and more growth overall.
Explain synopsis better.
Bacteria, safer, not as many side effects (yes give HGH from bacteria because safer and not as many side effects)
I would suggest yes if they are ok with getting injected. If not I would
suggest NO!

There was evidence that though students felt that discussing the text helped with meaning construction their individual meaning construction was still in flux even as they answered questions
about the article. The written answers contained elements of their peers’ understandings and they
needed more time to internalize the new knowledge before fully making it their own.
Melissa was surprised that the students were unable to convey their understanding in written
form although she perceived that they understood during the discussion. The disconnect to which
Melissa refers came from three different places: Melissa’s inability to adequately assess how
well students constructed meaning from discussion alone, the students’ inability to tell Melissa
what they did not understand during the discussions, or the students’ inability to explain themselves in writing even though they were able to verbally discuss a topic. Melissa conceded that
discussing the articles was helpful but assessing student understanding of experimental design
was difficult. Melissa stated, “I think [reading APL] supports process skills more than I could
have even hoped. Like I was hoping it would, I think it really does and I wish I could measure
that somehow. Wish I could measure that” (Interview #6). Melissa acknowledged that the combination of discussing the article in class and answering questions is not as effective a way of
assessing student understanding as she would like. At the time Melissa did not have a specific
idea on how to assess student understanding of experimental design, but discussed taking a different approach in the future. Melissa stated:
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I really think practice, practice, practice with this kind of reading. The more actual experiments they studied the better they would get at it. And I think, as a teacher knowing how
to break it down into manageable chunks for them is huge. Like knowing at Point B they
burn out. And maybe not even discussing the whole thing at once. Stop and talk about
procedure, then have them read results and discussion. And I think that’s something for
me as well as for them through experience that you would just have to sort of practice,
practice, practice to get a sense of how that works. (Interview #6)
Melissa’s perception is that with increased exposure to APL her ability to scaffold meaning construction would improve as would the students’ ability to make meaning from the articles. With
practice, all members of the classroom community, the teacher and students, would get better at
constructing meaning from and making sense of the text in use.
Summary of Unit 1: Before participating in the study, Melissa flipped her class which
gave her the ability to dedicate a majority of the class period to hands-on activities. The students
were responsible for meaning construction outside of class and class time was dedicated to the
application of their new knowledge by participating in an activity. Any discussion of text, which
was either from traditional science textbooks or popular science articles, was in the context of the
homework which made the text itself was invisible. When Melissa implemented the use of combined text genres, she reverted to a more traditional learning environment in which the articles
were read and discussed in class. The focus of the class became minds-on activities such discussions during which Melissa helped the students construct meaning from the articles. Unit 1: Human Growth and Brain Development covered both the flipped class environment and the implementation of combined text genres.
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Melissa based her perception of the students’ ability to construct meaning from the articles on their answers to her questions and varied her instructional practices in real time to respond to their needs. When Melissa perceived difficulty in student meaning construction she intentionally scaffolded the students’ answers with more pointed questions. The awareness of student misconceptions being perpetuated in the classroom was accompanied by the return to the
traditional lecture environment in which Melissa commanded control of the classroom by quieting the class and redirecting their focus. If focusing on a particular student Melissa increased her
proximity to him or her which strengthened the connection between them. Initially, Melissa began reading the combined text genres by asking student to raise their hands and wait until
acknowledged to answer questions, but as the readings and discussions continued the classroom
environment became increasingly less formal. By the time the students read the last article in
Unit 1, they students freely participated in the discussion without raising their hands and even
instructed Melissa to call on their peers. For example Student 1 stated, “Student 9’s got it”
(Classroom Observation #4) and Melissa promptly called on Student 9. Melissa was able to distinguish between tangential conversations between classmates that were relevant to the topic being discussed and side conversations that resulted from boredom or lack of understanding and
implemented instructional strategies accordingly.
It is worth noting that throughout the excerpts from classroom discussions that occurred
in Unit 1 (see dialog from above), Melissa facilitated meaning construction with upcoming tests
in mind. She even planned the material covered during the study around test dates. During the
pre-study interview Melissa stated:
And then we’re going to do some stuff with x-rays and just some little stations of different little things. And then test on that. And then next week, I think I’m going to start the
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week on Monday with my article “Keep on Growing” about growth hormone. And in the
meantime we’re going to carry on with some brain and decision-making, nervous system
stuff. Then we’re going to do owl pellets on Tuesday. Wednesday I was going to devote
to your growth hormone article. Thursday finish owl pellets, and Friday test on nervous
digestive, because their homework is very nervous-digestive oriented. (Interview #1)
Melissa emphasized test preparation in the discussions held during Unit 1 by explicitly stating
what material would be on the upcoming test(s). Student 2 would later state in her interview that
she specifically read the popular science article because information from the article would be on
her test. Meaning construction about specific science content was prioritized above the construction of meaning about broad concepts. Fortunately Melissa’s approach for Units 2 and 3 was different because she did not have to test the constraints of testing. Melissa stated:
Honestly, with [the APL articles], I didn't feel like I was under a lot of time constraints.
You know, it wasn't geared toward, ‘I got to give a test on this on Friday’, so we got to
dig through this material. I always hate it when I feel like I have to cut some really fruitful areas short, because I got to get through this, because we have a test on Friday. (Interview #7)
Melissa’s word choice in this quotation is significant. Melissa’s use of the word “fruitful” is an
indication of how much she values the opportunity to dig deep with her students because it allows them to grow and blossom in their meaning construction. Anything that inhibits her ability
to explore science with the students, such as the demands of testing, is a constraint because she
would rather follow the students’ interests and scaffold conceptual meaning than focus on content mastery.
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Melissa made instructional decisions based on how well she perceived the students’ were
able to construct meaning. She took instructional cues from the level of engagement exhibited by
student. Melissa lectured when the student needed additional scaffolding, shared the role of
meaning making authority with students who engaged in the discussions with her, and stepped
back to allow students to take the lead as authentic curiosity began to surface.
Synopses of Units 2 and 3 are provided to tell a story about how the reading of combined
text genres continued to unfold in Melissa’s classroom. Intentionally these synopses do not include the depth or amount evidence presented in the overview of Unit 1. For the sake of brevity
evidence from Units 2 and 3 appears in the analysis of the study to support the assertions that
emerged from the data collected.
Overview of Unit 2: The Use of Pesticides on Frogs. During Unit 2 Melissa assigned only
the traditional science textbook and APL articles. She decided to use a video in lieu of having the
students read a popular science article. The students, now familiar with reading combined text
genres, followed the established protocol and read the articles during class in preparation for
whole class discussions which were becoming progressively less formal as the students became
more comfortable with the new instructional environment. Melissa continued to use the articles,
especially the APL article, to model her expectations for the Inquiry Project and reinforce experimental design.
During Unit 2 the students’ familiarity of the subject matter (the effect of pesticide use on
the development of frogs) enabled them to actively participate in the discussions. Melissa found
herself working to corral the students while they engaged in lively discussions. Her students had
a good understanding of how pesticide use effects the environment from a previous lesson in
ecology and brought that prior knowledge into the discussion. As the classroom community dis-
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cussed “Disappearing Frogs”, a traditional science textbook article written as a narrative describing a scientific experiment exposing tadpoles in a laboratory environment to various concentrations of pesticides, Melissa pushed them to think beyond content and consider the scientific value of the article. She encouraged the students to talk about the value of the experimental findings
and asked what they could do as citizens to try to stop the disappearance of frogs in the wild. The
discussion ended abruptly as Melissa immediately moved right into the video.
The next day after finishing the video, the class read “The Exposure of Frogs to Low
Levels of the Pesticide Atarzine Leads to Problems in Sexual Development,” the APL article in
Unit 2. For the first time Melissa provided guidance for reading the article. She explicitly asked
the students to focus on the methods and the results sections. This article was more technical
than the previous APL article and the students had a hard time settling into it. Melissa found herself consistently redirecting them and repeating what they should focus on during silent reading.
Again, Melissa elevated meaning construction beyond the content of the article. She discussed bionomial nomenclature and anatomical development by making comparisons between
amphibian metamorphosis and puberty in humans. The classroom community also discussed the
impact of chemicals that do not accumulate in the environment versus those that do. Melissa focused on the experimental design, asking the students at regular intervals if they thought the design was sound and made sense. The focus of the discussion for Melissa is making sure that her
students understood the article both in the context of its content and as a piece of scientific research. Melissa continued on this path until the bell rang. The next day Melissa finished the discussion to the dismay of students, however she felt that it was important for them to leave the
discussion with a complete understanding of what they had read. Melissa was pleased that her
students were able to continue the discussion about experimental results without re-reading the
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article; she perceived this as evidence of meaning construction. The students came to the conclusion that pesticides used in the experiment were harmful because they effected the sexual development of the tadpoles. While talking about the discussion session, Melissa was once again
linked the article to what she would like to see in the Inquiry Projects. She used the article to explain that discussions were not just about reporting results, which is what her students tended to
do, but they addressed the importance of the study and suggested possibilities for future research.
Overview of Unit 3: Asexual Reproduction. Facilitating the discussions of the articles in
Unit 3 was difficult for Melissa. The students were less engaged during this unit than others.
Melissa expressed concern about Unit 3 during the pre-study interview because the students had
not previously covered asexual reproduction. She also felt that the reading level of the APL article in Unit 3 was the most difficult in the study. Based on the observation data, her concerns
were valid. Melissa had the tendency to focus on content and deliver mini-lectures when she felt
that her students were unable to construct meaning from the text which she did more often in
Unit 3 than in Units 1 and 2. During the whole-class discussions, Melissa generally perceived
that her students were not making sense of the of the articles so her instructional approach for
Unit 3 made sense.
While reading “Getting to Know: Asexual Reproduction, the traditional science textbook
article, there was quite a bit of background noise. Melissa admonished the talkers, but the noise
continued. During this discussion Melissa focused on the importance of genetic diversity and
juxtaposed it against asexual reproduction. The conversation then moved to organisms that reproduce asexually, under what conditions would asexual production most likely occur, and the
advantages of asexual reproduction. Melissa then moved the students into the reading “The Rate
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of Budding in Hydra vulgaris in an Aseptic Environment and in an Environment Containing
Bacteria” and “Who Needs Males? The Komodo Lizard Shows that Parthenogenesis is Possible,” the APL and popular science articles for Unit 3.
The students were immediately turned off by the length of the combined articles and
Melissa found it difficult get them to read. The lack of focus continued during the discussion. It
was during Unit 3 that Melissa faced the most classroom management issues. Although there
were students actively involved in the discussion there was always background noise from students who did not engage in the learning community. Several of them were vocal about their dislike of the articles. A particularly important opportunity for Melissa’s own meaning construction
took place the following day after the discussion of text genres ended and as the students answered the attached questions. Melissa found herself incredibly frustrated at her students’ inability to construct a bar graph. She found herself, almost against her will, giving a mini-lecture on
graphing because each student required too much individual scaffolding. Again, as in Unit 1,
Melissa realized that there was a disconnect between what her students could discuss and what
they were able to express in writing. She concluded that she would have to change her instructional approach in the upcoming year if she wanted to see evidence of mastery of certain skills
such as graphing and the ability to communicate in writing.
In the following section I presented the assertions that emerged from the analysis of the
study data and supported them by using evidence from Units 1, 2, and 3.
The Analysis: How Using Combined Text Genres Influenced Melissa’s Instructional Practices
The following analysis is an examination of how reading combined text genres influenced Melissa’s instructional practices. Unit 1: Human Growth and Brain Development was
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covered in detail as an exemplar of how Melissa implemented combined texts in her classroom.
The assertions made from the analysis of interview and observation data as well as the collection
of student artifacts are based on evidence from all three units taught during in the study. The following assertions describe the major themes that emerged during the data analysis process:
1. Melissa was able to use minds-on instructional practices to establish an active learning
environment in her classroom community.
2. Using combined text genres made text visible in Melissa’s classroom.
3. Melissa compartmentalized each text genre.
4. The affordances and constraints of using combined text genres made Melissa
metacogntive about her current instructional practices.
Assertion 1: Melissa was able to use minds-on instructional practices to establish an
active learning environment in her classroom community. By placing combined texts in a
hermeneutic circle Melissa was able to create an active learning environment in which she scaffolded her students’ meaning construction through whole-class discussions. Using a minds-on
instructional approach allowed Melissa to hear her students’ thoughts as they discussed combined text genres and answered questions attached to the articles in writing about to the articles
in an active learning environment. These whole class discussions, whether teacher-focused,
teacher-facilitated, or student-driven afforded Melissa the opportunity to intervene when she perceived that the students exhibited difficulty with meaning construction or the exhibition of a particular skill set.
Teacher-focused discussions. During these episodes of teacher-talk Melissa created a
teacher-centered environment in which she entertained few student generated questions or unsolicited comments. In Unit 1, as the meaning making authority, Melissa chose to focus on convey-
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ing a specific, uninterrupted point to the students. The students, who were still actively engaged
in the learning process, confirmed their understanding by answering in the affirmative as a whole
class. For example, in Unit 3 Melissa was compelled to re-teach graphing when she overheard
the following conversation between Student 3 and Student 6 about a graphing exercise accompanying “The Rate of Budding in Hydra vulgaris in an Aseptic Environment and in an Environment Containing Bacteria.” Melissa commanded the class’s to attention as she approached the
dry erase board. In that moment the environment changed from a student-centered, collaborative
environment to a teacher-centered one. An excerpt from the mini-lesson is below:
Melissa:

Wait. Wait. Everybody look at the board for a minute Hey everybody look at the board for a minute. If I draw a bar graph and it
looks like [she drew the axes on the board]. If that’s my bar
graph…what goes here?

Class:

Numbers! Days! 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6! Days!

Student 7:

I have a question! I have this question about the x and y.

Melissa:

Well what are these? This is x and this is y. X goes across. Ok?
That’s your x axis.

Student 7:

Oh yeah.

Student 1:

How do you do this? Help!

Melissa:

Guys let me remind you of something else. Guys? Listen! Hey
guys. Listen. In a graph are all the squares the same size?

Students:

Yes.
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Melissa:

Hey. On that graph paper…Some of you are not listening to me.
Student 1! On that graph paper every square is the same size. Can
each square be worth a different amount if they’re the same size?

Students:

No. (Classroom Observation #13)

After the issue with graphing Melissa asked the students to submit their written responses because she knew that those written responses would provide insight that the discussion alone
could not. Images of the students’ graphs (Figure 4) and written responses (Table 9) can be
found below. By reviewing the submitted responses Melissa was able to see that her students had
some notion of how to construct graphs, but as a whole, their skill set was not completely refined. However, Melissa found solace in the fact that there was evidence that her students understood graphs as visual representations of data. When asked why the students understood the purpose of graphing but could not construct a graph, Melissa explained by saying, “When we do the
projects I think they get the utility of it. They see the power of the image as opposed to this huge
data thing…But I sort of miss the days when they did that by hand” (Interview #1). Shifting from
a hands-on to a minds-on approach to graphing provided Melissa with a fuller sense of her students’ skill set. This realization, like so many other elements in this study, prompted Melissa to
consider changing her instructional approach in the future by increasing the students’ exposure to
graphing exercises and requiring them to graph by hand. Melissa also planned to offer more direct instruction on graphing in the upcoming year.
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Figure 4. Student graphs from the exercise accompanying “The Rate of Budding in Hydra vulgaris in an Aseptic Environment and in an Environment Containing Bacteria”
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Table 9
Written responses from the exercise accompanying “The Rate of Budding in Hydra vulgaris in
an Aseptic Environment and in an Environment Containing Bacteria”

Question
Describe the results in the
graph that you drew.

Responses
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
Examine Table 2 and the
graph that you drew. What
is one advantage in presenting the results of the experiment as a graph? Explain.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The number of hydra grew over a certain period of time
Hydras grow over time
Over time the hydras increased in number
The last few days the number of hydra increased
It shows the hydra grew over time
The results in my graph have gone up
They stayed the same for a while and then they drastically
went up
The results: the hydras in the bacteria-plentiful environment remained constant for 3 days and for the last three
days the amount of hydras increased
When they added bacteria to the food the hydras rapidly
increased
The longer they were exposed to bacteria the more off
spring they have
The purpose of this video is to update the world of their
research
To see if the pituitary gland and the bacteria hormones
which one makes you grow more.
The purpose of this study is to see if this drug works and
what side effects it would have
To see if they bacteria or the pituitary work better on children
To make sure that the HGH is effective
To compare the results of the HGH of the pituitary gland
versus the HGH of the bacteria
To see if the bacteria or pituitary made grow faster
To see if bacteria produced HGH helped growth and had
not many side effects
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Teacher-facilitated, student-centered discussions: Shared meaning making in the
classroom community. There were instances during the classroom discussions in which Melissa
and the students shared the role of meaning making authority. These interactions differed from
others in the classroom because they included multiple students delivering short segments of
talk, each actively and freely contributing to the discussion.
The student-centered exchange below, which occurred in Unit 2, reflected episodes of
student-talk that were longer than what was typically seen in the classroom. Here, Melissa scaffolded meaning construction about how to develop ideas for future research. In this studentcentered classroom environment, Melissa pushed one of the students to think deeply and allowed
another to talk through his thought process. An excerpt from the conversation can be found below:
Melissa:

But then they went on and discussed what that means going forward, alright? They talk about how many times the study has been
repeated. They also talked about what happens in real agriculture.
What kind of levels of Atrazine do they use in real agriculture?

Class:

Low! High!

Melissa:

Higher than what they used in the experiment.

Student 10:

So it’s more chance of affecting them.

Melissa:

Exactly Student 10. So there’s more chance of problems in the real
world because in the real world, in agriculture they use even higher
concentrations of the Atrazine. What did they then wonder? What
do you think the next steps are going to be?

Student 10:

How they control what it does?
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Melissa:

So what do you mean, Student 10?

Student 10:

Now that they know the information and what it really does and
the risks, now they can try to figure out how they can change that.
How they can save the animals.

Melissa:

Ok. What else. What is their next study going to be? Student 8?

Student 8:

They can see if they have a lower concentration of it, how low
would it be before it is a little bit safe for frogs? Say the farmer or
the people that spray the Atrazine on it, if they have this low concentration but still get rid of the fungus but not affect the frogs this
much.

Melissa

Ok. Very good. (Classroom Observation #6)

Melissa focused on Student 10, asking him to explain a previous statement, then accepted Student 10’s clear, concise answer. She moved on to Student 8, giving him the opportunity to answer the same question. Student 8’s answer was more specific than Student 10’s however there
was evidence that each student was able to construct meaning from the text. Satisfied with their
answers, Melissa moved the conversation forward.
The student-centered discussions that occurred in Melissa’s class while reading combined
texts were not genre-specific. These types of discussions, which occurred throughout the study,
were underpinned by Melissa’s perception of the students’ ability to construct meaning from the
text being discussed and apply this knew knowledge to scientific inquiry as a whole. Melissa
used them as an opportunity to monitor her students’ meaning construction process in a less formal, collaborative environment. Melissa explained her rationale for facilitating a studentcentered classroom environment during discussions by saying:
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It’s a great way to assess them informally, you know. It’s a great way to sort of let them
show me what they know… And especially for some of them; like it’s been delightful to
watch Student 4 get the correct answers out loud in front of everybody. I think that’s bolstered his confidence. (Interview #6)
In this environment, Melissa’s students did not raise hands or wait to be recognized, instead
members of the classroom community felt free to speak at will. While there were some extraneous conversations, the level of student engagement during the discussions was high. There was
an appreciation for the person currently in the role of meaning making authority, whoever they
were. When asked if talking with classmates helped with meaning construction Student 9 showed
agreement by saying:
I like to hear things and other people’s opinions so that I could, you know, understand it
better. So that I can hear it from six other student’s point of view, so that I could, you
know, understand it a little better. (Interview, Student 9)
Although Melissa chose to use instructional strategies such as whole class discussion that promoted student-centeredness as a way to ‘hear’ the students’ constructed meaning, not all of her
students felt as if they were being heard. Student 3 felt that the discussions were helpful and
shared her perspective by saying that she enjoyed reading in class because, “It was just like easier because you could go up and ask [the teacher] stuff and stuff like that,” (Interview, Student 3)
however she did not feel as if she was ‘heard’ by others in the classroom community. When
asked to explain she stated:
Well, I feel [heard] by [the teacher], but everybody else it’s just like, ‘I don’t care what
she says.’ It doesn’t like—I mean like some people listen. But others are just like, you
know, ‘I don’t want to be here so I’m just not going to listen’. (Interview, Student 3)
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Unlike Student 9, Student 3 was not comfortable with science. Student 3 rarely contributed to the discussions and did not enjoy reading. Student 3 was an example of why despite a
Melissa’s best efforts at using varied instructional approaches, she still was not successful at
reaching or pleasing every student in her class.
The students lead: Tangential discussions in the classroom community. Melissa perceived that meaning construction was at its best when students took the lead and initiated discussion topics. Melissa described the propensity to incorporate tangential discussions into her instructional practices by saying:
To me, science really is all about running with some of the tangents. You know, that’s
where great ideas come from. So, within reason I try to let them run a little ways. And
truthfully I haven’t felt horribly pressured by deadlines so I’ve had some time to play
with that and let them run. (Interview #6)
The joy that Melissa found in following tangents is evident by the use of the word “play”. Melissa perceived these tangents as evidence of student engagement and meaning construction and
believed that the question or statement that led to the tangential discussions was evidence of an
authentic curiosity about science. It was during these types of discussions that student engagement was most evident.
During the tangential discussion in below from Unit 1, Melissa began the discussion by
accessing prior knowledge about the word ‘deficiency’ then prompted the students to begin reading the article. Student 8 interrupted the silent reading to ask about good bacteria. Melissa tried
to make the class continue reading silently, but she is unable to do so as other members of the
classroom community joined in the discussion. The students forced Melissa to follow their lead.
An excerpt from the conversation appears below:
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Student 8:

[Interrupting the silent reading] So there’s good bacteria in the
body?

Student:

Yes!

Student 8:

How can there be, seriously?

Melissa:

Right now I want you to read this. We’ll come back to that.

Student 1:

That’s why Purell is bad for you because it kills 99.99% of the
germs and some germs in your body are good

Melissa:

You’re not drinking it, right?

Student 8:

But still that’s on the outside of your body.

Melissa:

But wait. Do we need to kill germs on our hands?

Class:

Yes.

Student 1:

Some of the germs on the outside may be good.

Melissa:

That’s true to a certain extent. Ok. Right now everybody’s reading
silently. Nobody’s talking. Read the entire article, please and then
we’re going to talk about it. (Classroom Observation #4)

Eventually Melissa regained control of the class by redirecting the students to read and promising that they would discuss the topic of good bacteria later. True to her word, Melissa returned to
the discussion of good bacteria in the body at a more appropriate time, finally satisfying Student
8’s curiosity and answering his question.
When following the students’ lead, Melissa’s instructional goal was to provide minimal
support, creating the least restrictive environment possible which gave students the freedom to
construct meaning on their own. For Melissa, tangents that resulted from discussing the combined texts in the classroom were inspiring evidence of student-led meaning construction. It
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meant that students are actively engaged and wondering how new knowledge related to other
topics.
No matter what the nature of the classroom environment, the authority to lead meaning
construction came about organically as the classroom discussions, a minds-on instructional process, unfolded. When students were unable to construct meaning on their own Melissa created a
teacher-centered classroom environment by engaging in episodes of teacher talk. Melissa and the
students shared the role of meaning making when there was clear evidence of student meaning
construction. Once Melissa perceived that the students understood the text, she made room for
the students to take the lead by ‘allowing’ the class or going off on tangents. At all points, students were actively engaged in the learning process.
Assertion 2: Using combined text genres made text visible in Melissa’s classroom. In the
flipped class environment, Melissa did not refer to the readings assigned for homework other
than by answering the attached questions. She focused on checking the students’ answers to the
homework rather than assessing how well the students constructed meaning from the article
through direct questioning or probing the students about the text. When teaching in a flipped
classroom environment, Melissa relegated the text to the background and was satisfied that students had constructed meaning as long as they answered the questions correctly. As previously
quoted (Interview #2), text became a foundational resource for Melissa once she flipped her
classroom and she no longer focused on the text in her classroom. Conversely, reading combined
text genres made text visible by placing the texts in the middle of a hermeneutic circle and discussing them at length. Below is a short except from the conversation during which Mellissa
made direct references to the text:
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Melissa:

What are scientists doing? What does the article say? In particular they are
trying to stop a couple of things.

Student 2:

Understand the virus and learn how to prevent the virus from spreading

Melissa:

Ah-ha! So they’re trying to understand Ranavirus and how it’s spread and
how to prevent it and how to cure it. And remember in the video what
were they doing?

Student 2:

They were testing something…putting them in the blue stuff

Melissa:

Yeah, they were putting them in the solutions to try to get rid of the
Chytrid, right? Right? Remember that? And they also…what did they do
to their shoes?

Student 9:
Melissa:

They put their shoes in bleach…
To prevent the spread… they were taking some frogs out of the wild to try
to preserve the population in captivity so hopefully we don’t lose them
forever. Ok. Good job. (Classroom Observation #6)

By making text a visible part of classroom instruction Melissa enabled her students to actively
use the text as a foundation for their own meaning construction as Melissa sought ways to scaffold their learning.
Both Melissa and the students made text visible by making direct references to the article
being discussed. The following dialog from Unit 3 contains multiple direct references from
Melissa to the article:
Melissa:

[The article] talked a little bit, not a lot, but [the article] mentioned a little
bit about how it wasn’t necessarily the bacteria that were present. But
don’t you think [the researchers] were probably really surprised to learn
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that Hydra vulgaris behaves differently than the other species they studied? So the next part of this article to me is even more fascinating. First of
all who can tell me what is ‘parthenogenesis’? What is parthenogenesis?
And if you don’t know you probably didn’t understand anything about the
Komodo dragon part. What is parthenogenesis? Yes, Student 5?
Student 5:

It’s when “offspring develop from eggs that are not fertilized”. (Classroom
Observation #13)

In this exchange Melissa referred to the text several times and Student 5 read directly from the
text to answer her question. She was explicit enough in the questioning that although Student 5
was unfamiliar with the term ‘parthenogenesis’ she knew exactly where in the article to find the
answer. Another direct reference to the text occurred during the exchange below from Unit 2:
Melissa:

Based on this article, how do we know that these disappearing frogs? How
do we know that this is not just the normal rise and fall of the species?
Does anybody remember the exact way that they described it? How did
they explain it?

Student 9:

Um, it was about a certain species and how certain species were dying out.

Melissa:

And the rate of extinction is doing what?

Student 9:

[Flipping through the text] Rapidly increasing.

Melissa:

Rapidly increasing.

Student 8:

And most of the problems are manmade.

Melissa:

Ok. So along those lines, what are some factors this article mentions causing this disappearance? (Classroom Observation #6)
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Again Melissa brought the article into the discussion and Student 9 referred directly to the article
to find the answer to the question. In this instance Student 9 had to flip through the article to find
the verbiage he needed to answer the question.
Using combined text genres changed the way Melissa text use in the classroom. Before
the study, Melissa rarely used text as an instructional tool and when she did, the text was limited
to a utilitarian role. Melissa described her use of text in the following way, “There are occasions
where we connect [with the text]—like, for example, ‘On what page did you find that in your
reading?’ Or ‘Turn to page whatever and highlight this area.’ At least in science” (Interview #2).
However, when using combined texts, Melissa elevated the text to become a platform from
which she asked questions and launched discussions that facilitated meaning construction in her
classroom. She was able to actively engage students using in meaning construction about scientific inquiry and experimental design through using minds-on instructional practices.
Assertion 3: Melissa compartmentalized each text genre. During the pre-study interview
Melissa made several references to the importance of prior knowledge as a foundation on which
to construct meaning. She explicitly stated that the traditional science textbook articles would
serve to impart factual, content knowledge to the students and the meaning constructed during
the reading of the traditional science textbook articles would later become prior knowledge essential for understanding the APL articles. Melissa used the following rationale to determine how
to integrate combined text genres into the existing curriculum:
I think it’s best [to read “Asexual Reproduction”] after we’ve done Sex Ed because they
need to understand sexual reproduction before they can understand the importance of
asexual. I also think [the] timing for [“The Rate of Budding in Hydra vulgaris”], it’s
great that we finished both of our Inquiry Projects because of the discussion about varia-
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bles…And then the [“The Exposure of Frogs to Low Levels of the Pesticide Atarzine”], I
think…it’s more important after Sex Ed because we’ve talked about testosterone and reproductive organs, whereas if I did it with the ecology unit, testosterone would be a foreign concept to them. (Interview #1)
Melissa’s explanation of text use indicated that she believed the texts in each unit were linked
and could be used in combination to buoy the understanding of a shared concept; however her
use of text in her classroom did not reflect this position.
Melissa compartmentalized the text by failing to ask questions that explicitly scaffolded
the connections between the articles within the units. In Interviews #2 and #7 Melissa discussed
the importance of questioning in both her professional and personal lives, respectively. She said:
Well, for one thing, I think [questioning] shows me very quickly, like, in one class period
their ability to quickly assimilate information from reading or from discussion. It definitely shows me their ability to communicate it in scientific language. It shows me, can
they extend it? (Interview #2)
I'm constantly asking questions in my head, of other people…So, I just think it's a part of
who I am—that I just want to know more…I [have] a habit of being so inquiry-based so
I’ll turn things back on the student. (Interview #7)
Ironically, Melissa failed to use questioning to link prior knowledge established by reading the
traditional science textbooks to the meaning constructed while discussing the APL articles. For
example, before the discussion of the APL article in Unit 1 began, Melissa said, “Now we are
going to briefly go back to our concept of growth hormone that we learned a little bit about earlier in the week, HGH,” (Classroom Observation #4). After this statement Melissa did not review
the article or allude to the fact that it served as background knowledge for meaning construction
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from the APL article. During that same discussion Melissa asked the students a question about
the side effects of using HGH. Student 8 stated, “I would look for ‘allegheny’, too. You know,
the face messed up one” (Classroom Observation #4)? In spite of mispronouncing ‘acromegaly’,
a side effect of taking HGH that was presented in the traditional science textbook article, Student
8 was aware of the conceptual link between the traditional science textbook article and the APL
article. Melissa’s response was simply, “Yeah. The [APL article] didn’t mention that. I don’t
know how long it takes for something like that to take place” (Classroom Observation #4). This
was a missed opportunity to discuss the importance of the connection between the text genres
and to probe Student 8 about his ability to make those connections.
Melissa continued to compartmentalize text during Units 2 and 3. In Unit 2 the traditional
science textbook article was scientific in nature and discussed the use of the pesticides on crops
and the possible impact of those pesticides on local amphibian species. The APL article in Unit 2
examined the effect of the pesticide Atarazine, a pesticide, on frogs in a laboratory study. Based
on the way Melissa discussed using one article to scaffold another, asking questions that juxtaposed the traditional science textbook article with the APL article in this case should have been
effortless, but it never happened. Instead when Melissa perceived that the students did not understand a concept she felt the need to “extend” their knowledge by directly linking the content of
the text with what they had done in class or by tapping into their lived experiences knowledge
rather than referring directly to the traditional science article. When asked how she determined
how she chose to pose question(s) Melissa replied:
I think [I ask questions] based on how many people seem to be struggling with [the content
and need] scaffolding…I felt like I [needed to] push a little more. Extend a little more. The
second thing was I felt like their prior knowledge, with what they had done in ecology, fit
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nicely into their existing knowledge. And so I felt like I could dig a little deeper. They did
pull from a lot of previous stuff. (Interview #6)
By prioritizing lived experiences as background knowledge over direct references to text, Melissa missed several opportunities to explicitly link the combined texts read in class.
Throughout the study, from Interview #1 to Interview #6, Melissa emphasized to the researcher the importance of reading traditional science textbook articles first because they provided background knowledge. She also acknowledged that the APL articles and popular science articles were extensions of the traditional science textbook articles; however Melissa failed to
make this link clear to her students. As a matter of fact Student 3 did not realize that the texts
were linked until her interview at the end of the study. After a brief recap of combined text genres by unit, Student 3 said, “So it’s all the same information, just in three different ways?” (Interview, Student 3). She understood in that moment that the units all focused on a specific concept.
Unfortunately that realization came after the use of combined text genres in a classroom setting
ended. Explicitly linking the text genres might have been helpful in scaffolding meaning construction for Student 3 who said, “I don’t like the books that they make us read for school” and
that she was really “confused” (Interview, Student #3) while reading the articles.
It is possible that the compartmentalization of text genres stemmed from Melissa’s tendency to over-privilege APL articles. Melissa’s pleasure with the addition of APL articles to her
classroom was evident in this statement, “I was really sold on it after I tried it, you know? I
mean…Yeah, this is awesome stuff…Oh, my God—me so want it” (Interview #2). Melissa further explained the benefits using APL articles in the following statement:
I feel like having done three [APL] articles, they’re better at understanding what the results
are and what they mean. They’re better at looking at a data table. Like, I’ve seen an im-
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provement in their ability to read a data table in these three articles. So far all of the process
skills…by that third article it came a little quicker.
Before the study Melissa taught scientific inquiry using traditional science textbooks and popular
science articles as reading material; however the addition of APL articles enabled Melissa to
scaffold scientific inquiry, such as the importance of experimental design and the use of technical language, in ways that she was previously unable to do so. Finally being able to scaffold
the Inquiry Projects using APL a text genre that modeled the deliverable that she expected from
her students filled an instructional void for Melissa. APL became more than just text that brought
technical language into her classroom. It was representative of the academic expectations that
Melissa set for her students. Because of its novelty and effectiveness, Melissa held the APL articles in this study in the highest of regard.
Assertion 4: The affordances and constraints of using combined text genres made
Melissa metacognitive about her current instructional practices. One affordance of using
combined text genres was that Melissa was able to uncover and address difficulty with meaning
construction in real time in ways that were difficult to do in a flipped classroom setting. In the
flipped classroom environment there was little discussion about text, so students were only held
accountable for construction of meaning about the text during assessments. Conversely while
reading combined text genres Melissa was able to regularly hold students accountable for meaning construction by placing text in a hermeneutic circle and then requiring students to answer
questions in writing. She was able to hear and read evidence of her students’ meaning construction.
Creating opportunities to assess two forms of meaning construction was important because study data revealed that there was a marked difference between students’ ability to discuss
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text compared to their ability to convey those same meanings in writing. After some reflection,
Melissa stated:
I’ve been appalled by their answering a totally different question than what we asked
them. And so I really want to focus on ‘Did you answer what I asked you and is your language coherent and correct?’ And so I think they’re going to have to be really purposefully designed questions to make that meaningful. (Interview #6)
Melissa’s approach to questioning needed to become more deliberate if her goal was to help students become intentional about what they wrote and how to specifically answer the questions
asked of them. Melissa reflected on and made a plan for implementing instructional practices
that would mitigate the difficulties in meaning construction that emerged from the study data in
the upcoming year.
The most significant affordance was Melissa’s newfound understanding of herself as a
science writer. Since there is no repository of APL available in the U.S., Melissa would have to
create her own APL articles if she wanted to continue using the text genre. However early in the
study Melissa indicated that she did not “have the time or the inclination to put something like
that together” (Interview #2). These words proved to be false. As a result of using APL during
the study, Melissa decided to create her own APL articles for the following academic year. In an
email communication to me Melissa wrote, “Just wanted you to know that I'm busy trying to find
an adaptable research article on water quality to use with this unit...Then I have to reword it,
etc....Tough to do” (Personal Communication #1)! In a follow-up email Melissa described the
process of writing an APL article in the following way:
I have no idea what I'm doing as far as the reading level/language goes - I'm just guessing!…I'll let you know how it goes. I worked up some questions, and I plan to take the
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same approach that I used with your articles last year. We may do the reading section by
section together for this first one, and I don't think we will do any formal assessment on
this one. Maybe our goal is to assess on an article at the end of the year to see what the
students can learn without a class discussion after we have done several articles together?
Good stuff, but very time consuming and hard to formally assess! (Personal Communication #2)
Writing an original APL article was a tremendous undertaking, but Melisa felt compelled to do
so because once exposed to APL she was unwilling to teach without the text genre. I have previously discussed how much Melissa valued the APL articles in this study, even to the point of
over-privileging their use, but it is her own empowerment to write two APL articles that signified
how much using combined text genres influenced her instructional practice. The willingness to
author articles was also evidence of just how open she was to changing those practices to make
scientific text accessible to her students. Melissa’s APL articles can be found in Appendices U
and V.
The most significant constraint in the study was how Melissa’s lack of understanding of the
power of using combined text genres affected her ability to select texts for the study. This lack of
understanding of combined text genres manifested itself in two ways: how she rationalized her
choice of texts to use in the study and not using the texts in the study to explore the multifaceted
nature of science.
Melissa was in control of the texts that she chose to use in the study. She opted to use all
the texts supplied by the researcher and added some articles of her own (See Chapter 3, Table 4
for text sources). Her rationale for selecting traditional science textbook articles and popular science articles, as previously stated in Assertion 3, was to make sure that the students were given
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the proper background knowledge to construct meaning for the APL articles. However, using
that as the sole rationale for text selection resulted in the need to fill conceptual gaps within the
articles. During the whole class discussion of “Keep on Growing,” Melissa found it necessary to
supplement the content of the article. During a classroom discussion Melissa stated:
Melissa:

Yep. It could be a pituitary gland problem. So there’s one really important
point that I think this article sort of leaves out that I just want to mention
to you. And that is at your current age or when you’re a child can you really predict how big you’re gonna be?

Students:

No

Melissa:

A prime example. My father was a really little guy. He was too small to
play football in high school. And by the time he was grown in his twenties, he grew to be 6 foot 1 with great big broad shoulders and he was a
big, huge man. It didn’t happen to him until he was in his twenties. Another good example, one of the fellas that went to high school with me here.
He was a little bitty tiny guy. He was so tiny. By the time we were seniors
he was starting to get a little bit taller, but he as about this big around. Today he’s one of the biggest men I know. He’s not fat. He’s just tall and
muscular with broad shoulders. He’s a great, big guy. So I think it’s always important to where as a child you may feel shorter than everyone
else is that necessarily number one a bad thing?

Students:

No!

Melissa:

Does it mean it’s going to stay that way?

Students :

No[…]
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Melissa:

It’s not an exact predictable science as far as how big you’re going to get.
(Classroom Observation # 2)

The need to bridge a knowledge gap between the traditional science textbook article and the APL
article with the amount of discussion above was evidence that focusing solely on explicit meaning construction was not a sufficient lens for deciding on texts to use in class.
In Interviews #1 and #2, Melissa indicated that she was aware that the use of combined
text genres could present her students with a multifaceted perspective of science because traditional science textbooks, popular science articles, and APL articles presented the language of
school science, science for all, and scientific inquiry respectively, however she never followed
through with conveying these concepts to her students. This oversight resulted in the missed opportunity to more thoroughly consider the texts used in the study by employing dual lenses that
addressed how well the texts could scaffold meaning construction and present multifaceted perspective of science.
Throughout the study Melissa was aware of how the affordances and constraints of using
combined text genres in a minds-on instructional environment impacted her ability to scaffold
meaning construction in the classroom, thus she became more metacognitive about her instructional practices. Melissa’s metacognition occurred both in real time and over the course of the
study. Melissa was metacognitive in real time as she considered which instructional practices to
use while teaching. She became more metacognitive over the course of the study as she reflected
about her instructional practices in general. Melissa’s constant refrain throughout the study was
‘next year’ meaning that she was cognizant of changes she wanted to make to her instructional
practices in the upcoming school year.
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By the end of the study, Melissa had reprioritized her goals for teaching science. Before
the study, Melissa taught experimental design and process skills by using hands-on activities,
however using combined text genres made Melissa cognizant of weaknesses in the students’ understanding of experimental design. Melissa expanded the way she taught experimental design to
include minds-on activities such as reading, questioning, communicating, interpreting, data, and
drawing conclusions. Melissa explains by stating:
I feel like I've—in a lot of ways, I've reprioritized my goals for these kids. Sort of in a big
way. I almost feel like content doesn't even matter…If we don't get to all that content, so
what? … I'm more concerned with those overarching skill sets, and being able to actually
answer the question that was asked. And to communicate with a complete, thoughtful
sentence…Because they're going to be seeing that in the coming years. No matter what
they major in. Graphs, data tables, interpreting data, and drawing conclusions. Those are
the things that matter. (Interview #7)
After this paradigm shift, Melissa elevated the execution of a minds-on approach to learning a
skill set that was important for her students to acquire. Through this process, content became
secondary to the ability to execute scientific practices and reading combined text genres became
a way for Melissa to support the students’ acquisition of the desired skill set.
Summary. Using combined text genres in class influenced Melissa’s instructional practices by making her reconsider the value of minds-on instruction. Melissa abandoned minds-on
instruction in favor of a flipped classroom environment which, from her perspective, maximized
the time students spent doing science rather than thinking about science. For Melissa, doing science was the most effective way to construct meaning about experimental design. However
Melissa found that she was able to teach experimental design by placing combined text genres in
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hermeneutic circle and discussing them. She walked away from the study with a new understanding of the power of minds-on work under the proper circumstances.
The following section consists Below I briefly summarized how each research question was supported by the assertions that emerged from the study.
Research Question One: How does a teacher’s perception of student meaning construction influence the use of combined text genres in a classroom community? An analysis of the data
revealed that when Melissa implemented literacy integration through the reading of combined
text genres, she returned to a more traditional way of teaching. Instead of focusing on hands-on
instruction, Melissa’s class became a place where all members of the community used text as a
tool through which meaning was constructed. The reading of combined text genres influenced
Melissa’s instructional practices by supporting an active, yet minds-on, learning environment
that allowed Melissa and her students to read, discuss and write about science. The change from
predominantly hands-on to predominantly minds on instructional practices made text visible in
Melissa’s classroom.
Research Question Two: What are the affordances and constraints that using combined
text genres place on a teacher’s instructional practices in a science classroom? Despite the elevation of the role of combined text genres in Melissa’s classroom, Melissa was constrained by
the compartmentalization of the text genres. Even though Melissa alluded to understanding how
the texts in each unit supported each other, she failed to fully connect the texts and each article
was treated as a separate entity. Melissa also over-privileged the use of the APL articles in comparison to the traditional science textbook and popular science articles because they filled an instructional void. She often made direct references to the APL articles in an attempt to scaffold
what she expected from the students’ Inquiry Projects. The affordance of using combined text
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genres was that Melissa became metacognitive about her instructional practices during the study.
She saw that there were opportunities for improvement and indicated a willingness to incorporate
those changes into her instructional practices during the upcoming year. Melissa also took upon
the role of science writer when she began to author her own APL articles.
Research Question Three: What discursive practices occur in the science classroom
while reading combined text genres? Before implementing the reading of combined text genres,
Melissa assigned reading for homework. She did not discuss text in class and primarily focused
on labs that engaged the students in hands-on scientific practices. However, during the study,
Melissa modified her instructional practices to include the facilitation of whole class discussions
that featured text. Depending on what was being discussed, the nature of the classroom community was 1) teacher centered during mini-lectures; 2) teacher facilitated, but student centered as
Melissa probed the students and gave them space to construct meaning aloud; or 3) student-led
through tangential discussions. During the whole class discussions Melissa and the students also
made direct references to the articles, an indication that the text was upgraded from a secondary
to primary source for meaning construction.
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5

DISCUSSION

This chapter consists of a brief summary of the research findings followed by a comparison
of the findings in this study as related to the existing literature. Then, I discuss the limitations of
this study and make suggestions for future research.
Summary of Study
The purpose of this study was to make sense of how the reading of combined text genres influenced the instructional practices of a sixth grade science teacher. One overarching question
and three sub-questions guided the study during data collection, data analysis, and the organization of the research findings. The over arching question was: How does reading combined text
genres influence the instructional practices of a sixth grade science teacher? The sub-questions
were:
1. How does a teacher’s perception of student meaning construction influence the use of
combined text genres in a classroom community?
2. What are the affordances and constraints that using combined text genres place on a
teacher’s instructional practices in a science classroom?
3. What discursive practices occur in the science classroom while reading combined text
genres?
In exploring the influence of reading combined text genres on teacher’s instructional practices, I
established a baseline for Melissa’s instructional practices before incorporating combined text
genres into her classroom. I then presented a detailed account of Unit 1 as an exemplar of Melissa’s instructional practices after implementing combined text genres. A narrative case study was
used to present and support assertions that emerged from data collected during the study through
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classroom observations, interviews, and students and teacher artifacts. The assertions that
emerged from the findings of the research study are as follows:
1. Melissa was able to use minds-on instructional practices to establish an active learning
environment in her classroom community.
2. Using combined text genres made text visible in Melissa’s classroom.
3. Melissa compartmentalized each text genre.
4. The affordances and constraints of using combined text genres made Melissa
metacogntive about her current instructional practices.
In the following section, I situated the findings from my research study in the current literature. I
integrated the findings from Chapter 4 with the research presented in the Introduction and Literature Review, Chapters 1 and 2, respectively. I also included new literature, where appropriate, to
support the findings where necessary.
Discussion of research findings in context of existing literature
Science teachers tend to think of reading as a passive process, so literacy integration rarely
plays a major role in the practice of science teaching. However, researchers have found that literacy integration is not at all passive and have come to support reading, writing, and speaking as a
learning tool in science classrooms (e.g., Baram-Tsabari & Yarden, 2005; Howes, Lim, &
Campos, 2009; Phillips & Norris, 2009; Shanahan, 1997). According to these researchers, literacy integration demands the same skill set as scientific inquiry and the two modes of meaning
construction can be integrated to support an active learning environment. Before the study,
Melissa was one of the teachers who saw little value in literacy integration. Text was relegated to
a secondary position in her classroom because she focused on providing hands-on instructional
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opportunities for hers students. She felt like the minds-on work was passive and should be done
at home.
Melissa valued inquiry-based projects, which she called Inquiry Projects, because they exemplified real world science in her class. Any mode of instruction, such as reading traditional
science textbooks and traditional lecture, that did not directly support the Inquiry Projects was of
no import. Once Melissa was presented with APL articles she experienced a paradigm shift in
her thinking because this text genre represented a good, long sought after model for her Inquiry
Projects. Sutherland (2008) found that it is important for readers to connect to the text. Text that
‘spoke’ to the reader and was found to be personally relevant helped the reader to develop skills
that supported meaning construction. Melissa’s experience during this study supports Sutherland’s findings. Melissa immediately connected to APL and willingly made a leap in her thinking that led her to accept reading as inquiry. With Melissa’s focus on inquiry-based education,
had she not began to consider reading as inquiry she would have been less receptive to the literacy integration into her hands-on classroom and continued to teach without focusing on text.
The consideration of reading as inquiry is strongly supported by Yore (2003) and Philips and
Norris (2009). In an extensive review of the literature on reading in science, Yore wrote about
the necessity of considering reading as more than a unidirectional process and describes the social nature of reading and emphasized the importance of accompanying hands-on activities with
minds-on instruction that reinforced the knowledge gained. Phillips and Norris (2009) added to
Yore’s (2003) perspective by arguing against a simplistic view of reading and stating that reading is a constructive process in which the reader must engage to make sense of the text. Phillips
and Norris continue to qualify reading as inquiry because the words on the page preclude the
reader from coming up with an infinite number of interpretations from the text. As literacy and
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language researchers, Ruddell and Unrau (2004) do not necessarily use the term ‘inquiry’ but in
a description of the Reading as a Meaning Construction Process, they described reading as a process during which the reader must negotiate and rationalize the words on the page through questioning, form hypotheses about possible meanings, interpret the data (words), and build theories
about the meaning of the passage (Ruddell & Unrau, 2004). These are the same skills that are
considered to be scientific inquiry and recognizing them as such was the catalyst for the initial
change in Melissa’s instructional practices. During the study Melissa began to see the value in
entering into hermeneutic circles and featuring text as a learning tool during instructional time
(Lemke, 1990; Ruddell & Unrau, 2004). For the first time, Melissa found herself open to the notion that whole class discussions of text, specifically APL, could contribute to the active learning
environment that she valued so much (Falk & Yarden, 2009); however she was cognizant that
APL alone would not be enough to support meaning construction in her classroom. Knowing that
her students would need more conceptual support opened Melissa to the notion of using combined text genres in her classroom so she could scaffold meaning construction for them on multiple levels: the language of school science, science for all, and scientific discourse (Fang, 2006;
Lemke, 1990; Yarden, 2013). What was a notion for Melissa before the study became a reality
during the study. Now she understood that she could establish an active, inquiry-based learning
environment while reading, writing, and discussing text could support (Gee, 1999; Howes et al.,
2009; Lemke, 1990; Shanahan, 1997). Melissa’s realization that she could use minds-on practices to teach scientific inquiry represented the second shift in Melissa’s instructional practices.
Now that Melissa was fully entrenched in literacy integration through reading combined text
genres, her metacognitive analysis of the instructional environment began to take hold. Melissa’s
metacognitive experiences in hermeneutic circles was reflective of Ruddell and Unrau’s (2004)
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work. In the Reading as a Meaning Construction Process model, the researchers present the
classroom community as an environment in which the teacher, students, and text interact to construct meaning together. Students focused on learning content and the teacher’s focus is scaffolding that meaning construction process through metacognitive considerations of what the students
need, making instructional adjustments when necessary. This interactive model was a predictor
of Melissa’s behavior. Melissa based her instructional strategies on her student’s ability to construct meaning from the article in real time. The ability to construct meaning informed how much
she probed through questioning, the extent of her scaffolding, her tone, the level of frustration
she experienced, and the amount of time that she spent on a concept. The more difficulty the students experienced with meaning construction, the more intentional Melissa became with her instructional practices. Metacognitive considerations enabled Melissa to shift her real-time instructional practices to suit the needs of her students, but Ruddell and Unrau’s model does not sufficiently describe entire Melissa’s metacognitive experience in this study because the focus of that
model is primarily on the classroom community. In this study, Melissa experienced her most significant metacognitive shifts outside of instructional time when she was able to reflect on what
happened as she taught the lesson for the day. It was this reflective thinking that lead to the most
significant changes in Melissa’s instructional practices and enabled her to take on new tasks
(Chick, 2015).
A critical analysis of the research findings demanded that I look beyond the real time changes in Melissa’s instructional practices and consider those changes as the beginning of something
more significant; they were indicative of the process of change. Melissa was experiencing metacognitive shifts that influenced the way she approached instruction not just how she used instructional practices during instructional time. To thoroughly discuss the findings I had to consider a
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model that represented change as a process and the Concerns Based Adoption Model (CBAM)
allows for this consideration (Loucks, 1983).
CBAM operates under three premises: change is a process, change is personal, and people
experience change at different rates (Loucks, 1983). For Melissa change was a process. She admitted that increased exposure to combined text genres led to increased appreciation for what the
text could do for her students. However, there was no repository of APL in the U.S. and she had
no intention of creating APL articles to use with other units. She considered that task to be beyond the scope of what she could do as a science teacher, but by the end of the study Melissa had
completely changed her mind. She now considered the use of combined text genres such a crucial part of her instructional practices that she was empowered to create her own APL articles to
use during the upcoming year. To go from an unwillingness to write an article to enthusiastically
authoring two of them is strong evidence of the process of change.
Melissa’s change was indeed personal (Loucks, 1983). A study by Demir and Ellett (2014)
indicated that teachers chose instructional approaches that fit their epistemic beliefs. Those epistemic beliefs are apparent inside the classroom, but they can extend beyond the classroom into
one’s external learning environment, which includes cultural considerations and learning environments outside the academic institution where one works. From an epistemological standpoint
Melissa valued an inquiry based-classroom. This perspective never wavered during the study;
however Melissa experienced a shift in her epistemic beliefs through metacognitive reflection
that allowed her to see that there were other ways to reach this goal beyond a flipped classroom
environment. It was through this shift that Melissa came to value literacy integration and was
willing to incorporate new instructional practices that supported her new instructional goals.
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Another personal aspect of change that Melissa experienced is her transformation from science teacher to science writer. By authoring two APL articles Melissa demonstrated the formation of a brand new identity; she took on the Discourse of professional science (Gee, 2000,
2011). Gee describes the Discourse as a state of being that is accepted by member of that specific
community. By writing science, Melissa moved a bit closer to the Discourse of scientists.
Though a novice, Melissa no longer found writing an article to be beyond her capabilities and
enthusiastically engaged in the writing process. The development of identity is beyond the scope
of this study, however Melissa’s shift in identity gives credence to just how personal this change
was for her.
The rate at which Melissa experienced change during the study varied. Although I saw
changes to Melissa’s instructional practices in the study, some of her metacognitive shifts
seemed to be in a state of flux. The metacognitive shifts that were easy for Melissa to make, such
as incorporating whole class discussions and presenting her students with more opportunities to
write about science, resulted in immediate changes in her instructional practices to suit these new
perspectives. The implication is that Melissa was able to move away from metacognitive considerations and become task driven. Other aspects, such as the way she compartmentalized the articles throughout the study, indicated only preliminary metacognitive considerations of the texts
themselves. Melissa consistently compartmentalized the text genres throughout the study despite
alluding to how they were interconnected in the pre-study interview; she was unable to combine
the texts used in each unit into a single instructional tool (see Figure 1). Additional time for reflection could allow Melissa to discover why she compartmentalized the texts even though she
understood their interconnectedness. The implication is that Melissa has gone through the first
step of metacognitive considerations necessary to implement the use of combined text genres in
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her instructional practices, yet she needed more time to fully understand the power of using
combined text genres in her classroom. Additional time to reflect upon the use of

Figure 5. The interconnectedness of combined text genres
combined text genres could provide a better understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of
each text genre and help Melissa learn the best way to select and use articles in combination to
support and buoy meaning construction for her students.
Conclusion
In many aspects, this study supports findings from other research studies such as using
APL to establish active learning environments that support meaning construction about scientific
inquiry, the consideration of reading as a type of inquiry, and the importance of using minds-on
practices such as literacy integration to teach science. However, because this study was a novel
approach to examining literacy integration into the science classroom some of the findings, in
this context, were new to the field of science education. First, this study addresses literacy integration in the middle school, rather than high school classroom. Secondly, instead of focusing on
the student population, this study made sense of a teacher’s journey as she combined three genres
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of text, one completely new to her, for use in a classroom setting. Finally, this exploration examined what using combined text genres meant to the teacher and how using combined texts influenced her instructional practices both in real time and after time for reflection. The results of this
study indicate that literacy integration is a substantial undertaking, but is possible in the science
classroom if the teacher has the resources and feels supported during the process.
In support of literacy integration. Why is it important to incorporate literacy practices in
science classrooms? The skill set that a student develops as a result of literacy instruction in science classrooms will enable them to read critically, synthesize information and use previous
learning experiences to make sense of new information (Baram-Tsabari & Yarden, 2005; Bruce
& Wasser, 1996; Shanahan, 1997; Sutherland, 2008). Integrating literacy practices into science
instruction also increases motivation and engagement, strengthens the skills necessary to wholly
participate in inquiry learning, makes cross curricular connections between science and language
arts, and give students a better idea of how these subjects are intricately linked (Douville,
Pugalee, & Wallace, 2003; Kachan, Guilbert, & Bisanz, 2006; Olson & Truxaw, 2009; Pappas,
2006; Purcell-Gates, Duke, & Martineau, 2007; Shanahan, 1997; Sutherland, 2008). The teacher
in this study would agree to all of these points, which is why literacy integration significantly
influenced her instructional practices during the study.
In terms of teacher complacency. Melissa was largely content with the instructional practices that she used. The self-proclaimed “innovative” teacher used a flipped class environment to
teach scientific inquiry for years and although she was cognizant that she needed to bring more
real world science into her classroom, Melissa saw no reason to make holistic changes to her instructional practices. Borko, Roberts and Shavelson (2008) indicated that teachers who understand the way students think make instructional adjustment to help students construct meaning.
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They also go on to state that large-scale shifts a teacher’s belief system occurs when something
goes wrong in the classroom causing the teacher to experience tension. The tension, if strong
enough, can cause a shift in the teacher’s instructional practices. These observations support the
findings in this study in that Melissa’s experienced tension brought about by literacy integration
through the reading of combined text genres. By taking a minds-on approach to teaching scientific inquiry Melissa realized that her students could not articulate scientific concepts in writing
and she discovered that they were weak in their overall knowledge of experimental design. These
shortcomings in the students’ ability to construct meaning led Melissa to become reflective about
her current instructional practices and begin thinking about the changes she needed to make in
the future to mitigate those difficulties in meaning construction. After this paradigm shift, memorizing content became secondary to the need to ensure that her students developed the ability to
execute scientific practices. Reading combined text genres became a way for Melissa to support
the students’ acquisition of the desired skill set.
Studies by Firestone and Martinez (2007) and Turner, Warzon, and Christensen (2011)
suggested that a teacher must feel supported to implement sustained changes to their instructional practices. Firestone and Martinez found that to influence instructional changes teachers need
to be monitored, have access to resources such as instructional materials and time to teach, and
receive professional development. Turner et al. (2011) took a different approach to studying instructional change. Findings from their study supported Borko et al. (2008) in that tension could
inspire change, however they felt that the amount of collaborative opportunities available coupled with teacher efficacy determined whether or not the change would occur. Melissa’s experience in this study represents a hybrid of their findings. Being that Melissa taught in an independent school, not in a public school system, that did not have a formal evaluation process, being
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monitored is not directly applicable to her situation. There was no professional development directly related to this study; however Melissa’s school supported teachers who sought professional development with time off and funding. At her institution Melissa had an abundance of resources (with the exception of APL articles). Most importantly, because there were no curricular
constraints or standardized test, Melissa had the time to weigh her current instructional practices
against new ones in a nonthreatening environment. For Melissa, the change in instructional practices was warranted and she was willing and able to make those changes because she felt supported and validated. Melissa was motivated to address her own complacency and made the
changes necessary to improve her ability to help students construct meaning.
Implications of the study
Policy. The stakes are high for science educators in the United States. Reform movements
such as the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) and the Next Generation Science Standards
(NGSS) are holding teachers increasingly accountable for student meaning construction. The underlying premise of these reforms, to increase career-readiness and scientific literacy in American students, are noble; however the literacy-focused standards are difficult to achieve when the
only text genre widely available to teachers is the traditional science textbook (Achieve, Inc.,
2013; National Governors Association Center for Best Practices, Council of Chief State School
Officers, 2010).
The goal is for the CCSS and the NGSS to work in tandem as a set of guiding principles
for science instruction. Understandably, the intention of this hands-off approach is to give school
districts the autonomy to implement the CCSS and NGSS in ways that work best for the organization; however the lack of accompanying materials leaves science teachers in a bind because
literacy integration in the science classroom is not an easy task. It works best when there are
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clearly specified outcomes that take advantage of the most rigorous thinking of the disciplinary
fields (Block, Parris, Reed, Whiteley, & Cleveland, 2009). This top-down approach assumes that
the guiding principles offered through the standards are enough to lead to effective literacy integration in science classrooms and they are not.
This study provided evidence that the use of combined text genres can help teachers implement instructional practices that meet the literacy integration demands of CCSS and NGSS;
however the implication is that teachers need the proper materials to do so. A repository of resources, such as popular science and APL articles that support existing science curriculum at all
levels, should accompany the implementation of CCSS and the NGSS reform movements.
Providing access to resources that support the literacy integration goals of the CCSS and NGSS
will increase the likelihood that we will see these standards met through classroom instruction.
Another implication for educational policy is the use of grade level accessible scientific
texts in at the elementary level. Younger students are just learning to read and their texts are typically in narratives that rarely contain science content. When the reader does contain science content it, too, is presented as a narrative and is often incomplete (Howes et al., 2009; Norris et al.,
2008). This study finds that primary scientific literature can be made grade level accessible
through using APL in a middle school classroom and there is no reason to think that primary literature cannot be adapted to suit elementary school students who have learned to read. If elementary level APL articles are properly written, it can be a remedy for the inclusion of expository
scientific text at the elementary level.
Practice. It is likely that teachers believe that incorporating literacy strategies in science
classrooms means focusing on code-based reading instruction which is not necessarily true
(Greenleaf, Schoenbach, Cziko, & Mueller, 2001). Students do not always need instruction on
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reading skills. What they need is guidance on building skills that help them construct meaning
from science text (Anderson, West, Beck, MacDonell, & Frisbie, 1997; Guthrie et al., 1998,
2004). Science teachers who integrate literacy into their classrooms need not become reading
teachers. Literacy integration uses the whole language perspective of meaning-making
(Rosenblatt, 2004; Ruddell, 1992). The approach focuses on meaning construction through reading rather than teaching students how to read, especially in middle and high school.
The implication is that literacy integration need not be a mystery or deterrent to science
teachers. One consideration of why literacy integration has proven to be so difficult is that teachers do not have access to text that supports this type of instruction. This study implies that with
the right resources, such as access to combined text genres, and through trial and error with a variety of instructional practices, teachers can successfully implement literacy integration into their
classrooms. Since there are no specific guidelines for literacy integration into the classroom a
teacher simply needs to provide her students with the opportunity to read, discuss, and write
about science-based text. It is true that the scientific nature and quality of those discussions and
writings will depend on the genre(s) of text available, however using the traditional science textbook will at the very least, enable a teacher to begin the process.
Ideas for future research
This study supports the possibility of several future studies. Conducting a study that examines reading combined text from a student’s perspective would provide insight into the extent
that this form of literacy integration helps students construct meaning about science. It would
also provide insight into exactly how reading combined texts contributed to their ability to make
meaning and their attitudes about literacy integration.
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Another idea for future research includes examining how literacy integration, through the
reading of combined text genres, scaffolds meaning construction about scientific practices. The
study should take into account how ‘doing science’ (NRC, 2012) can work in tandem with literacy integration to provide immediate feedback as to how well the students can articulate and apply meaning about scientific concepts constructed during through hands on activities through
speaking and writing. When coupled, hands-on and minds-on practices can provide powerful and
thorough opportunities for meaning construction. Examining these practices in tandem could
lead to insight regarding best practices in science classrooms.
Finally, these findings could be extended by conducting a longitudinal study tracking
changes in instructional practices over time particularly because continuing to use combined text
genres in her classroom demands that Melissa create her own APL articles. At the time of the
study, data indicated that though the process of writing APL articles was laborious, it was one in
which Melissa was willing to engage. Examining her instructional practices over an extended
period of time could provide insight into whether the initial changes to her instructional practices
persisted or if she reverted back to the pre-study, flipped classroom environment. The study
could also help researchers understand the aspects of an educational environment that support
long term changes in instructional practices.
Limitations of the Study
This exploration, like every study, had its limitations. It should be noted that I am employed at the research site; I have an emic’s perspective. Although being an employee provides
affordances such as being privy to the cultural nuances of the institution, it could also lead to
limitations that cause research bias. In order to mitigate the bias as much as possible I chose to
study a teacher in a different division of the institution. Being that I also have no supervisory
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role, I had no authority over the teacher or the students in the study. At the time of the study, the
teacher participant and I did not have a relationship other than being casual colleagues. I also had
not met any of the students in her class because sixth grade is housed in a building across campus. I distanced myself from the participants by limiting my interactions with them because I did
not want to skew the data as it was being collected. The same connection with the research site
that could be considered a limitation was also an affordance because it enabled me to navigate
three levels of authority to eventually receive permission to conduct the study. I was also able to
quickly establish a relationship of trust and mutual respect with all participants in the study because I understood so much about the school’s culture.
I made another attempt to mitigate bias by engaging in the peer review process with two
researchers enrolled in a teaching and learning doctoral program. While acknowledging that narrative inquiries are co-created only by the participant and researcher (Riessman, 2008), my
closeness to this research and employment at the research site called for an additional measure of
objectivity. Engaging in the peer review process allowed me that. I used peer debriefing to prevent potential research bias and to pick up on any important findings that I overlooked.
Another limitation was the small sample size of the student participants. In a class of
eighteen students, only ten participated in the study. As a result none of the transcript data collected from the eight non-participants was used. There were occasions when the data that best
supported an assertion could not be used because it was made by, or included quotes from, a
non-participant which forced me to find alternate examples to make a case for the assertion.
Conducting research in which all members of the class are participants would have allowed me,
as a researcher, more freedom when including transcript data.
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An additional limitation of the study was time. The study was conducted during the second half of spring semester, so there was a clear endpoint to data collection. Eight weeks in a
classroom was not time to fully discern whether Melissa would continue to use combined text
genres in her classroom or if she would eventually shy away from their implementation due to
the limited supply of APL and the need to create her own articles. More time in the classroom
could have provided the answer. There was also not enough time for Melissa to fully develop a
sound conceptual understanding of what combined text genres were or how to maximize its use.
Unfortunately over the course of the study, Melissa was unable to fully develop her new instructional practices in a way that led to using the text in a collective, more meaningful way rather
than compartmentalizing each genre. Additional time using combined text genres could have led
to her ability to use the text collectively in a more meaningful way rather than compartmentalizing each genre.
Due to time constrains only five of the ten student participants were interviewed once
and the interviews themselves were short. I also had to agree not to interrupt the students’ academic schedules and could only interview student participants during their afternoon homeroom
period when there were no scheduled activities in the building. Although this was a case study
about the teacher, being able to spend more interviewing student participants would have enabled
me to collect more data about meaning construction from the students’ perspective, providing
another dimension to the data analysis process.
The final limitation of the study was the reading level of the students. This research site
was deliberately chosen because the academic rigor of the school insured that the students read
above grade level and reading comprehension would not interfere with the study results. As a
researcher I acknowledge that this study does not provide insight into how reading combined text
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genres would look in classroom communities with students who struggle with reading. It is possible that the difficulty of the texts, especially the APL, would continue to make literacy integration into the classrooms of low performing schools even more difficult than it already is. This
In conclusion, this study provides support for literacy integration in science classrooms
through the use of combined text genres. Featuring text as a primary resource rather than relegating it to the sidelines affords the opportunity for minds-on instructional practices that support the
reinforcement of scientific inquiry. The benefit of using minds-on instructional practices in science classrooms is two-fold: the teacher is able to scaffold student meaning construction in realtime through metacognitive considerations of her instructional practices and these considerations
can lead to reflective, and more crucial thinking about one’s instructional practices. In the right
environment, those reflections could be the catalyst for changing instructional practices that are
less effective than desired.
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Appendix B
Participant Informed Consent Form

Title: How Reading Combined Text Genres Contributes to Meaning-Making in Science
Principal Investigator (PI): Kadir Demir, Ph.D.
Student PI: Mesa B. Davis
I.

Purpose:

You are invited to participate in a research study. The purpose of the study is to explore how you
use reading to help students understand science. You are invited to participate because you are a
teacher that uses a variety of text types in your instructional approach.
II.

Procedures:

There will be no changes to your classroom routine if you decide to participate. The Student
PI will observe your classroom, make notes and audiotape classroom interactions. You will
also be asked to participate in three formal 90-minute interviews about your experiences in
the classroom and a 5-hour training session on using combined text genres. Participation will
require approximately 9.5 hours of your time over 8 weeks during Spring 2014.
III.

Risks:

In this study, you will not have any more risks than you would in a normal day of life.
IV.

Benefits:

Participation in this study may not benefit you personally. The findings of the study will add to
the overall body of knowledge of the integration of literacy and science education.
V.

Voluntary Participation and Withdrawal:

Participation in research is voluntary. You do not have to be in this study. If you decide to be
in the study and change your mind, you have the right to drop out at any time. You may
choose not to answer any or all of the interview questions or stop participating at any time.
Whatever you decide, you will not be penalized at any time.
VI.

Confidentiality:

We will keep your records private to the extent allowed by law. The Student PI will have access
to the information you provide. Information may also be shared with those who make sure the
study is done correctly (GSU Institutional Review Board, the Office for Human Research Protection (OHRP). We will not use your name in any study records. Audiotapes and documents will
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be stored in either a locked cabinet and/or on a password protected computer then destroyed after
the study. Your name will not appear in the published study. Instead I will use a pseudonym for
you and will not use information that can be used to identify you. I will not discuss this study
with anyone other than the study team including other administrators or teachers at Woodward.
VII.

Contact Persons:

Contact Mesa B. Davis at (404) 765-2855 or rdavis49@student.gsu.edu or Kadir Demir at (404) 4138410 at kadir@gsu.edu if you have questions, concerns, or complaints about this study. You can also
call if you think you have been harmed by the study. Call Susan Vogtner in the Georgia State University Office of Research Integrity at 404-413-3513 or svogtner1@gsu.edu if you want to talk to
someone who is not part of the study team. You can talk about questions, concerns, offer input, obtain information, or suggestions about the study. You can also call Susan Vogtner if you have questions or concerns about your rights in this study.
VIII.

Copy of Consent Form to Subject:

We will give you a copy of this consent form to keep.
Please sign below if you are willing to volunteer for this research and be audiotaped.

______________________________________
Participant

_________________
Date

_________________________________________
Principal Investigator or Researcher Obtaining Consent

_________________
Date
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Appendix C
Minor Participant Assent Form

Title: How Reading Combined Texts Contributes to Meaning-Making in Science Classrooms
Principal Investigator (PI): Kadir Demir, Ph.D.
Student PI: Mesa B. Davis
I.
Purpose:
You are invited to be in this study because you are a student at Woodward Academy in a 6th
grade science class. The purpose of the study is to see how reading helps students to understand
science. Fifteen to twenty-five classmates will be asked to be in this study.
Procedures:
II.
If you participate, there will be no changes to your science class. The researcher will observe your class and you will be interviewed by researcher about your experiences in the
classroom. All discussions will be audiotaped. The researcher will be able to see any assignments that you turn in during the study, but will not grade them. Your teacher might
provide copies of the assignments without your name to the researcher. This study will
require no more than 5 total hours of your time over 8 weeks during Spring 2014.
III.
Risks:
In this study, you will not have any more risks than you would in a normal day of life.
IV.
Benefits:
This study may not personally benefit you. The purpose is to understand how reading helps students talk about and understand science.
V.
Voluntary Participation and Withdrawal:
You do not have to participate in the study and can leave the study at any time. You can refuse
to be in this study and your parents/legal guardians(s) cannot force you.
VIII. Copy of Consent Form to Subject:
We will give you a copy of this consent form to keep.

If you want to participate for this study and be audio recorded, please sign below.

________________________________________
Participant

____________
Date

________________________________________
Principal Investigator or Researcher Obtaining Consent

___________
Date
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Appendix D
Parent Informed Consent Form

Title: How Reading Combined Text Genre Contributes to Meaning-Making in Science
\Principal Investigator (PI): Kadir Demir, Ph.D.
Student PI: Mesa B. Davis
I.

Purpose:

Your child is being invited to participate in a research study because he/she is a student in Mrs.
Field’s science class. The purpose of the study is to explore how reading helps students to understand science and how Mrs. Fields uses reading to support that understanding. Fifteen to twenty
five 6th graders at Woodward Academy will be recruited for this study.
II.

Procedures:

Your child’s classroom routine will not change. Your child will be observed in a classroom
setting and interviewed by the researcher about his/her experiences with reading in the
classroom. If you give permission for your child to participate, your child will be observed
as part of his/her regular science instruction. The researcher will audiotape all class sessions
and interviews. The researcher will have access to any assignments that your child submits.
The teacher will remove your student’s name from the assignments before giving them to
the researcher. The researcher will not grade any assignments during the study. This study
will require no more than 5 total hours of your student’s time for interviews over 8 weeks
during Spring 2014.
III.

Risks:

In this study, your child will not have any more risks than in a normal day of life, however
your child will be treated with an ethic of care. He/she may leave the study at any time.
He/she does not have to answer questions that make him/her uncomfortable. The researcher will end the process if your student shows any sign of discomfort.
IV.

Benefits:

Participation in this study may not benefit your child personally. The findings of the study will
add to the overall body of knowledge of how reading helps students to understand science and
how teachers can support students through reading.
V.

Voluntary Participation and Withdrawal:
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Participation in research is voluntary. Your child has the right to refuse to participate and cannot be required to participate in this study. Your child can choose to stop participating at any
time without penalty. Your student’s grades will not be impacted by the study whether or not
they choose to participate.

VI.

Confidentiality:

We will keep study records private to the extent allowed by law. Mesa Bryant Davis will have
access to the information you provide. Information may also be shared with those who make sure
the study is done correctly (GSU Institutional Review Board, the Office for Human Research
Protection (OHRP). Audiotapes and documents will be stored in either a locked cabinet and/or
on a password protected computer then destroyed after the study. We will not use your child’s
name on study records. A pseudonym will be used.
VII.

Contact Persons:

Contact Mesa B. Davis at (404) 765-2855 or rdavis49@student.gsu.edu or Kadir Demir at (404) 4138410 or kadir@gsu.edu if you have questions, concerns, or complaints about this study. You or your
child can also call if you think your child has been harmed by the study. Call Susan Vogtner in the
Georgia State University Office of Research Integrity at 404-413-3513 or svogtner1@gsu.edu if
you or your child want to talk to someone who is not part of the study team. You or your child can
talk about questions, concerns, offer input, obtain information, or suggestions about the study. You
or your child can also call Susan Vogtner if you have questions or concerns about participant rights
in this study.
VIII. Copy of Consent Form to Subject:
We will give you a copy of this consent form to keep.
Please sign below if you give your child permission to volunteer for this study and be audiotaped.

__________________________________________
Parent or Guardian Signature

_____________
Date

____________________________________________
Student Name (please print)
___________________________________________
Principal Investigator or Researcher Obtaining Consent

_________________
Date
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Appendix E
Study Protocol

Method
Interview 1

Pre
Intervention

Teacher
Purpose
• Background information
• Pedagogical
practices
• Resources
• Feelings about
text in use
• Definition of
meaning making

Observations
Round 1

Data collection

Interview 1
(con’d)

•
•
•

Observations
Round 2

Student
Method

Purpose

Observations
Round 1

Data collection

Observations
Round 2

Data collection

Discuss what
was observed
Clarify what was
observed
Determine experience of using
text

Data collection

Intervention
Interviews 2-5

Questionnaires
1 and 2
•

Post
Intervention

Interview 6
•

Discuss/clarify
what was observed
Determine expe-

•

Assess how students experienced
multiple factors
while reading combined texts
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rience of using
combined texts
(scaffolding student meaning
making processes, challenges)

Interview 7

•

Follow up interview

•

Assess how well
transcripts represents participant’s reality

Interview

Discuss/clarify
what was observed
• Determine experience of using combined texts (meaning making processes, understanding and demonstration of scientific
practices)
• Discuss/clarify answers on questionnaire
Member Check Assess how well transcripts represents participants’ reality
•
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Appendix F
EQUIP (Observation Protocol)
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Appendix G
Sample Teacher Interview Questions
Lesson Planning/Teaching
1. You took a very different approach when teaching this set of articles. I realize that you
covered the articles after you read the Yarden training article.
a. How much did the article influence your new approach?
b. What was it about the article that influenced you?
c. How much of this did you carry over to the article about Atrazine.
2. Listen to this exchange. What did you think about it?

Text Genres
3. With the HGH articles I saw students bring information from the traditional science article into the discussion about the APL article. Why do you think this happened?
4. I noticed that you referred to the text more often in the APL frog article than any other
text in use. You didn’t do that with the HGH article. Why did you change your approach?
Did you see any change in the way the students responded?
5. How did your experience with the kids “burning out” on the atrazine article influence
your approach to the asexual reproduction topic?
Meaning Making
6. How well did you think the articles supported your students’ meaning making processes?
7. What meaning(s) did the students make from the articles?
8. Where did you find them weak in their meaning making?
9. What would have supported them more?
10. Yesterday I heard Ana go on and on about how science and math shouldn’t be combined.
What do you think about that? What would you have said to her?
Discursive Practices
11. Your approach to talking science in your classroom was largely Q and A. You tended to
follow tangents more with the APL but you still used a Q and A format.
a. Why do you find this approach useful?
b. How does this align with your inquiry based mode of teaching?
c. How does it support meaning making?
12. Did the nature of talk in your class change from article to article (or genre to genre)?
13. Did you see a change in the way your students discussed the articles?
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Appendix H
Sample Student Interview Questions

1. How would you describe the following types of text?
a. Your Techbook articles
b. The popular science article (teenage brain, asexual repro in komodo dragons)
c. APL
2. What do you think of/ learn from them?\
3. Which type of text do you prefer? Why?
4. Which helps you learn more? Why?
5. When did you feel the need to refer directly to the text to answer the question?
6. You don’t seem to like talking much in class although you are engaged and can answer questions. Why?
7. Do you think the different articles made you think differently? Ask different questions?
Wonder different things?
8. Do you like reading in class better or reading for HW? Which helps you learn more?
9. What did you use from the article to support the answers that you gave to Mrs. Fields?
10. Did you ever need to look back at the article to make sure that your answers were correct?
Why or why not?
11. Sometimes your answers to questions while you talked about the questions in class did not
match the answers you wrote on the articles. Why? What changed?
12. Do you learn more by talking about what you read or reading and answering questions?
13. Do you normally talk during discussions? Do you feel like your participation changed with
these articles?
14. Tell me how you felt while your class was talking about the articles.
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Appendix I
Questionnaire 1
Textbook (Title: Disappearing Frogs)
Directions: The following pages contain a number of
statements with which some people agree and others disagree. Please rate how much you personally agree or disagree with these statements—how much they reflect how
you feel or think personally—according to the scale below.

Strongly Disagree
1

Disagree
2

No Opinion or Uncertain
3

Agree
4

Strongly Agree
5

1. I enjoyed reading the material

1

2

3

4

5

2. The textbook was difficult to read

1

2

3

4

5

3. The textbook was difficult to comprehend

1

2

3

4

5

4. The textbook was interesting

1

2

3

4

5

5. The textbook was frustrating

1

2

3

4

5

6. The passage was too long

1

2

3

4

5

7. I would like to know more about the passage’s subject 1

2

3

4

5

8. I felt like a real scientist after reading the passage

2

3

4

5

1
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Directions: Please answer the following questions
9. What were the benefits of reading this article?

10. What would you change about this article?

11. What does this article tell you about the field of science?
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APL Article (Title: The exposure of frogs
to low levels of the pesticide Atrazine
leads to problems in sexual development)

Directions:
Please rate how much you personally
agree or disagree with these statements.

Strongly Disagree
1

Disagree
2

No Opinion or Uncertain
3

Agree
4

Strongly Agree
5

12. I enjoyed reading the material

1

2

3

4

5

13. The article was difficult to read

1

2

3

4

5

14. The article was difficult to comprehend

1

2

3

4

5

15. The article was interesting

1

2

3

4

5

16. The article was frustrating

1

2

3

4

5

17. The article was too long

1

2

3

4

5

18. I would like to know more about the subject

1

2

3

4

5

19. I felt like a real scientist after reading the article 1

2

3

4

5
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Directions: Please answer the following questions
20. What were the benefits of reading this article?

21. What would you change about this article?

22 . What does this article tell you about the field of science?

Directions: Please rate how much you personally agree or disagree with these statements.

Strongly Disagree
1

Disagree
2

No Opinion or Uncertain
3

Agree
4

Strongly Agree
5

General Attitude Assessmen
23. I would rather study using a textbook

1

2

3

4

5

22. I prefer that the teacher explain so I won’t
have to read by myself

1

2

3

4

5

23. I enjoyed reading different articles

1

2

3

4

5

24. I like discussing the readings with other students

1

2

3

4

5

25. Hearing other students’ opinions made me change
my mind about my own opinions

1

2

3

4

5
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26. Hearing other students’ opinions made me think
more about my own opinions even if I did not change
my mind

1

2

3

4

5

Directions: Please answer the following questions about the articles.

27. Please explain what you learned after reading each article
a. Disappearing Frogs

b. The exposure of frogs to low levels of the pesticide Atrazine leads to problems in
sexual development

28. How were the articles similar?

29. How were they different?
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Appendix J
Questionnaire 2

Directions: Please answer these questions based on how you read the articles in this class on
HGH, frogs, and asexual reproduction. Feel free to explain your answer in the space provided.
You can also use the ‘explain’ option to write in an answer that better reflects what you actually
do. Thanks for your time!

1. How do you approach text?
a. I skim the article first, then read for understanding
b. I jump right into the article
c. Explain:___________________________________________________________

2. Do you see reading as:
a. Active—it takes work to understand
b. Passive—understanding will come automatically
c. Explain:___________________________________________________________

3. While reading, do you pay attention to text features (bold, italics, highlighting)?
a. Yes
b. No
c. Explain:___________________________________________________________

4. While reading, do you pay attention to text structure (how text is organized, headings,
subheadings)?
a. Yes
b. No
c. Explain:___________________________________________________________

5. When you come to a word in bold, italics, etc., you:
a. Slow down to make sure you know why the word is ‘special’
b. Keep reading and figure it out later
c. Explain:___________________________________________________________
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6. When you come to a picture, graph or table you:
a. Ignore it
b. Try to figure it out
c. Explain:___________________________________________________________

7. When you come to a picture, graph or table do you:
a. Read the caption
b. Do not read the caption and try to figure it out on your own
c. Explain:___________________________________________________________

8. What happens when you come to a word that you do not know?
a. Ignore it
b. Try to figure it out using context clues
c. Explain:___________________________________________________________

9. What happens when you find out that you do not understand a passage or that your attention has drifted?
a. Reread the text
b. Keep going and figure out what you missed during the discussion
c. Explain:___________________________________________________________

10. Do you ever look back at the text to check your understanding or find an answer?
a. Yes
b. No
c. Explain:___________________________________________________________

11. Do you ever use quotes from the text to support your answer or opinion?
a. Yes
b. No
c. Explain:___________________________________________________________

12. In your opinion, what made the articles in this class easy to read?
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13. In your opinion, what made the articles in this class difficult to read?
14. In your opinion, which type of passage was your favorite (Choose TechBook, Science
News/magazine articles or the articles about research studies? Why did you like it?
15. In your opinion, which type of passage was your least favorite (Choose TechBook, Science News/magazine articles or the articles about research studies? Why did you not like
it very much?
16. Do you have anything else you would like to share?
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Appendix K
Dissertation Timeline
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Appendix L
Bone Structure Article
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Appendix M
Picture of a Knee Joint
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Appendix N
Comparative Bone Activity

Carefully examine each bone – they will break if you drop them!!!
1) How can you identify which bones are skulls?

2) Look carefully at the skulls. List three main features of skulls that might help you identify
what type of animal a skull belongs to.
1.
2.
3.

BONE #1:
Is it a skull?
If it is NOT a skull, what part of the animal is it (name the bone if you know the name!)?

Identify what type of animal you think the bone came from:

List TWO reasons why you think it belongs to that type of animal:
1.
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2.

BONE #2:
Is it a skull?
If it is NOT a skull, what part of the animal is it (name the bone if you know the name!)?

Identify what type of animal you think the bone came from:

List TWO reasons why you think it belongs to that type of animal:
1.
2.

BONE #3:
Is it a skull?
If it is NOT a skull, what part of the animal is it (name the bone if you know the name!)?

Identify what type of animal you think the bone came from:

List TWO reasons why you think it belongs to that type of animal:
1.
2.
BONE #4:
Is it a skull?
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If it is NOT a skull, what part of the animal is it (name the bone if you know the name!)?

Identify what type of animal you think the bone came from:

List TWO reasons why you think it belongs to that type of animal:
1.
2.

BONE #5:
Is it a skull?
If it is NOT a skull, what part of the animal is it (name the bone if you know the name!)?

Identify what type of animal you think the bone came from:

List TWO reasons why you think it belongs to that type of animal:
1.
2.

BONE #6:
Is it a skull?
If it is NOT a skull, what part of the animal is it (name the bone if you know the name!)?

Identify what type of animal you think the bone came from:
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List TWO reasons why you think it belongs to that type of animal:
1.
2.

BONE #7:
Is it a skull?
If it is NOT a skull, what part of the animal is it (name the bone if you know the name!)?

Identify what type of animal you think the bone came from:

List TWO reasons why you think it belongs to that type of animal:
1.
2.

BONE #8:
Is it a skull?
If it is NOT a skull, what part of the animal is it (name the bone if you know the name!)?

Identify what type of animal you think the bone came from:

List TWO reasons why you think it belongs to that type of animal:
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1.
2.

BONE #9:
Is it a skull?
If it is NOT a skull, what part of the animal is it (name the bone if you know the name!)?

Identify what type of animal you think the bone came from:

List TWO reasons why you think it belongs to that type of animal:
1.
2.
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Appendix O
Unit 1 Traditional Science Textbook Article, “Keep on Growing”
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Appendix P
Unit 1 Popular Science Article “Teens and Decision Making: What Brain Science Reveals”
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Appendix Q
Unit 1 APL Article, Clinical studies on using human growth hormone produced from
bacteria in children who suffer a deficiency of growth hormone
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Appendix R
Unit 2 Traditional Science Textbook Article, “Disappearing Frogs”
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Appendix S
Unit 3 Traditional Science Textbook Article, “Getting to Know: Asexual Reproduction”
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Appendix T
Unit 3 APL and Popular Science Articles
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Appendix U
Melissa’s first APL Article
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Appendix V
Melissa’s second APL Article
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